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Gazelle. (Page 827)
They usually live in dry (ountiy. although some
live on fertile plains. Male gazelles have sweep-
ing lyre-shaped horns, but the females have
short spikes or no horns at all.
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Gibbon. (Page 850)
Its wrist, arms, and shoulders are adapted for

swinging hand-over-hand and leaping from
branches in the latest. This movement is known
as bi actuation.
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Fish eagle

The African fish eagle has been described

as the most handsome of African eagles

with its black flight feathers and white

head, back and chest contrasting with the

chestnut of the remainder of the body.

It is found all over Africa south of the

Sahara. It is also known as the African

sea eagle or river eagle, but LH Brown,

the authority on African eagles, has

maintained that fish eagle is the best

name. Compared with a bald eagle (p 128)

or a golden eagle, a fish eagle is small,

having the same body length as a herring

gull. The fish eagle is found on rii>ers,

lakes, along the sea shore and sometimes

on quite small patches of watei such as

ponds or small swamps.

In Madagascar the fish eagle is replaced

by the closely related Madagascar fish

eagle, while there are two fish eagles in

the Indian and Malayan regions that be-

long to another genus.

Diving for fish — and birds

The fish eagle has been tailed the voice <>l

Af rica' because its musical yelping call is so

often heard. It is usually seen in pairs,

searching for food in a home range they

occupy all the breeding season, and olten

throughout the rest of the year. A home
range is not the same as the territory of a

songbird, for instance. It is not defended
and the ranges of neighbouring pairs can

overlap slightly.

Within the range a pair of fish eagles have

several favourite perches on the boughs
of trees where the) can look out over the

water for prey. Here they spend a consider-

able part of their time, perching motion-

less then launching off on short sorties. At

other times they hunt from the air, soaring

in circles over lake or river.

The usual food of fish eagles is fish but

they also prev on other birds and when
living near riverside or lakeside villages thev

become scavengers, feeding on floating offal

and refuse. Fish, such as tilapia and tat-

fish, are caught as they swim neat the sui-

face. The occasional lungfish is taught as

it swims up to the surface from the bottom
tt> gulp air. Two methods are used to catch

fish. Small fish are taught In a rapid dive

from the perch or from the air, the eagle

plunging in to grab the fish in its talons.

Larger fish are t aught In slowly flying to a

position just over them then plunging the

last few feet. The eagles have difficulty

carrying hu ge fish so the) carr) them back

bv Hying low and diagging them at loss the

surface of the water then (limbing ]usi

before reaching the perch.

Fish eagles also raid the colonies ol watei

birds such as little shags and darters, and
some fish eagles ma\ subsist mainl) on
young buds during the latter pari ol tin

breeding season, if there is a colony nearby.

We have seen how young darters leave the

nests and take to the water if molested (p
613). This is a sufficient defence against

some predators but not against fish eagles

which can catch the young darters while

they are swimming. Adult dartei s and shags

A Like a heraldic crest: a fish eagle straddles aggressively in

V Still glaring suspiciously pom side to side with wings hunc

As fish eagles have trouble i)i carrying large fish in flight, they

shallows beside it'

d. the eagle drags

refer to lug them
fish ashore,

into dry land.



are also caught as they swim underwater

and fish eagles will also take larger birds,

such as herons, egrets, and flamingos.

Stealing other birds' nests

Each pair of fish eagles build one or two

nests in tall trees. The nests are bulky,

i 01 5 tt across, made of sticks and papyrus

sedge and lined with the matted-grass nests

of weaver birds, which are torn away from

their foundations on the branches of trees

and carried to the eagles' nest. It is not

unusual for small birds to nest near the nests

of biitK of pie\ or of aggressive birds such

as drongos (p 670). In this way they are pro-

tected f rom enemies which are kept away by

theii larger neighbours. While birds of prey

are near the nest they have no urge to hunt;

small birds can even nest in the founda-

tions of their protector's nest with complete

impunity, unless it is a fish eagle's nest.

Weaver birds sometimes nest under fish

eagles' nests, and although safe themselves,

their trust in the eagles is violated by the

eagles stealing the nests for use as linings.

At the start of the breeding season neigh-

bouring pairs of fish eagles call to cadi

other. This apparently helps 10 stimulate

them into bleeding condition. A pair may
also be seen courting, perching or soaring

together and sometimes grappling with

their talons and falling hundreds ot leet

locked together before separating.

Two eggs, rarel) 3, are incubated by the

female for about (> weeks. When the chicks

hatch they are covered with white down and
are very feeble. I !'.e female broods them
continually at first. When they are weeks

old the fust feathers sprout, After 65

days they leave the nest and walk out

along the branches, where they perch and
exercise theii wings. Thev ate able to fly

when 10 weeks old.

Surprising ancestry

We generally think of birds of pre;

ing on mammals and birds. We imagine
them pouncing on mice, rabbits, sheep oi

deer, depending on the si/e ol the bird. Fish

do not seem to be a likely diet for what
appeal to be very much land buds. Yet

main buds of pre) live mainly on fish.

There are the fish-eating eagles, the sea

eagles, including the bald eagle and the

osprey.

In considering a habit oi a structure of
an animal, biologists are interested in

whether it is primitive oi a recenl special-

isation. The fish-eating habit of these hawks
could be a recent development to take ad-
vantage of an alternative supply ol food,
oi they could be the last species to practise
what was an ancient and widespread habit

among theii relatives. Glovei Allen, an
t, has sugge sted thai

die; iwks

>nly leaves

assoe lateel

the bones,

eatingThere is no sue h adaptatii

in the bones of hawks and, because ver\
few fossils have been found, the relation-

ships between the families ol buds is ofte n
mere conjecture.

Aves

order Faleoniformes

family Accipitridae

genus

V spe c ics Haliaetus vocifer

Top: A soaring fish eagle on the look-out for

the next meal. Apart from quartering local

Stretches Oj water in wide soaring circles,

fish eagles often select favourite perches

(below) from which tliey scan the terrain before

taking off on hunting sorties.
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Fish-eating bat
Bats are mammals and the only ones in

this class to fly and not just glide. They

jorm the second largest order of mammals
— only the rodents have more species.

Compared with other hats, the fish-eating

bat is not particularly ugly although its

alternative name is bulldog bat. Its upper

lip is divided into a harelip and there are

folds of skin under the lower lip SO there

is a superficial resemblance to the muzzle

of a bulldog. The nostrils project a little

beyond the lips giving the bat a rathe)

quaint appearance, but it lacks the com-

plex folds of skin above the nose, the nose-

leaves as they are called, of the more

repellent bats.

Fish-eating bats have long, narrow

wings with a 20 in. span, stretched— as

is usual in bats — between the greatly

elongated 3rd, 4th and 5th fingers of the

band and running to the ankles. Between

the hind legs is the interfemoral or tail

membrane. The tail runs down the centre

of the membrane. In the fish-eating bat

it only reaches halfway. The skin is naked

except for short reddish-brown fin around
the head and shoulders and down the

middle of the back.

The fish-eating or bulldog bat is one of

three species of bats, belonging to separate

families, that prey habitually on fish. The

nlhc) I -wo arc the fishing hat Pizonyx

vivesi of Haja, California and Sonoia,

Mexico, and the false vampire bat

Megaderma cor of India and southeast

Asia which also feeds on insects, birds,

frogs and othei bats. The fish-eating

in bulldog hat lives in Amenta from

northwest Mexico southwards to

northern Argentina and on the Antilles

and Trinidad.

Impaling fish with their claws

r bats Pizonyx vivesi fee/ling.

tected from 100 yd away. At dusk, or some-

times during the day, the bats come out to

feed on fish which they catch from both

I resh .iihI sc.i u ate)

I he feeding habits ol these bats have

posed a series ol problems. First came the

question oi what the) fed on, and this

was quite easih settled. A zoologist on an

expedition to the Caribbean, organized bv

the US Fish Commission in 1883, saw some
fish-eating bats in bio. id daylight, riving low

ovei the waves in the company ol s e

pelicans thai were fishing. The bats also

appeared to be fishing as thev occasionally

dipped down to touch the water. Fate, some
bats weie shot as they Hew out of a clefl in

the clif) face, and their stomachs were
found to contain nothing but fish. I Ins is

not then exclusive diet, however. The) also

c ate h aquatic < i ustac cms .is well .is < i i< kets,

living ants and beetles.

I he next problem was how the fish were
caught. At one time it was claimed thai the

tail membrane was used as a fishing net,

but high-speed photography showed that

the bats were using then long, sharp claws,

like those ol the- Mexican fishing bat, as

a gaff. The) dip then feel in the watei

nailing them lot anything up to 3 It. and
impaling hsh aboui 1 -3 in. Ioml; and some-

times up to 1 in. I he) then lift the fish

<

I

nit k I \ to ihen mouths and either cal

them in flight oi stoic them in check

pouches mini the) return to then roosts.

( iaptive bats c aught 'M) to 10 fish in one night

from an artificial pool, but they would pie-

, the -

,!,l\

April.

Hunting by 'radar'

Donald Criffit the distil

showed thai I

igate in the da
tubes and list,

:ly trailed theit

i d the) struck

lieve that this

The range oj Noctilio leporinus.

would be ver\ successful. I he- demonstra-
tion that bats used echo-location to delect

I lic it prey seemed to show how fish-eating

bats could locate fish and spen them aeeu-

i ately. I here was one g] eal ch aw ba< k. I he

ulliasonic squeaks would be almost cntiicly

reflected back ofl the surface of the water.

Onl) 0-
1 9? ol the <

irate the water,

might reac h the-
I

would itself suffe

back into the air.

ould pene
sound that

meed back

Id i

ha

flesh offers about the same resistance to

sound as does water, so there would be no
noticeable ec ho from it.

Despite these problems n was still argued
that a bat might be able to detec t hsh undei

watei b\ [lying slowly and very low over the

water, as fish-eating bats do, and directing

Id dip do

ordet Chiroptera

famil) Noei.lionidae

& species Noctilio leporinus
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Flamingo

Beautiful but bizarre, flamingos, like

giraffes, have an appearance of unreality

bordering on disbelief. Then necks and

legs are proportionately longer than in any

other bird; they feed with then heads

upside down in foul, alkaline or saline

water yet keep their delicately pink plumage

immaculate.

There are four species of flamingo in

both Old and New Worlds. Then plumage

is tinged with pink, except for the black

flight feathers. The greater flamingo,

standing about 7 // high, is found in

America from the Bahamas to Tierra del

Fuego, including the Galapagos Islands,

and in the Old World from southern

Europe to South Africa across to India.

The lesser flamingo lives in eastern Africa

and India. The two remaining species live

in the Andes, 14 000 ft above sea level,

in Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina. The

Andean flamingo is common locally, but

the James' flamingo is ren1 rare and at

one time was feared to be extinct.

Vast flocks of beautiful waders
Flamingos are gregarious, living in \ast

flocks of mam thousands Onecolom of the

lesser flamingo in East Alma, the common-

I lammgos hired. I. eel and Havel III floe ks

and a flock of flamingos wadmgoi swimming
in a lake or flying in skeins, like geese, with

necks and legs outstretched and wings

slowl) beating must be amongst the most

beautiful sights in the world.

Flamingos are always found on lakes or

lagoons ol ln.it kish water, where thev bleed

and feed in shallow water. Many of them are

migratory, and in recent years greatei

found to be thing south a. ross the Mediter-

ranean to spend the winter in \ln< a on the

same lakes as the lesser flamingos.

Upside-down filter feeding
Shallow lakes and iage.e.ns aie the invariable

loiuentialions needed lo Iced the flamingo

flocks. Flamingos exlrae I then lood from the

watei b) a filtering mechanism very much
like that used by the blue whale (p 248).

They wade through the water with necks

lowered and heads upside down, sweeping
f rom side to' side. They adopt this unlikel)

position to sieve then lood from the water.

The upper and lower mandibles oi the bill

ue lunged with bristles which trap par-

ticles as the flamingo sucks in water. The
outer layer of coaise biistles keep out large

particles while minute algae such as dia-

toms are collected on an arra) ol bristles

inside the bill. The collected algae are then

worked off onto the tongue and swallowed
after the water has been expelled.

The greater flamingo lias a more varied

diet than other spec ies. The othe r flamingos

sweep (heir heads through the surface

water but the greatei flamingo feeds ne.ue.i

the bottom. Its bill has lewc i hlteimg hi is;les

V A stilt-legged trio ofgreaterflamingos, ihowh

m







flamingos are related to storks and ibises.

Until its l>ill has developed the charac-

K i isin shape, a souiig flamingo is unable to

Iced itsell and has to rely on its parents. To
feed a chick a parent stands behind it and
lowers its neck so the chick ma) take the tip

ol its bill in its ow n. The adult regurgitates

liquefied food which tuns down into the

< hit k's mouth. I he parents seem to be able

to recognise their own chicks even when
the) air among a dense crowd of other

chicks which may be tunning or swimming
together. f"he crowds oi chicks are always

accompanied l>\ adults that lead them awa\

from dangei

Many enemies
I he main enemies ol flamingos are the fish

eagles thai can pick the young flamingos out

oi the talis and earn them off. Hyaenas,

cheetahs and jackals also kill any stragglers

the) find. In Roman times flamingo tongues

weie .1 delicac) and flamingos are still eaten

b) local hunters. At one time they were

prized foi then plumage but now the main

human menace to them is disturbance of

(he breeding colonies, especially by low

living aircraft.

How do they sit down?
While idl\ looking at the mote grotesque

animals at the zoo, one is often led to

wonder how thev carry out simple everyday

I line lions. How . for instance, does .1 heron
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and has a Mattel nppri mandible. Willi it

the greater flamingo sweeps up small snails

and shrimps, as well as quantities ..I mud
from which it extiacts the organic mallei,

rejecting the inedible silt. I he- greatei

and lesser flamingos feed together in

mixed Hocks m the lakes ol eastern

Africa as the slight difference in feeding

ground and fe-eding habits is sufficient to

prevent them from competing foi food.

They nest on hummocks
flamingos breed 111 colonics. In fast Africa

where the) are most abundant the colonies

may be enormous. Se\eial with o\ei '.Mill (MM)

estimated that one had ovei I million pans.

desetted lor social seals ,11 succession.

I hen the flamingos mas perhaps reai two
bioods in vei \ c|uic k sue c ession.

I he ei rati< nature o( the breeding is most
l.kels due to changes in the watei level ol

the breeding lake. I he nests are towers ol

mud some C>- I 1 in. high with a depi ession

in the top for the eggs. I he watei level has

only to rise a loot 01 so foi the colons to be
inundated On the othei hand, il the watei

level ol ,111 alkaline lake .hops, thick deposits

ma) foi m and be< ome c aked on the legs 1 >l

flamingo chicks when the) lease then nests

In 1962 Lake Natron in Kenya was flooded

and the flamingos moved to Lake Magadi to

hieed. I housands ot < hie ks perished, caked

with sod., that formed heav) anklets round

the n legs A rescue operation was launched

and man) < hi< ks were saved. A flamingo is

hull, heel Hoc ks the male flamingos run to

and fro with the nee ks held straight up and
lulls pointed skyward. At the same tune

the Hoe k appeals to be sh.mmeiing because

the flamingos are jerking their heads side-

ways, fitfull) and tievei in unison. At othei

limes the) bend then nee ks. sweeping theil

hills across then backs. Within iheeolons ol

thousands ol flamingos these t ight Is -knit

flo< ks ol male s How and eddy, theil long legs

twinkling as the) rush to and lie..'

A single egg is laid in the sane ei -shaped

depression in the nest and is incubated foi a

month b) both pa. ems in turn. Aftei the

chicks hatch the) sta) on the nest foi 2-3
class then dies |om theothei < hie ks m bands
which cm run readily, and swim when It)

days old. I he chicks look vers in. .eh like

goslings. I hey are covered in g.es down and
then hills are straight, not sickle-shaped
like theii parents'. Because- ol the- resem-
blance ol young flamingos to goslings and
the goose-li ke flight ol the adults, flamingos
hase been thought to be related to geese,
but most ornithologists now think that the
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A Diagram of the working parts' of a simdai jlalieonn I flei von Cra/f). Die nervous system is

simple and very primitive, a flatworm dors not die if it loses its brain in an injury.

Flatworm
Free-living flatworms are of great interest

to scientists because of the light they shed mi

animal behaviour at a low level. There are

three classes offlatworms: a variety offree-

living forms and also the parasilu flukes

end the tapeworms. The last two will be

described later. Only the free-living

Turbellaria will be considered here. They

are soft-bodied, unsegmented mid generally

flattened warms. The planarians <>/ our

rivers and ponds are the best known. They

range in size from microscopic to, excep-

tionally, well avei n foot long in the case of

certain terrestrial \pei /es in humid tropical

forests.

Living without a brain

I urbellarians live mainly in fresh 01 sail

water, rhose living on land are restricted

to moist places and are mainly tropical,

although there is one, Rhynchodermus terres-

tns, like a small slug, Jin. long, sometimes
as much as 1 in., dark slau- grey, found un
der the hark of decaying trees in Britain.

rurbellarians usually move about in two

ways. Most of the time they crawl on a

track ol slime laid down In then under-

surface, movement being due to cilia beat-

ing against the ii.uk. At othei times they

move mote rapidly, In means ol muse ul.n

contractions. Certain freshwatei species

move about ovei the surfaces ol such

animals as c i ustac cms and snails l>\ alter-

nate!) .hi. H lung themselves l>\ .1 suckei al

the hind end and by tentacles al the other.

ItenieU simple, and I ll-de'li ned. I here is a

simple brain' al the from end where the

( hemic al foi in. As ue shall see latei , a flat-

worm can he cut into several pieces and each

will reform to make a new, ver) small flat-

worm. In an experiment a flatworm was

'trained'. I hen 11 was cut up, the separate

pieces it-generated and each new Hatworm
was tested to see if it 'remembered' the

training. The scientists carrying out the

remembered. W'eie ibis so 11 would mean

suppose, could have a c hemic al basis inde-

pendent ol the nervous s\stem. There is.

however, s e doubt about the validity of

these expei iments.

Secondhand defence
The digestive system has onl) one opening,

the mouth, and the form ol the mouth
serves to distinguish the lour different

kinds ol flatworms. In the Rhabdocoelida

the intestine is straight and the mouth is at

the front of the body. In the- rricladida,

01 pi.man. ins. the mouth with a protrusible

proboscis is neai the centre ol the bod) and

the digestive system has three main blan-

ches, cad. ol which bi.mches extensively

through the body. In the marine Polyclads,

from a mouth at the posterioi end of the

animal and in the Acoela there is a simple

gut that is not even hollow. I his last is less
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^ Four specimens of Dendrocoelum lacteum, fox

tating wood. Notice the muse ulcir body contractio

wUng on the

, which help them

that digestion in all these annuals is largely

carried on, not inside the intestine but in

the cells of the wall of the intestine.

The turbellarians are carnivorous, feed-

ing on a variety of small animals. Some of

them can be caught by lowering a piece <>f

meat on a string into a pond. The typical

planarian catches its prey with the help of

sticky secretions from glands in the head
region. When the prey gets caught in these

the planarian wraps its body around it.

The proboscis is then protruded from the

mouth and small particles eft the pre) are

sucked up. One of the Rhabdocoeltda

Microstomum has the remarkable habit of

feeding on hydra, a freshwater relative of

anemones. It eats portions of the hydra, in-

cluding its stinging-cells and these find

their way into the skin of the Microstomum

and are used in defence by their new owner.
In fact, Microstomum is believed to eat only

hydra when it needs to replenish its armoury
On the sandy shores of Normandy and

Brittany live two species of Hatworm Acoela

that may be so abundant as to colour the

sand green. The colour is due not to the

worm itself but to single-celled algae living

in its tissues. One of them, Convoluta ros-

coffensis, gets all its food from these plant

cells once it is mature, but the other, C.

paradoxa, like the young of C. roscoffensis.

takes in solid food as well.

Cannibalism is common in Turbellaria.

Even Convoluta when kept in the dark will eat

their fellows. B\ contrast not main othei

things eat them.

If starved, flatworms get smaller and
smaller, their internal organs disappearing

in an orderly sequence, the reproductive

organs first and the nervous system last.

Generation
The reproductive organs of Turbellaria are

most complicated. Each individual has elab-

orate sets of both male and female organs.

Propagation is, however, not always sexual.

A number of freshwater planarians repro-

duce by tearing themselves in half, the f ront

end of the body advancing while the rear

attaches itself firmly to the substratum by

sticky secretions. The body gives way along

a predetermined line of weakness. The two
halves subsequently reconstitute ilur'selves

as whole worms. The common American
Dugesia tignna does this, and in some local-

ities there is, apparently, no sexual repro-

duction at all. In some rhabdocoels a chain

of individuals is formed, each with its own
brain and other organs, and after that they

separate. Other turbellarians propagate In

fragmentation. An interesting example is

provided by the large Bipalium keweme,

discovered in 1878 in the greenhouses of

Kew Gardens and now occasionally (inning

up in others elsewhere. It is also established

in gardens in the West Indies and the

wai met pai ts of North Amei i< a although its

relatives are mainly native to the forests of

southeast Asia. It sometimes reaches 1 It

long and has live dark stupes on a lighter

background. I his species cannot reproduce

sexually in temperate legions so for its sur-

vival there it depends on multiplication by

1 1 agmentalion.

and regeneration
I in hellarians have also \ei\ good powers ol

regeneration following injury. Indeed, then

have been favourite animals for studies on

this subject and /oology textbooks often

contain pictures of monstrous llatyyoims

with several heads or with a head at each

end. In some species, new individuals may
be regenerated iiom as little as a thousandth

whole.

phylum Platyhelminthes
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Flea

Fleas are small, zvingless insects,

parasites with the body flattenedfrom side

to side, making it easyfor them to slip

through the fur or feathers of the host.

The legs are modified for rapid movement

in this environment and also for powerful

jumping, and the thick, hard skin is a good

defence against the host's scratching.

The name flea' is used for any member

of the insert order Siphonaptera, of which

a little over a thousand species are known,

between 50 and 60 having been found in

Britain. The order is veiy distinct and
isolated from other insects, but there are

indications of winged ancestors and a

relationship with the scorpion flies

(Mecoptera). All fleas live, when adult,

as blood-sucking parasites of mammals
or birds. Their larvae live on the debris

and dirt that accumulate in the lairs or

nests of the animals which are the hosts

of the mature insects.

The eggs are large for the size of the

insect, about in. long, and -white. The

larvae are small whitish maggots, legless

but having a pan of short antennae and

biting jaws. The pupae grow in cocoons.

In a few species the female is sedentary,

remaining attached and feeding in one

spot. She may even burrow into the skin

of the host, the tropiial jigger flea Tunga
penetrans being an example of this.

Choice of targets

Fleas usuall) parasitise onl) mammals an<

birds which have a laii 01 nesi in which the

live and breed, or whi< h congregate in largi

numbers in regulai roosts. I he majorit) o
k now 11 s|)c( it's ,i if

|
),u asil cs ol .< ulcus, inos

Aparl I,.

.ilk infested. Monkeys <

icked I id . old

legularh nitesie.l.

Among birds Heas are mosi numerous mi
llit- sprues win. I, ncsl in holes s,i< h ,,s woo.l

A l-'len spenmeii shim's the lough, bristle-coveted E> Main tin the most of bain/mod: u fleo gorges

shell a good defeat e ogamst scratching hosts. itself aa the blood of a blind, defenceless

V I'reparetl specimen displays powerful legs. common shrew infant.

t\

He; .,11

birds.

.mil CettLplnlhis tolumbae .m.l llns is i,,,i

I. hiihI. m wood pigeons. I'ossiI.K H is he., ins.

»les and on ledges while

i He,

host. Both the flea of the ro< k dove .m.l the
s.m.l in, mill's He.i Cetalophyllus s/y.v ,ne

leslii. led lo the one spe. u s. Most lle.is will

feed and breed on a variety ol hosts; the
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human Hea Pulex irritans is found .1 Is 1

pigs, and the hen Hea Ceratophyllns gallinae

feeds on a great number <>l different birds

and can live on mammalian, including

human, blood as well.

Carriers of disease

Fleas will also casuall) infesl hosts with

which they have no breeding association.

Cat fleas, finding themselves on a human,
bite readily. The incidence ol the dreaded
bubonic plague is main!) due to .1 parti< tilai

Hea Xenopsylla cheopis that normally lives on
iats, leaving these bodies when the) die ol

plague and infesting people whose Ingicnie

standards permit rats to li\e 111 numbcts in

then dwellings. The bacterium Pasteurella

equall) severel) an/is conveyed from one to

bl. k k death' killed millions ol people"

the skin of Tts human host. Both sexes stall

then adult life as ver) small fleas, hopping

Aftei mating (be females bin low into the

skm of people's feet undei the toenails and
grow to the si/e of a pea. forming .1 cyst,

["his < auses .1 great deal of pain and is 1 1 1 1 i 1

cult to remove without causing sores or

abscesses due to secondar) infection I be

ben stick-tight flea l:< huhmphn&t galUmuci
infests poultry and the females gathei on
the naked skin ol the birds' beads and attach

themselves permanently. Ibis flea's choice

of hosts is quite unusual: it infests poultr)

and various small mammals, clustering on
their ears, and is particularh partial to

hedgehogs.

Fleas in storage

The eggs of fleas are dropped into the nesl

of the host or max be laid among its fui Ol

feathers, whence the) are shaken out and
mam fall into the nesl. Almost all fleas

require a meal ol blood before the) can

develop and la) then eggs I he tin) maggot-
like larvae teed on dirt and debt is. in< hiding

dried blood, in the host's nest. 01 in dust)

unswept corners in human habitations.

When full) grown the) make cocoons and
pupate. The pupae often lie dormanl foi

the^human flea, aic sensimc to movemem
and vibration, which stimulates them to

hatch. Campers, invading a deserted house

thai has been abandoned months before,

ma) be greeted b) hordes of fleas thai hati h

in response to the tramping and dumping
of heavy luggage. This is an obvious adapta-

tion to delay hatching ol the pupae until a

uln< h neulv-ciiieiged adults . an Iced

Greedy blood-suckers
Like othei blood-sucking msec Is fleas have
special sucking mouth pans. 1 he most

important pari is a narrow tube formed
from three needle-like stylets, an anterioi

and two lateral ones. The) are serrated to-

wards the' tip to iik lease then efficienc) 111

pie 1 1 ing. An antic oagulant 'saliva* is in jei ted

before the blood sucking commences. It is

this which causes the iriitation associated

With a flea bite, and whi< h leads to disease-



organisms being pissed into t lit- Mood ol

the host by infected fleas

Fleas are very greedy feeders and only

digest and assimilate a fraction of the blood

they suck up, the rest being passed out of

the intestine unchanged. It is thought that

this apparently wasteful habit may have

been evolved to provide a supply of dry

coagulated blood for the flea larvae which

are feeding in the nest of the host. II this

were so it would be an example of a parent

insect making provision for its larvae te-

sembling, but far less elaborate than, that

used by wasps and bees. The idea ma) nol

be as far-fetched as it appeals. The larvae-

feed in the normal way, searching foi edible-

particles among their surroundings and
chewing them in their mandibles.

When parasite eats parasite

Ideas are regularly caught and eaten in

small numbers by then hosts, usuall) in the

course ol licking, cleaning and preening.

I Ins benefits anothei form ol parasite. I he

common tapeworm of dogs and cats Dipyli-

dium caninum spends one phase ol its life

cycle in dog (leas and depends on the fleas

being eaten to gel from one host to anothei

.

Fai more effective enemies of fleas are

celt, mi miles which live in nests and pre)

on the fleas in all then stages. Small beetles

of the genus Gnathonciu are often found in

birds' nests, and the) also pre) on fleas and
their larvae.

A I In- gndgrh of n ftrii tin us 'Miff': (hinnuts, 11 ttuwlc, a liidit-mpi , mid \,iui d-jiglitiug frame.

Pertorming flea

At one time the Ilea circus was a familiar

item ol entertainment in countr) fairs.

Pulex irritans was still an abundant and
familiar insect 50 to KM) years ago when the

forms ol public entertainment were far less

numerous and less sophisticated than they

are now. At the present time the manager of

,i flea cue us would be- laced with two diffi-

culties. He would probably have difficulty

in finding an audience and he would cer-

tainly have diffic ulty in finding a sufficient

supply of human fleas foi his performers.

He would therefore have- to be content with

clog oi ( .it lleas, wine h aie not easy to Iced in

c aptivity.

It was customary foi the proprietor of one
ol these circuses to keep human lleas and

feed them on bis own arm. A large pait ol

Ins skill lay in c onstruc ting tiny devices such
,,s tricycles and 'chariots' which could be

propelled by fleas attached to them in such

a way thai the c rawling ol the msec t c aused

Hon was the tethering or harnessing of the

fleas with very fine gold or silver wii c. There
was ne\ei am question of the fleas being

taught oi trained in any way, though ol

simpl) taken of the natural movements of

the insec t when restrained in various ways.

The real skill displayed by those who ran

flea circuses lay in making the 'props'. One
was a coac h, of tinv proportions, pet fee t m
everv detail which was drawn by a team of

fleas.

The relatively enormous size and rapidity

of the flea's jump has puzzled naturalists

since the time of Socrates. It has recently

been shown that in addition to the powerful

leg muscles and tendons, the flea's jumping
apparatus incorporates a cap of resilin, a

rubber-like protein which, when compressed
and suddenly released, delivers power
faster than most actively contracting muscle.

Resilin is generally a component of the

wing-hinge ligament of flying insects, such

as dragonflies and locusts, and its presence

in the thorax of fleas suggests that they

have adapted and modified a flight mechan-
ism to increase their mobility while living

among fur and leathers. In other words

fleas are insects which flv with their legs.

Adult fleas are remarkably long-lived.

Supplied regularly with blood a human flea

has survived 513 clays, and a Russian bird

flea is said to have lived foi 1 487 days or a

little ovei foui years.

( lass Insecta

older Siphonaptera

genei a Pulex, Tunga, Echidnophaga



Flicker

Colour/ul fly-past: striking plumage makes the fix kei a popuhn hnil.

Wellknown and admired for thru beautiful

plumage and wide variety of ealls, flickers

are a group of small American woodpeckers.

The six species are found from Alaska to

southern Chile. The yellow-shafted flicker

of North America, -which has 132 local

names, is grey brown with black bars on the

wings and tail and black spots on the

underparts. There is a black band across

the breast and a red nape. The name comes

from the yellow shafts of the tail and wings

that impart a golden glow to the plumage.

During its rapid undulating flight its

white rump can be seen. In the -west of the

United States the yellow-shafted flicker is

replaced by the red-shafted flicker. It is

similar in habits and appearance except

that the feather shafts are red. It is very

likely that the two are different forms of

the same species.

Popular drummer
The striking plumage oi fli< kei s makes them

lose thru populanl\ when ihc\ drill holes

in. wooden buildings. I ho live in open

l.uins. .». hauls and gaidens in towns. In

the northern United States most ol the

Bickers migrate south foi the winter, re-

turning in earl) spring. \i the first sign ol

mild weathei the flickers begin to move
north in Hoc ks, mainl) al night. I heii pas-

sage is marked In the excited calling ol the

male linkers. Kroin perches high in the trees

the\ < hallenge then rivals with sharp calls

minute 01 mole I hese (alls , an he he.tid

Foi hall a mile, hiii there is a sol tei call which

Mopping up the ants

Most woodpeckers feed on ants that the)

dig qui from undei bark 01 from rotten

I hen main lood is ants, ulmh make-up IV,

Ol then diet. One Hickei examined had

stacks. In California ax dos and oranges

are sometimes attac ked. I he flu kei is prob-

abh the onh 1 1 uit-eating hud able to make
a hole in the tough skins ol , Manges, but the

damage the) do is slight.

Action-packed courtship

Courtship iak, s place in earh spring It is a

livel) affair, lull ol action. I he two birds

'

Aitei the pan has lot med the) set al I

available'^! is drilled out ol , ten tree Vs

but the la. get (hips are usu'alb carried

I h, kei nests can he found from ground
level to 90 It up. In open count!) the) will

make theii nests n, telegraph poles oi fence

posts Sometimes Hi, kers will nest in houses,

where thes can dull then wa\ into the rool

the ralleis Mi,Teis will also nest on the

ground, excavating theii holes in hanks. In

weeks, while the parents apparentl) teach

in l.aik m lull sight ol diem.

Hawks take a toll

sideied gam. buds and weic sold In game
dealers. In the United States at least, this

has .eased foi flickers now enjo) legal

protection.

\i the turn ol the centur) starlings were
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their food, especially in autumn when large

flocks of starlings strip the berry crops.

They also drive flickers from their nests,

sometimes building a nest on top of the

flickers" eggs.

Survival by numbers
The number of eggs in the clutches of dif-

ferent birds varies. Emperor penguins and
albatrosses lav one egg whereas flickers

may lay up to 14. Extensive studies have

shown that the number of eggs a bird lays

is very well adjusted to its life history. Birds

that live for a long time, like albatrosses, lay

few eggs; those that rarely survive more
than a year or two lay many eggs to com-
pensate for the high mortality. Further-

more, birds that lay large clutches can

usuallv lav extra eggs if some are lost.

If an albatross or a gannet loses its egg
through kicking it off the nest or because a

predator eats it, it will lay no more that

season. These birds are called determinate

layers; the ovaries can produce only a set

number of eggs each vear. Other birds will

lay more eggs if some are lost. The best

known example of this is the domestic fowl,

but an experiment showed that a yellow-

shafted flicker was a very good layer. As
each egg was laid it was removed from a

flicker's nest and in 73 days the bird had laid

71 eggs.

1 he mechanism of laying extra eggs is not

fully understood. It seems that the ovaries

continue to form eggs until given a signal

to stop. It is tlwugf . that the signal is the

feel of the eggs against the brood patch that

triggers the secretion of a hormone to act

on the ovaries and inhibit further pro-

duction of eggs. The advantage of this

mechanism would be that it would enable

the bird to replace any eggs that were lost

or stolen or to begin a new clutch if the

nest were destroyed.

class A ves

nib Picidae

;cuus Colaptes auratus xellow-shafted

<c species flicker

C. cafer red-shafted flicker

> Red-shafted flicker lakes lime out on a

stump. Flickers are woodpeckers whose main

food is ants, which make up 45Vr of the bird's

total diet.

7(>(i



Flounder
The flounder is a flatfish of the shallow

seas of western Europe, which may weigh

up to 6 lb. Related to plaice, dab and

turbot, the flounder is noteworthy because

although a marine fish, it is equally at

home in saltwater or freshwater.

Its upper sin/ate is gieyish-olive, but

may vary from yellow to almost black,

and is marbled with brown. As a result

it blends almost perfectly with the mud,

sand or gravel on which it is resting;

unless it moves it is hard to see. The

pectoral and pelvic fins are small and the

flattened body is ringed by the long

dorsal and anal fins. Like the dab (see

p 600) the flounder comes to lie perma-

nently on its left side. This underside is

pearly white, which helps in identifying a

flounder. Another difference from the dab

is that the scales on its head, at the bases

of the fins and along the lateral line, are

thorny tubercles.

The name is of Scandinavian origin and
has been applied to the common flounder

Platichthys flesus since ui Iras! the early

Hth century. Later its scope was extended

to include closely related fishes of the

western Atlantic and the North Pacific,

as well as members of a closely related

family Bothidae or left-eyed flounders.

Harmonizing with the background
As with other shallow-water flatfishes,

flounders can change colour to match the

background on which they are lying. Al-

though they do not change the pattern of

their colouring, only the intensity, this is

enough to imitate the checkerboard pattern

on which they have been placed experimen-
tally. They make these colour changes not

in response to light falling directly on the

eye but the albedo, that is, the ratio of
light reflected from the bottom or the back-

ground to that coming directly from a light

source. That is why a flounder in an aqua-

V In a sand-coloured mood: a twist-eyed

flounder peers down at the camera as it un-

dulates on its way above the sea floor.
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A Coping with the salt problem. Both saltwater and /res/neater fishes have to preserve a fixed

amount of body salt; but a freshwater fish (above) contains ,„o,e salt than ,ts surrounding watt

while a saltwate, f,sh is ^penalised foi getting ud of body salt though surrounded by saltwater.

face of a flounder.

they take no food but use the fat stored in

(lie body to ripen the reproductive organs.

Bv the time spawning is over a male will

have lost s of its weight and the female
w ill have lost twi< e this.

rhe eggs .are small, ^in. diameter,

tilled with \<ilk. Each female la\s. on aver-

age, a million of them. They float to the sur-

face, where they are fertilized In the males'

mill that also rises to the surface. The period
ol spawning is later when the sea tempera-
ture is low, and the eggs then take II days
to hatch. In a warmer season spawning is

earlier and eggs need only 6 days to hatch,

rhe) can start developing when the water
is below 0°C/32°F.

The larvae, shaped like those of any or-

dinals lish. live in the surface waters bul

graduall) move inshore and sink to the

bottom. At the same time then shape

changes, as described foi the dab (p 600).

) m large n

Beset by enemies

bets by animals feeding on plankton,
only a very small percentage survive to

maturity. Flounders are also afflicted by a

single-celled animal parasite that causes
while swellings in it ^ skm. rhe) also carr)

i-li, 70). K\ Willi.

:d high

these

,i food-fish.

To drink like a
(saltwater) fish

I he populai saying ' fo dunk like a fish'

is onl) hall tiuc- At best n is ambiguous.
Most fishes live eithei in the sea oi in fresh-

water. I he formei must dunk, the lattei

need not. and there is good reason foi ilnv

I he- blond and iissues ol freshwatei fish

watei .
sc. the fish le nds to take in watei

.

especiall) through its gills, and give out

some sail all the time. S.» II should not lu-

ceme wale, logged, the lish must ge l lid ol

„l 1 ol the

l.\ the kid

rium with a blackened bed goes vciv dalk,

almost hlae k One placed in an aquarium
with a sand) coloured bottom will go pale

even whe n there is onl) a dun light falling

on II from above- Ms,,. ., Ilnunele. in an

aquarium with blai kened sides and In from
below will show blae k sp,.ls,,n Ms mother-of-
pe-ai I nucle i side-

Vlthough the coloui change is automatic,
experiments have- shown that a Houndei will

leai n to change to suit its background more
c|iuc kl\ w ith e xpe l lenc c

Teeth in its throat

I he flounder's habits are much like those-

• >l the dab bin 11 will men. often enlei

brackish wate-.s li will also entei nvc-is.

sometimes going we ll up into freshwatei Its

lood is linked with the type ol leeth 11 lias.

\s in ihc- dab and plan e. the teeth an ,011

leal, well developed on the lowei jaw but

onl) feeble on the upper. Like the plaice, tin

I wnli flattened tops; an,

sail. Both these tasks a

neys. Ii is the iev<-is<- in tlx sea I here .

lish le nds 10 lake 111 sail and lose walei l.\

sue h as 1 In- gill's. So 11 must chink to ollsei

llic- loss In doing so it lakes in more sail

So ,1 must do something to gel rid ol excess

sail I Ins ,s done parti) b) the kidneys

parth b) special salt-secreting cells in th<

gills One resull is that us mine is concen-

trated and onl) sm. ,11 quantities ol 11 are

given out, whereas in a freshwatei fish lh<

'

Fishes like the floundei thai cm pass

Out to sea to spawn
Even a Houndei thai I

lei will, like- those livi

- May. Marking exp<

Pleuronectiformes

Pleuronectidae

Ice-Ill 1 its tin, .a
X- species Platichthys flesu.s



Flowerpecker

Flowerpeckers are among the smallest

birds in the Indian and Australian

regions. There are 55 species, ranging

from the size of a tit to that of a house

sparrou'. Then hills arc sharp and then

tails stubby. Typical flowerpcckers arc

found in India and eastern China across

to the Philippines, down through Malaysia

to Australia and Tasmania, where there is

a second group ( tilled the diamond-birds

or pardelotes.

Nectar drinkers
Flowerpeckers usually live high in the trees,

liom the bamboo proves and plantations ol

the plains and lowland rain forests to the

moss forests of the hills and the scattered,

stunted trees on the sides ol mount. tins.

Hie scarlet-ba« ked flowerpei kers ol Burma
and Malax., are sometimes found in gardens.

They are usually seen In pans or small

parties fluttering nois.b through the trees

in search ol the flowers and bet t ies ol eci-

tain plants belonging to the latriib I.otan-

ihateae. flowei pee kei s ma\ congregate in

with the m.nn mistletoe crop. Like several

other flowerpeckers the mistletoe-bird also

eats other berries and lakes some insects

and spiders.

I he ne< tar-eating llowei pe< kei s have the

same telaiionships with the flowers .is in-

sects. They eat the nectai and b\ going

from one flowei to anothei cross pollinate

them. Several othei tropical birds, such
as honeveaters, honevc reepei s and sunbirds,

also hal all) visit flowers foi i hen nectai

and thereb\ pollinate them. I hev all have

adaptations foi this special way ol hie.

flowerpeckers have long tongues ( li.it cm I

ovei at the edges to loini tubes, with which

they suck up nectai from mistletoe flowers.

While tin ..sting then heads into the flowe rs,

the flowei pec kei s In ush against the stamens,

which in mistletoe flowers are just inside

the lip ol the corolla. II the si. uncus ,nc

ripe, pollen is wiped onto the flower-

pecker's head feathers. \i anothei Hower,

this nolle, is transferred to die stigma and

Pun oj mistletm flowerpeckers Dicaeum hirun-

dinaceurn u heuuti/itl exum/ilc of grind} mule

(below) inul dowdy fei/iulr. a roiiiiiiini und useful

i nub ust in llu- bird kingdom.

the corolla tube. I he nectai of bird flowers

is much weakei than that ol msec l flowers,

and insects are probably not attracted at all

to bird flowers.

Nectai drinking in buds probably arose

from an insed-eating habit Habitual

nectai drinkers have line point eel bills 1 en 11-

still take some msec ts. I hey probably began
visiting flowers in scare h ol the' very tiny in-

sects that gathered there to collect nectar.

1 ate. the buds began to take nectai them-

selves. I his stage has been reached by

garden and willow warblers ol K.urope

which are primarily insectivorous, but

occasionally sip nectar. From here the trans-

formation to habitual ne. tai dunking is not

difficult to visualize.

Berry eaters
\s well as pollinating the mistletoe's flowers,

lai pain if the .uppi

The Loranthaceae are plants like

wood ol then hosts to exh.ut sap, on wine li

they live. Main flowerpeckers feed wholly

on the nectar I rem the flowers of these plants

or on then berries. The mistletoe-bird of

Australia, the strongest living ol all flower-

peckers, is nomadic, moving around the

country in search of ripening mistletoe

bellies. Its breeding is timed to coincide

lie keifs flo.

To:;
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Fluke

Some of the many kinds of parasitic fiat-

worms known as flukes are of economic and

medical importance, as well as being of

fascinating interest to scientists because of

the complexity of then life histories. These

therefore will be dealt with at the expense

of those that live comparatively simple lives

on the skin or gills of fishes. Of the

thousands of different species there

are about three dozen that attack

man, occurring particularly in tin-

Far East, Africa and tropical

America. They include lung flukes,

intestinal flukes, liver flukes and the three

species of blood fluke responsible for the

disease known as bilharzia (schistosomiasis).

Human flakes 4 000- 5 000 years old have

been found in Egyptian mummies, and the

living counterparts are still exacting a

heavy toll in north Africa, helped in places

by irrigation schemes that have spread the

water snails with which they arc associated.

In Britain, an annual loss of tens of

millions ofpounds is caused through liver

rot in sheep (bane, watery poke, bottle jaw)

caused by the live) fluke Fasciola hepatica.

Flukes take then name from their flattened

shape. Many are leaf-like and all have

suckers and/or hooks for clinging to their

hosts. The adult liver fluke teas compared

apth l>\ William Cobbett to a miniature

flounder in shape, about 1 in. long and

2 ill. across nt the widest point. It litis two

suckers, one around the mouth, the other

farther back on the underside. It lives

attached to the wall of the bile duet mid

feeds largely by sucking blood, which causes

anaemia in a heavily infested animal.

An egg every 4 seconds
I lie life stor) ol the liver fluke is so involved

and full <>l hazards thai n is extraordinar)

any fluke survives. Indeed, it is only the pro-

duction of incredible numbers of eggs and
the occurrence of further reproduction In

asexual means at various stages ol the life

cycle that enables the species to flourish. The
mature fluke lives in a mammal. It contains

both male and lemale <>i gans and lavs about

20000 eggs per dav, or one ever) foui

seconds. The eggs pass into the intestine in

the bile and are then voided from the host

From those eggs which fall in suitable con-

ditions come the first of several larval forms,

called the miracidium. 1 his must find

another host, not a mammal this time but a

Phinwhn) living .,1 the edge ol shallow pools

and on moist ground. I he mil ac idium sw ims

rapidlv In means of cilia coveting most ol

its surface-, and is attracted towards light

and to c hemic a Is released b\ the snail.

Bags of larvae

If it finds ., snail it first grips with a su< ker,

then enters l>\ digesting skin at one spot. As

it enters, it loses its ciliated skin and be-

comes what is known as a sporocyst, a tiny

living bladder that makes its wa\ to the livei

of the snail. Here, as it grows, a numbei ol

Fasciola hepatica (2 life size), showing the

sitckcts h\ wltuh thex alhuh themselves. The

elongated larvae called rediae are asexuall)

developed within it, and eventuall) burst

out. Inside- each ol these, a furthei 16— 20

larvae, called cercariae, are produced,
also asexually. Sometimes a second genera-

tion of rediae is inte rposed before the cer-

c ariae are produ< eel

Each cercaria, like the adult, has 2 suckers

on the bodv, and a long tail I'm swimming as

well. This stage, just large enough to be

visible as a speck in the- w.ilei , leaves the

juices, the- voting llnke gels out ol the e v si

and burrows through the wall ol the intes-

tine. In a few days il finds its wa) to the liver,

bores in and spends the next 6 weeks but-

iowing around in it. F.vcnluallv it enters the

bile due t and, in a further 8 or 9 weeks stat is

producing eggs. Having triumphed ovei

the rigours ol the 'outside' world it can now
continue its life, perhaps till the death ol its

host, without enemies and in a stable and

I he life cycles ol many other flukes are

similar but with a few variations. The

a third host, the cercaria leaving the snail

and entering a fish which must be eaten raw
if it is to develop further. Hie schistosomes,

Ol blood flukes, do not i eh on being eaten.

\.s cercariae with forked tails, the) bote

through the skin ol man as he paddles in

infected water. 'Swimmer's itch', in this

country, is due to penetration of the skin b)

otherwise harmless eercaiiac ol another
species. Leueoeldondiiuii infects thrushes

when these- eat the snail Succinea it is living

Tangled webs of life

1 he- life < \c les ol the livei flukes are extra-

ordinar) enough with then involvement ol

two or three quite different hosts, but some
flukes actuall) pass through a fourth host

during their developme nt. Thus, aftei leav-

ing its snail host, ihe fork-tailed cercaria

larva ol Alarm mustelae e-nteis a tadpole oi

frog which miisi be eaten by a mouse. But

before the adult stage is rea< heel the- mouse

diilitinn of shee p and othei ruminants lakes

l.iivae live in small land snails I he cei-

ol slime- ale gallieied bv anls and taken lo

theii nests lor food. I he cercariae infect the

phylum Plat y he! mi tithes

class Trematoda

otcler Digenea

genus

& species Fasciola hepatica

Tfvi



Liver fluke: subtle pastureland parasite

A complex but effective life cycle., illustrated below in a

clockwise sequence, insures the adult liver fluke from the

rigours of: the outside world. But the fluke's ideal existence

can be deadly for horses, cattle, and sheep. .

8. The trap: nrTatacercariae cling to grass 2. Eggs, 20 000 a day. spread by faeces.
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Flycatcher

Flycatchers form a very large group of
small perching birds that live in mast parts

of the Old World. Sometimes they arc

placed in a family of their own, the

Muscicapidae, but nowadays they are

thought to form just a subfamily, the

Muscicapinae, which is placed in a family

with other insect-eating songbirds such as

the thrushes and warblers.

There are approximately 110 species of

flycatcher, which range from the British

Isles to New Zealand and Hawaii, most of

them living in Africa or the Indo-

Australian region. They share common

features in structure although the colour of

the plumage varies considerably. The

paradise flycatchers are brilliantly

coloured and have extremely long tail

feathers. The bill is broad and flat and is

Wing pattern of a pied flycatcher, most distinctive

surrounded by stiff ratal bristles. Some
have crests or wattles. They hair short legs

and weak feet, like most birds that rarely

come to the ground. In view of the large

number of species, this account will deal

principally with the European flycatchers,

which are the best known.

The commonest European flycatcher is

the spotted flycatcher, found all over the

Continent except the far north. It is also

found in Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Asia

Minor and southwestern Asia. The spotted

flycatcher is an undistinguished-looking

bird with mouse-grey plumage, lighter

below with dark streaks on head and breast.

More distinctive is the pied flycatcher. The

female is drab and could easily be confused

with a spotted flycatcher but for white bars

on wings and tail. The male is similar,

except in the breeding season when he

becomes a striking black and white. His

upperparts are black, except for white bars

e of all flycatchers. In the breeding season the male di

on the wings and a white forehead. The

underparts are wholly white. Pied fly-

catchers have a more restricted range than

spotted flycatchers. They are found in about

half <>/ the British Isles and do not breed

in most of France and northern Spain.

The two other European flycatchers are

found only very rarely in the British Isles.

The male 'collared flycatcher looks very like

the pied flycatcher, and the male red-

breasted flycatcher has an orange-red

throat all the year. They are found in the

eastern half of Europe, and the red-

breasted flycatcher spreads across

temperate Asia to Kamchatka.

On the increase

Flycatchers are woodland birds, usually

seen in ones 01 twos perched on a twig. I>m

some ol (lie Madagascan flycatchers associ-

ate together, like tits. Many flycatchers arc-

good songsters, especially those in Australia

known as robins, but the spotted flycatcher



has onlv a quiet song consisting of half a

dozen squeaky notes.

Since the second half of the 19th century

the pied flvcatcher has been increasing in

many parts of Europe. It has increased in

northern Europe, and in northern Finland

the population rose enormously after 1947.

Pied flycatchers have gradually been spread-

ing through Britain over the last hundred
years. They now breed in many parts of

Scotland, Wales and northern England.

The reason for the spread is not known. It

may be due to a changing climate or to the

provision of nest boxes. Recently, pied fly-

catchers have become established in south

Devon, and thev appear to be dependent

on nest boxes for breeding.

Pouncing on flies

The diverse group of flycatchers are united

in their feeding habits. All live on insects

which they catch in their broad bills, aided

bv the rictal bristles which act as a sort of net

around the mouth. Many flycatchers can be

Parental toil: collecting food f<

easily recognised by the way they fly out

from a perch, catch an insect, sometimes

with an audible click of the bill, and fly back.

This is a very characteristic method of feed-

ing and flycatchers can often be seen flitting

to and fro during the summer. Each usually

has its favourite perches on twigs or fence

posts to which it returns after each foray. At

other times they will hunt from the ground,

catching the small insects flying over the

grass. Some of the African flycatchers be-

have like shrikes, flying down to pick insects

off the ground then returning to perches in

trees or bushes. At other times flycatchers

flutter among the foliage, picking insects

off leaves and twigs.

Ardent courtship— and a double life

Flycatchers* nesting habits are rather simi-

lar. Many breed in trees or crevices in rocks.

It is for this reason that the pied flycatcher

has taken to nesting in nest-boxes in Britain

and elsewhere, and it will also use old wood-
pecker holes. Both the pied flycatcher and

the collared flycatcher are polygamous, the

male sharing his time between two or more
mates, each of which nests in a separate

territory. The male may, therefore, defend
several territories against intruders. He
may abandon the first mate to spend all his

time with the second or, after initiating the

second brood, return to his first mate to

help her rear the first family. The females

obviously do most work in rearing the

chicks, and this is so even when the male
flycatcher has only one mate. He does help

a little with nest building, which is on a site

of his choice.

The male collared flycatcher attracts pass-

ing females to his hole or other nest site by-

calling and fluttering about in such a way
that his black and white plumage is con-

spicuous. So strong is his urge to display that

he will continue to solicit strangers when his

mate is away collecting nest material. The
display is also very effective, for if the male
starts to display at another hole the female

will desert the eggs she laid in the original

pan offiscal flycatchers buckle dow
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nest and build another in the new hole.

The nest is made of moss, bark, lichen,

rootlets ,md other soft materials woven to-

gether and sometimes bound by cobwebs.
When nol built in a hole or crevice the nest

is placed in a tree, usualb against the n unk
The clutch is usualb oil) eggs, though tropi-

cal flycatchers lav only 2 or 3, and some-

Australian species lay only one. The hen
usualb incubates the eggs alone, although

the male brings food to her. In only a few

s|x-( ies does the male incubate. Incubation

takes about 2 weeks, after which both

parents feed the voting. When the chicks

leave the nest they ma) sta\ with their

parents f or a w hile and can be seen hawking
for insects together.

Begging for food
Feeding a nestful of rapidl) growing chicks

is a full time job for small birds. II one
parent dies, the other brings twice as muc h

food as it did previousb. How does it know

that it must provide more? This happens all

the time; as the chicks grow larger the adults

have to bring more and more food. The
stimulus controlling the adults' behaviour
w as demonstrated by a series of experiments
performed with pied flycatchers nesting in

a special box. The box was divided into two
compartments, of which only one had an
entrance. Six chicks were placed in the closed

compartment and one in the other. The
parents could hear the six but feed only t he-

one. As they got hungry the calls of the six

became louder and louder, and the parents

brought more and more food to the single

one until it could swallow no more. Even
then, the) continued to bring it food. Mean-
while other flycatchers arrived, am acted b\

the now frantically calling six. Once their

compartment was opened they were, of

course, soon well fed. This all shows that it

is the sound rather than the sight of a

hungry chick that stimulates the parents

into collec ting food.

There is a disadvantage to this mech-

anism. Noisy chicks attract enemies, but,

perhaps in the long run, this may be a good
thing. Normally the chicks call loudly only
when food is short and the parents are hav-
ing difficulty in feeding them, so we must
presume a quick death from an enemy is

better than slow starvation.

class Aves

ordei Passeriformes

family Muscicapidae

genera Ficedula albicollis collared

& spec ies flycatcher

F. hypoleuca pied flycatcher

F. parva red-breasted fl\i atelier

Muscicapa latirostris brown fly-

M. striata spotted flycatcher

Sigelus silens fiscal flycatcher

others

Precision flying: after a patient wait on a favourite perch, a pied flycatcher pounces. Below: A spotted flycatcher takes advantage of open brickwork.



Desperately evading the enemy below, a flying fish

surface with its tail to gam flying speed, it spreads

Flying fish

There are two types of herring-like flying

fishes: the two-winged and the four-

winged. In the first only the pec toral fins

are 'enlarged. In the second the pelvic

fins also are enlarged, waking tivo pairs of

wings, and it is this type that is noted for

the colours oj its tins
'.

The commonest species is the two-winged

Exocoetus volitans, 10 in. long, found in

all tropical seas. The commonest four-

winged fixing fish i\ Cypselurus heterurus,

1 ft long, found on both sides of the

tropieal Atlanta . The largest four-winged

type is C. californicus, IS in. long, which

visitors to California's beaches. IJspring

and summer it is fished commercially, most

of the catch being used as bait for swordfish

and tuna fishing.

Dangers above and below
Link- is known aboul the biology <»l Hying
fishes apari from then journeys through the

air which have been the subject «>l mm li de-

bate. When swimming, theii long fins are

folded against the body. I hey feed on
pi inkton, perhaps also on small fishes, and
in turn will he the pics ol kugci, piedaiors

fishes, and also .,1 seabirds. I he Hying habit

heass ptedalion. Yet uomcills, v!hene\et

a flying fish leaves the wan t Iot the ail , sea-

birds, such as frigate burls, alhaliov.es and
gulls, an liable to atta< k. \mong the pre-

dator) fishes the mam eneni) seems to be

the dolphin fish (p 652).

Butterflying fishes

Flying fishes spawn on floating seaweeds

Ihcs make nests In chawing the weed lo-

gethe, with white elastic strings, and the

eggs are fastened to one anothei and to the

nest l>v similar but thinnei threads. I he-

young Hying fishes are so unlike the adults

that dies have been described as dille-ienl

lisfus. Besides being patterned in man)
colours, which prompted the American

struggles to get airborne. Sculling across the

us fins for 'lift-off.

oecanographci William Beehe to call them
butterflying fishes, eac h young fish has a

paii of large Hap-like barbels, or whiskers,

whi< Ii hang down from the tip ol the lower

jaw. In the young Californian flying fish the

barbels form a red, many-fingered out-

growth. In the young 2m. -long Caribbean

flying [ish the- barbels extend bac k bevond
the tail, like streamers.

Flappers or gliders?

I m mam years it was both debated whethei

ail, oi whelhei Ihcv merely^ glided. I he

reason win this doubt continued foi so long

was largely due to the fishe s liemg so hard to

photograph. Also there is an illusic I

Takeoff at 40 mph

to 50 beats a second. After short while the

lift to raise the^tail fin < leai of the surface

and the fish is then lulls airborne.

mph. At the start it is about 1(1 mph and this

falls off to about 20 mph at the end as

mome ntum is lost. I lie fish may land on Us

Once aloft, the fish presents a perfect glider's

silhouette. Flights can last up to 42 seconds.

belly with a splash, or it nun dive head-

down, drop back into the water tail first or

e ven land on Us back. II it lands tail first it

may resume the sculling action and taxi

once more for anothei flight. Usuall) one
or two flights only are made but there are

records of up to 11 flights in succession,

covering a distance of I 000 ft or more. Each
flight, oi leap, may cover up to 450 ft and
last about 10 seconds. The longest recorded
Listed 42 seconds. Most flights are made just

above the water but living fishes have been
known to kind on the decks of ships Up to 36

fl above- sea-level. These higher flights mav
be when a fish strikes an up-current of air

il the takeoff is into the wind.

I he usual estimate is that 3 limes out of I

the fish lakes off into the wind, but in

1965 6, NJB Plomley, ol Universit) College,

London, made several journeys across the

Indian Ocean, from the Red Sea to Austra-

lia, studying Using fishes disturbed by the

ships be- was on. He came to the conclusion

that the dire< tion and force of the wind had
little bearing on the flights of Using fishes.

What be did find ssas thai dies were less

likel) to become airborne il then course lay

towards the sun than when it was away

At limes ii seems that Using fishes base

link- control ol theii movements in the

an but Carl llubbs. distinguished Ameri-
can ichthyologist, maintained otherwise.

Ac e en ding to him tiles sometimes lis straight

towards the sick- ol a ship and, when about

to ci.isb into ii dies suddenly plunge into

die- s\,iie-i. im ii aboul almost directly, and
make away in the opposite direction, either

in the water oi in the air. The tour-winged

Using fishes would base the advantage in

such circumstances because their large pel-

vic fins act as ailerons for banking and as

elevators foi nosing dow n or for c limbing.

class Pisces

i 'i dei Atheriniformes

f.imils Exocoetidae

genei a Exocoetus, Cypselurus



Flying fox

Of about 4 000 species of mammals, nearly

1 000 are bats. Of these 160 are fruit bats.

They differ from the rest in many important

ways. The fruit bats as a ivhole will be

dealt with under that title. The flying foxes

are singled out here because they include

60 of the largest of the fruit bats, and also

because they are a menace to cultivated

crops.

Flying foxes belong mainly to the islands

of the Malay-Indonesia archipelago but

they are found eastwards in the Philippines

and some South Pacific islands, south-

wards in northern Australia, ivestwards in

parts of southern Asia, Mauritius, the

Seychelles, Madagascar and the island of

Pemba off East Africa. The largest is

Pteropus vampyrus, which rangi from

southern Burma to Vietnam through

Malaysia and Indonesia to the Philippines.

It is I ft long in the body, which is reddish-

brown, and its black wings when fully

spread span 5 ft.

Trouble in the camp
Flying foxes are really bats with fox-like

heads, the resemblance being increased b)

the pi u Led cars and the ruff o( fui around

the neck, rheii eyes are large. Unlike the

insect-eating bats, which find their way
about by using echolocation, flying foxes

depend on sight. They roost In chn in trees,

in large numbers, of several hundreds to

10 000 or more, especially over mangrove or

other swamps. These roosting places have

been called camps. During the early morn-
ing, after the bats have returned from feed-

ing, there is much fidgeting and moving.

Although sociable, they like to keep their

distance from their neighbours. When one
Hies in and lands too near another a fight

begins. Even a falling twig may start a fight.

The disturbed bat screams, lashes out with

its clawed thumb, and snaps at its neighbour
with its teeth. The fight ejids, usually with-

out bloodshed, when one of the contestants

moves away. One fight may start a chain-

reaction and in the end the whole roost is

screaming and agitated.

Unhappy landings
It is easy to see how these disturbances can

be started. Flying foxes are not always skilful

at landing. They may fly heavily into foliage

and then clamber along to a branch, or fly

over a branch catching it with then hindfeet

to fall into the hanging position, or do a half-

roll under a branch to grip with the feet — or

miss as the case may be. To take off, a flying

fox must flap its wings until it has brought
its body into the horizontal before letting

go with its feet.

Later in the day most of them settle down.
They hang by one or both feet, drop their

heads onto their breasts, wrap their wings
around and sleep. Since the flying foxes

frequent the same roosts year after year

their droppings foul the foliage so the

upper branches of the trees are bare. The
bats hang on these like grotesque fruits.

At sunset they begin to take off. At first a I Flying to.es igenus Pteropus)
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few stream up into the air, looking from a

distance like wisps ol smoke rising into the

skv. As moie and nice Like wmg [hex look

like a large black cloud as thev IK .uound.

feeding ground, pel haps as much as 10

miles awa) . I he dire< lion the) lake depends

on what flowers are blooming oi funis aie

r ipening. The) have efficient noses and can

detect these ai great distances.

Fruit and flower harvests

Arriving on the feeding grounds the) land

on tin- branc hes anil, hanging upside-down,

draw the blossoms or fruit towards theii

mouths, rhe) do this with one hindfoot,

while suspended In the other, 01 with the

dawed thumb on die angle ol die wing.

Fruits eaten include banana, pawpaw,

guava and wild figs. Cultivated plums, pears

pineapples. 1 here has been mm h complaint

from fruit growers, cspeeiallv in northern

Australia, about damage done In thing

foxes. According to independent investi-

gators the damage is probabb overstated,

although at times it ma) be high locally.

One saving grace is thai bananas, citrous

fruits and others tend to be harvested while

still unripe, for export to distant markets,

and flying foxes take onl) ripe fruit. More-

over, it seems that flung foxes take wild

fruits such as figs and berries, especiall)

mistletoe, if these are available, m prefer-

ence to cultivated fruits. Finally, il seems

agreed th.it they eat a high proportion ol

blossoms and that fruit is ohl) secondar)

in their diet. Some thing foxes have been

lecotded as eating so mm h mimosa blossom

that the) reeked oi it.

Flying foxes have been reported as catch-

ing fish. It seems more likel) thai when seen

thing down to the water the) are drinking

Nursing mothers keep together

For those species studied, the breeding
season is February — March, with the babies

being born about 6 months later. When
pregnant the females occup) separate roosts

or. when occupying a large camp several

groups within il. At ollie, turn's the sexes

mix indiscriminate!) in the camp. I here is

usuall) one bab) at birth, sometimes two,

and it is carried about b) the mothei for a

month, clinging to hei fur with its feet and
holding a teat with its mouth, alter which it

is left behind at the roost when she goes

foraging. The youngster can fh at 2 months,

takes its first foraging flights at :i months,

becomes fully independent at 1— 6 months
and is sexually mature at 18 months. Flying

foxes have lived for 17 years in capti\u\.

Food from the skies

rhere are a number oi enemies, including

eagles, the larger owls, large lizards and
especially the goannas in Australia, and tree-

climbing snakes. Thev do little more than

keep the populations ol thing loxes from
expanding. Probabb man is the more
deadly enemy, especiall) in fruit-growing

areas. Even he has some difficult) in coping
with them. Fruit farmers shoot them and

sometimes poison them. Ibis gives limited

succ ess but the lost hoi des at e soon rcplac ed

People have been eating living loxes since

as far back as we can trace. Strabo, the

Greek geographer, wrote that the\ served

as lood to people in the Euphrates valley.

Aldrovattdus, I 7th e cntui v w i net on natural

historv, records that the peoples ol the

South Seas ate large bats which tasted like'

chicken. In Istil Su Pincrson Ferment stated

that the people ol (cvlon ale living loxes

and he was told In a luend thev tasted like

hate. Thomas Mutton (1S7'J) confirmed

Tennent's statement thai the people ol

Portuguese Goa found their flesh delicate,

and his contemporar) Colonel Sykes testi-

fied to then savoury flavour.

Similai reports could be cited foi Malaya,

|.iv.i. Borneo and the Philippines, and in

Samoa the living fox is manu lagi, animal ol

the heavens, but w bethel this implies a

celestial cpialitv or merel) relets to then liv-

ing is uncertain. At all events the practice

ol the Samoans was to tic- prickl) blanches
on the end ol a pole to strike the balsaslbc v

flew past I he Creoles ol the Sevc belles ale

them and the Aborigines ol Australia

smoked them out. 1 hev lit lues nuclei the

trees to slupetv the bats then knoc ked them

i lass Mammalia

older Chiroptera

suboidci Megachiroptera

famil) Pteropidae

genera Pteropus, Xeoptcryx, Acerodon

others

V Careless tenants; flying foxes hang from the

roosting trees they have ruined In years of use.
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heflying gu
. despite thei

I is, at best, a weak flier,

. this is the Atlantu spei

Flying gurnard
There are two species of flying gurnard,

one in the tropical Atlantic, the other in the

Indian Ocean. Whether in /ai t they do fly

is in doubt. Anothei problem is whether or

not they should be classified with oilier

gurnards, which they < losely resemble.

The Atlantu spates is up to H in. long.

It has a large head and large, wing-like

pectoral fins. It is greenish-blur with

orange-edged dark spots on the brad and
body. The large pectoral fins air greenish-

hlue ornamented with the same orange-

edged spots. The Indian Ocean species, up

lit 12 in. long, is a dull reddish with funk

underfmrts, 'blue sf>ots down the back and a

dorsal fin covered with brown spots. The

pectoral litis tne bright blue with brown

anil pair giceu spots. These descriptions of

i (dour are. however, only approximate

because in both species the colours Tory

with age as well as from one individual to

another, and in any individual the colours

vary somewhat according to what is

happening. In the Atlantic species, for

example, the young has a large white-

edged black ocellus or eye-spot on each of

the fiectoial fin.s, and in the adults the

iibiuis, rspri tally of the pectoral juts,

brinmr ninth mute bttllianl in

moments of exc itement.

Familiar— yet little known
living mil n.ii ds ,nc familial lislics on
account dl their colours and because in the

Indian Ocean they are caught foi food,

from canoes lishing in deep water. Yet

little is known about them. We know the)

are mainly bottom-living and that they Iced

on prawns and othei small crustaceans.

A pugnacious fish

I he flying gui nard swims slowly just oH the

bottom with its large pectoral (ins laid back

along the sides ol the body. It may also

c i awl ovci the sandv seabed using the small

lowei lobe ol each pectoral fill as a foot

aided by the thin pelvic fins, which aie said

to be moved alternately like small legs.

Skin divers report that when they approach
to within 1 It of one of the Atlantic Hving
guinaids it spreads its pectoral fins to the

lull extent and their turquoise-blue patches
become brilliant. At the same time it grunts,

with a noise not unlike a raucous version of
the clucking of a barnyard hen. In the In-

dian Ocean the fixing gurnard has mam
local names, all expressing that it makes

noises when caught in a net. After this show
of bad temper the fish relaxes and folds its

fins back along the sides. When the skin

diver approaches to about 2 ft from the fish

it does not swim away as other fishes do,

but goes into an even more vigorous aggres-

sion, even advancing towards its adversary.

A woman collecting shells in shallow water

in the Caribbean met a flying gurnard. It

spread its pectoral fins, came over to her

and butted her ankles, which became numb
immediately afterwards. It is suggested that

the spines on the gill-covers may be poison-

ous, or perhaps it is the spine on the front

of the dorsal fin which lies just behind the

head. Certainly the fish is feared bv the

local people in the Caribbean.

Skilled at evading capture

Anyone trying to catch a flying gurnard
with a net finds it very agile and skilf ul in

evading capture, swimming away quickly.

When caught and put in an aquarium it

swings its body from side-to-side and it

taps on the bottom with the hand-like lower

lobes of the pectoral fins, tapping first with

one hand', then with the other.

Do flying gurnards fly?

Those who maintain that the fly ing gurnard
Hies agree that its flight is more clumsy

and less sustained than that of a flying fish.

Dr PH Greenwood, distinguished ichthy-

ologist, has described seeing Indian Ocean
flying gurnards 'flving' out of the bow wave
of ,i ship. About 4 in. long, their pectoral

2 fins spanned 6 in. full spread, and he

2 describes them as airborne for about 2

I
seconds. In that time, however, they seemed

z to be gliding in a controlled manner, not

I merely jumping out and plunging in again

I
in the manner of other fishes. Opponents

« of this view argue that almost any fish will

at times jump out of the water and it is quite

accidental that the gurnard has large fins

whic h ac t as planes to keep it airborne.

Near relatives?

Some students of fishes claim that Hying
gurnards and gurnards, which we shall

deal with later, are closely related but

should be kept in separate families. Others

maintain they are not closely related and
should be placed in separate orders, which

is the view followed here. The two kinds of

fishes differ in the bones of the skull. Thev
also differ in the way the front spines of

the pectoral fins are arranged, as well as in

some of then behaviour. It they are not

c loseK related then thev give us a wonderful

example of convergence in evolution — that

is. of two kinds of animals that have come to

look alike externally because they have the

same wa) ol life.

( lass Pisces

ordei Dactylopteriformes

family Dactylopteridae

genus Dactyloptera volitans

& spec K's Atlantic flying gurnard

D. orientalis

Indian Ocean flying gurnard
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Flying lemur

There are 2 species of this living para-

chute, known as colugos or flying lemurs.

Both are very alike and they have

presented zoologists with a problem, for

they have no close relatives. They arc not

related to lemurs, despite their name,

and are placed in an order on their own

between the insectivores (shrews, moles,

hedgehogs) and the hats. Their teeth look

superficially like those of the insectivores,

they move about in the air like bats, and

in face they look like some of the lemurs;

but then teeth are unlike those of any

other animal. Each of the incisors and

canines has 2 roots and each of the lower

incisors is comb-like, with 10—12 fine

points.

One species is found only in the Philip-

pines, the other is widespread through

southeast Asia, from Burma to Borneo.

It is cat-sized. 1 \ ft long, with a tail

nearly 1 ft long. It has a sharp muzzle

and large eyes and there is a membrane of

skin from the sides of the chin which

continues in a broad web down either side

of the body, taking in the forearm with

all the fingers and the hindlegs and toes

and going right up to the tip of the tail.

The fur is a mottled grey, fawn and buff.

Ace glider

Onl) one kind ol mammal truly flies: the

bat. Man) mammals make gliding flights

and of these the flying lemur is the besl

equipped l<>i it. Ii lives in forests and tests

on the l)t .tin lies <>l tall trees in a vertical

position, its bodv and gliding membrane
Kino dose to the bark and harmonizing
almost perfectly with it. Usually it chooses a

hollow in the nee. When disturbed n moves
rapidly along the branch, perhaps making
us rasping alarm call, climbs up the trunk

and launches itsell in a long smooth flying

leap to the next tree, anything up to 150

yd away. I lie efhcienc) ol its parachute is

such that it loses less than 40 It in that

long glide. Arriving at the next tree, it t uns

up the trunk to gain height, read) for

another takeoff should that he necessary.

It rarel) comes to the ground and should it

do so it makes for the neatest tree at the

gallop and uses its sharp, cmved claws to

shin (]ui< klv up it. While sailing thiough the

le ol the spread membrane
aim ong.

Floral meals
At dusk the flying lemur glides to a favour-

ite tree and begins feeding on leaves, (lowers

and buds. It is said to eat fruit also, but one
itlv.

ills

Wat.

i pa

ids it

1 bites oil the

outh with

> probably got I

rflov

I le.n

Advanced offspring
Mating takes place m January to March
and 60 davs later the single bain - twins are

rare— is born. The baby is 1(1 in. long at

birth, J the length oi the mother. She leaves

v

Wp t
if ! f .

Anticipation or retrospect? Watched intently by its baby, a female fiyini

\be icandeis thiough the /til/age that farms the main pail of her food.

it in a tree hollow when she goes foraging

or tarries it dinging to het teat oi I'm with

Us teeth, gelling tuithel support b) grasp-

ing her fur with its clawed toes.

Rare or not rare?
for a long time zoologists believed the living

lemm to be rare, although the local peoples

not only ate its flesh but used its fui to make
hats. It was first discovered bv Kuropeans in

1768 but it is only within the last 2!) \e.ns

that we have known n is common through-

out southeast Asia- when somebod) dis-

covered how to look for it. It is common-
plate among natmalists that someone who is

experienced in looking foi a particulat

animal (an icadilv find it, whereas anyone
else (an look and look and find nothing. It

is a case ol 'getting one's eye in'. It was the

same stor) with the sloth, looked upon as

i are until a Gl stationed in the Panama Zone
during World War II spent Ins free lime

looking foi sloths and found that they were

Too often .in animal is < ailed rare si m pi

\

because nobody has looked lot it in the right

way. There was the scientist who, before

going to Madagascar, was asked bv a col-

league to try to bung back specimens ol a

very rare fly. On arrival in Madagascar he

bowed a drawing ol the tlv to the local

le and offered a reward for every

pec mien thev brought him. The following

orning he was awakened earlv bv notsv

outing, to find some Malagasy uiging a

iw towards his tent. I he cow was swarming
th Hies -the rare fl\

!

( lass Mammalia

i >rdei Dermoptera

famil) Cynocephalidae

genus Cynoeephalus volans

<\ spec it's C. variegatus
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Flying phalanger

Sometimes colled flying squirrels in

Australia, because they look outwardly

alike. Flying phalangers are, however, not

even distantly related to squirrels but are

true marsupials like kangaroos and

opossums.

There are five species distributed over

the eastern half of Australia, one species

overlapping in the south into Tasmania,

and one species of sugar glider m New

Guinea. They belong to three types: the

pigmy or feathertail glider, the 3 species

of sugar glider and the greater glider.

The first is mouse-sized, just over 6 in.

long, of which a half is tail, olive-brown

above, white below. The sugar gliders

are nearly 16 in. long, of which one half

is bushy tail, with a fine silky fur, grey

to brown with a dark line along the

back and lighter underparts. The greater

slider is over 3 ft long, of which the tail

is over H ft, B?ey t0 dark-brown with

yellowish underparts. All live in trees

and take gliding flights f
rom tree, to tree.

The gliding membrane of the sugar glides

is narrow, fringed with long hairs and

stretches from the fore to the hind limbs.

In the others this 'parachute' is a broader

web offurred skin stretching from the 5//,

toe on the forefoot to the ankle of the

hindleg. In the sugar glider the tail is

feathered - that is, fringed either side with

long hairs; in the remainder it is bushy.

Hidden in the tree tops

The feathertail flying phalanger, or glider,

has the large eves and ears typical of a

nocturnal animal. It is seldom seen except

when a tree is felled or a domestic cat

brings one home. During the day it rests

curled up in holes in trees, up to 50 ft from

the ground, lying hidden in a nest of shred-

ded eucalyptus' bark. At night it takes

gliding flights from tree to tree. It is said

to be common wherever there are eucalyp-

tus trees and especially those with a white

smooth bark. In the trees ii runs quickh

over bark using its claws, and it can run ove

smooth leaves' w ith the pads on the tips of

the toes giving a sure grip.

The habits of sugar gliders and gres.—

gliders are similar. When in the tops of the

trees there is little to indicate they are

moving about except a taint scratching on

bark or the rustle of leaves. Their glides also

are sudden and swift, usually seen onh b\

accident. The gliding teats are most spec-

tacular in the greater glider; one is recorded

as having covered 590 yd in n successive

glides, an average of nearly 100 yd between

each pair of trees. During a glide the phal-

angers lose height, and having landed on the

next tree they run rapidK up the trunk tor

the next takeoff. Sometimes one will land

on the ground, over which it runs awkwardl)

All have a sweet tooth

The various Hung phalangers differ in one

respect: the teeth. The pigmv gliders have

insectivorous teeth, recalling those ol

shrews. They eat insects and especiallv

Left: A sugar glider takes a snack. These pretty

marsupials cat almost anything they can get.

1* ^

A Takeoff; a well-judged launch into space . .

V . . . and landing, gripping with sharp claw

plant lice, such as aphides and scale msec

that give out honeydew. I he sugai glid

also eats insects, and small birds as well, b

us food i s mainl) flowers, fruit, bu<

nectai and sap I he greater glidei fee

onh on leaves and Howe.
kil

:eth ed with .

Useful mobbing
Being marsupials, the females can) the

voung in a pouch, and when the bab,

are large enough to leave it the) ride i

when a living

v light was mobbed

>i, ds, in< hiding Australian

these swooped and (hove

nd tgainst a tree. Ii hit its

I: and fell to the ground,

from Us hai k ( >lhei wise

; ,l the breeding habits of

res. I he pigmv glider has

birth. I Ik- sugai glidei has

babies aftei a gestation <»l
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3 weeks, the young becoming independent

at 4 months. The greater glider has one

young in July— August, which leaves the

pouch at 4 months, but remains with the

parents until fullv grown.

Powerful owl enemy
The greatest hazard to Hying phalangers

lies in the steadv felling of eucalyptus or

gum trees. A phalanger occasionally falls

victim to the introduced red fox when it

lands on the ground. Otherwise the main
enemies are owls, especiallv the one known
as the powerful owl.

Bundles under the tail

Several marsupials use their tails for carry-

ing nesting materials, and so does that other

primitive mammal, the platypus. This is the

more remarkable since the tail of a platypus

is not long and slender but broad and Hat —
less suited, one would have thought, to being

w rapped around a bundle of leaves. The rat

kangaroos of Australia do the same, but

their tails are prehensile, anyway. The
American opossum brings its tail forward

under the body, passes leaves and grass

— or similar building materials — backwards

under its chest, then with its hind legs

arranges these for the tail to grasp. The
greater glider has been recorded as carrying

a bundle of twigs and leaves for a nest

with its prehensile tail, and sugar gliders

have been seen to do the same.

David Fleay, the Australian naturalist,

watched a captive sugar glider hang by its

hindfeet, bite leaves off eucalyptus boughs
and, using the forepaws, transfer them to

its tail. When it had a bundle about 6 in

long and 3 in. across, the phalanger ran

along to its nesting box holding the burden
with its tail wrapped round it.



Flattened, fur-clad

skydivers

Below left: Sugar glider feeding on foliage.

The folds of skin between the limbs give little

idea of the massive 'parachute area' so drama-

tically illustrated below. The neatly-curled

tail can be used for cairymg nest material;

Below: Study in unpowered flight. With only

a leap from 'a treetrunk and the gliding effect of

the outstretched skin, a flying phalanger tan

average 100 yd a trip, landing with remarkable

accuracy some way up the trunk of a selected tree.

ph\ lum

i u dei

Mammalia

Marsupialia

famil) Phalangeridae

genera Acrobates pygmaeus pigmy glide*

& species Petaurus australis sugai glider

Schoinobates volans

greater glider

> Baby phalanger, blind, naked, and completely

helpless, nestles in its mother's pouch. It

will not become completely independent until

about 4 month-'iild.



Flying squirrel

A squirrel making a seemingly miraculous

leap from one tree to another is a common

sight, but flying squirrels make proper

flights, gliding from tree to tree.

There are 37 species, of which one is

Sorth American, one extends from southern

Sweden through Finland and Siberia to

Japan, and the rest live in southern and
southeast Asia. All are similar in build

and habits and all have a web of furred

dark slate or sepia fur, its tail feather-like

and its fl\iug membrane /ringed with stiff

hairs. The other Asiatic species are

mainly around 2 ft total length, sometimes

richly coloured, and varying from rufous

in cream-coloured.

The only species whose biology is at all

well known is the Sorth American flying

squirrel, and this is the one to which the

name was originally given, by Captain

John Smith -who in 1624. in his Generall

Historie ol Virginia, wrote: 'A small

beaste they have . . . we call them flying

Living magic carpets
Except during cold, wet and windy weather
flying squirrels come out to feed at night,

and travel from tree to tree by gliding with

the four legs spread to stretch the flying

membranes. On landing, a squirrel immedi-
ately races round to the other side of the

tree, a precaution against attack from a

predator while still recovering from the

landing. Then the squirrel rapidlv climbs

to regain height lost in the glide. They
rest by day in hollows in trees and will also

use rool spaces, outbuildings and bird

nesting-boxes. Occasionally the nest will

. . . with the greatest of ease: glide-in,

braking and touchdown, all masterfully

handled.

skin on either side of the body extending

/com the foreleg to the lundleg and ending

on the tail. The largest is the common
giant flying squnrel of Asm tlndia. China.

laigest is the Kashmn giant flying squnrel,

nearly 3 ft total length with soft, woolly

greyish-fawn fir and a bushy tail. The

smallest is the pigmy flying squirrel, »f

Malaya-Borneo, 5% in. total length, with

780

squinels.' Surprisingly, little is known

of the habits oj the so-called European

flying squirrel (Sweden -Japan), hut in

size and appearance /I is similar to the

North Amen, an species, with its brownish

coat and while to cream uuderparls. large

eyes and small ems. The North American

Species will be dealt with here, and

regarded as typical of the 35 other species.

The North American flying squirrel is

regarded by some zoologists as having two

species, a southern and a northern.

lie made dm leaf) branches, like the drey of

nee squirrels, but more cosily lined. A nest

is made ol drv leaves, shredded b.irk, moss,

feathers, .md fur.

I heir normal call is described as 'chuck-

chuik-chuck' which changes to a squeal

when the squirrel is alarmed or aggressive.

At other times a musical chirping, some-

times slightl) harsh, is used. It seems that

some ol their calls are in the ultrasonic

range and u lias been suggested that flying

squirrels may use these (to a more limited

extent) .is bats do: to detect obstacles.





leans its head fust to one side then to the

other, possibly moving it up and down as

well. In this it is using a form of triangula-

tion to judge the distance and direction it

must travel to its landing spot. When it does

finallv land it does so accurately, on the

chosen spot. That this is not accidental is

seen when a Hving squirrel is disturbed and

takes off hurriedly without assessing where

it is going. It is then likely to land on the

ground or even in water.

Just before landing the squirrel erects its

tail, causing its head and body to rise vertic-

ally This brings all 4 feet accurately on

rudder. A spur on each wrist joined to the

riving membrane can be used to tighten or

slacken the membrane. By dropping the

legs of one side, to give added lift to the

membrane on the other side, the squirrel

can bank or turn sharply. It can also dive

steepl) and use the speed to rise steeply

at the end of the dive.

Although most glides are simple, from one
tree to another in a direct line, Hying squir-

rels have been seen lo make right-angled

turns, lateral loops, spiral ascents and other

aerobatics. They have even been seen to

change their minds in mid-flight, turn corn-

signalling whether to follow her, or ;

while she makes an exploratory flight.

class Mammalia

order Rodentia

family Sciuridae

genus Glaucomys volans northern

& species G. sabrinus southern

North American flying squirrels

others

A Tense moment: an Amen/an flying squirrel

prepares for its next glide. By cocking its

headfrom side to side it judges distance and
direction; then, extending its legs to spread

the membrane and kicking off with the hindlegs,

it leaps into space. The bushy tail and the

spurs on the wrists are its controls: the tail

h. At I) weeks glides Irom branch to forms a rudder and the spurs kink the membrane

npted, but for journeys

the mothei must
Apparently she does much to

s, direc-

pe< i.

for turning and banking. An agile flier, its

repertoire includes aerobatics like y
ascents and fiat loops. t> A flying squirrel

at its night /ceiling, firmly suspended by the

'siiji t\ belt' fastenings of its sharp claws.
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Madagascar cardinals Foudia madagascari-

ensis: Scarlet male below, dingy female above.

Fodi

Fodis are weaverbirds, a large group oj

birds that also includes the sparrows. The

five species oj fodi are restricted to islands

in the ra^cn, Indian Ocean, including

Madagascar, the Seychelles, Aldabra,

Mauritius and St /Idea. The two that

have bee,, studied in detail are the toq lor/ oj

the Seychelles and the Madagascar cardinal,

t he latter is named after the flaming red

plumage oj the male. The females and im-

mature males are a dull fawn-brown. Both

sexes of the toq toq are dully coloured, but

the male ,s enlivened by yellow ma, lungs

Different ways of life

sevei.il icasons hi \Iik.i the quclea exists

in Hoi ks ,,| millions .hkI is., very_serious pest

cMinu because the) I. ill mm two distinct

chflcrcnccs between 1 1,< gionps.ue icllcclcd

noi onl) in the diei and in the modil ions

in bill-shape to le< ding habits, bin in almost

.,11 aspects ol iheti so, ial lile Seed eaters

abb tel., ted lo leedmg habits, as ii'isecl-

loodon win, I, dense llo(ks(,ni i «-.icliI\ Iced.

I he Madagascat cardinal and the toq

lo,| ueic studied In |olm lliniell ( look in

the Seyi belles. I he toq toq is ., native that

horn' \l.,d.ig,,s,.,i in llu- last ccntiiiv ..ml is

now widespread. I he two belong to the

different groups ol weaver. The toq toq is a

dump) bird with a narrow, pointed bill used
lo, catching insects. Ii lives in forests, where

smallei and finch-like. It lives in open

savannahs, is a seed-eatei and lives in Ho, ks.

i be bio.,,1 leaves ol <o,on.M palms lor small

insects and spiders. Banana flowers are care-

lull) sc. ii, bed b) separating the flower

< lusters with the bill and can hing an)

Pairs or family parties

Outside the breeding season the toq toq

IK about in pairs 01 in famil) parties, calling

to eai Ii othei to keep in contact. In the beat

ol the da) the) bathe in groups; and the)

huddle togethei when roosting. Breeding

takes place throughout the year, but mainl)

in the rain) season I he pail defend theii

much smaller and the nests of different

pairs are closer together. Moreover, the

female cardinal is not such a close partner

of the male as is the female toq toq. The
male cardinal leaves the flock, establishes a

territory and builds his nest and only then

is be joined bv the female.

Fodis, like other weavers, make nests of

woven grass and fibres, from which the

name weaver is derived. Some weavers

build very elaborate nests, but those of fodis

are relatively simple. They are untidy balls

woven onto twigs or fronds, with a porch

over the entrance. As with other weavers,

the first stage in nest-building is to con-

struct .1 rino of fibres, woven onto twigs in

the case of the toq toq. or suspended in

the case ol the cardinal. The main structure

is then added by loose weaving. This takes

the birds quite a long time and when the

eggs ate first laid they can often be seen

through gaps in the nest. The usual clutch

is 2 — 4 eggs, which take about a fortnight to

hatch.

Both parents leed the chicks on insects,

with the young c ardinals being fed on seeds

as well.

Introduced threats

The toq toq has become less common partly

because of the cutting clown of its native

forests and partly because of the cats, rats

and mice- which have been introduced. The
cits and rats, however, probably have diffi-

, nlt\ in t e.ic hint; the suspended nests among
the finest twigs and foliage. Snakes, and per-

haps geckoes, raid the nests. Adults are

probabl) captured bv the falcons and owls

that live on the Seychelles.

Moving house
In then native land the Madagascar car-

dinals build their nesis in low bushes and
onl) rarely are they found in palm trees. In

the Sew belles, on the oilier hand, palms

supply the main nest site. I his is an adapta-

tion to a new environment, but it is no) c om-
plete In his sttidv in the Sevc belles. Crook
found a high proportion of cardinal nests

had been dismantled or abandoned. The
cardinals were t.iking a very long time to

build their nests, up to a month, and some-
times the males dismantled them neatly,

, aiiving the material to other trees where
the) were rebuilt. Ii seems that the female

cardinals are reluct.mi to accept the nests,

and lh.it the males have difficulty building

them, because they have not become fully

adjusted to the- new habitat, high in the

palms rathei than low in the bushes. Re-

moval and rebuilding of a nest has been

reported in < u< koo shrikes (p 590), as a

icsiill ol disturbance. Perhaps in both

birds it is uncertainty, either because of

disturbance oi unnatural surroundings,

thai leads to tins kind ol rehousing.

class Aves

oidei Passeriformes

lamilv Ploceidae

genus Foudia madagascariensis

8c spec ies Madagascar cardinal

F. sechellarum toq toq, others
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Foram
Even scientists, who seem to the layman to

revel in the use of long words, customarily

speak of the Foraminifera by this shortened

version. The full name means pore-

bearers and most forams live in shells

perforated by many tiny holes or pores.

Forams are found only in the sea. They

are protistans related to amoeba (p 34)

and like it throw out temporary processes

of protoplasm known as pseudopodia. or

fake-feet, slender strands of protoplasm

coming out through each pore, as well as

through the mouth of the shell itself.

Outside the shell the strands branch and

run together to form a network. This not

only helps buoy up the foram but also

sewes as a snare to trap food, minute

animal life m the plankton even smaller

than the forams themselves. The shells of

most forams are limy, others arc made of

a substance called lectin. Some build

'houses' around themselves of things such

as sand grains. They may be ^ ///.

across or less, or they may be. as in the

fossil Xummulitcs, several inches across.

There are more in tropical seas than in the

colder sens.

Building skills

The shells ol Imams are ned In the

animal, in ihis case a microscopic animal

with .i bod) that is little better than a single

cell, from lime salts extracted From sr.i-

water. I his is then given out and < ivstalli/cs

around the body. I he shells s,, formed
differ in shape In. in one species to another.

Some look like ver) tin\ mollusc shells,

others ate spheres v.utouslv dccoiatcd with

knobs, 01 the) ma\ look like bean-pods,

stars, triangles 01 e\<|tnsiie Masks. Usuall)

each shell is made up ol mam chambers.

I he young foram builds us Inst tun shell

then latei adds another, slight!) largei

chamber. I his goes on repcatcdlv with each

new chamber latgci than the last.

Some forams live on the seabed and sur-

lound themselves not with a shell hut with a

broken spines ol sea-urchins, broken spong(

spicules, the plates from the skin .,1 sea

cucumbei or just sand grains. I he shell'

already des< ribei

then .do and build.

External digestion

l lie food trapped in the web like snare
formed In the pseudopodia is not carried

into the recesses ol the shell to be eaten. It

is digested outside the shell In the pseudo-
podia. The nourishment so obtained then
passes along the inner protoplasm ol the

pseudopodia into the mam body.

/V shell i I'll: <i living four,,.

Broods of baby forams

ieh studied in ver\ lew

nlv asexual. In a typical .

plasm. Within an Ik

Rock-builders
I he main interest in the forams for most
people is the part the) have played in the

lock formations of the continents. The
best example is that known as chalk, of

which the White ('.litis of Dover are an
obvious example. They are a prominent
feature ol the south coast of England. An-
other is the thalk beds of the Mississippi

Valle) in the United States. 1 000 ft thick.

As the shells of forams become empty
they sink to the bottom of the sea and in

main places in the ocean deeps ol toda)
vast aieas aie coveted with their shells. It

has been calculated that these deposits

accumulate at a rate of slightly less than

5 in per thousand years, which gives us

some idea ol how long it took for the Dover
cliffs and Mississippi chalk beds to form bc-

loi e thc\ bee atne dry land.

As already indicated, some- forams now
extinct were large, their shells commonly
an inch or more across, in some species

several inches. These have lot med the km ks

prominent across North Africa. They form
the- Atlas Mountains and thev produced
the ioc ks whic h built the pyramids.

\ The lure of oil

world the forams ol past

led a gi c at imporlaiK e. The
Drams was at fust ol purel)

st. I hen. suddenly, then

found thai fossiluhc

icklv to entuclv

dillci i.ld

ographers learned to take borings of the

ocean bed. From the Strata in these sedi-

ments the historx of the oceans could be

worked out. I he kinds of forams thev con-

tained enabled the geologist to plot the

i lianges i >l c Innate that had taken plac e over

millions of years.

building detail -e,

phylun

ange of horn

efits(>

Rhizopoda
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Surrounded by legend and confused in ancestry,

the fossa is Madagascar's largest c

J*

Fossa

Much of our information on the fossa is

based on local superstition and unfounded

stories. It is the largest carnivore in

Madagascar and although it is not un-

common and has been kept in zoos there is

very little real information on its habits.

The fossa is cat-like in appearance and

was once classed in the cat family; it is

v placed in a separate subfamily oj the

Vive ida,

It may be descended from the ancestor of

both cats and civets. The claws are

curved, sharp and can be retracted like

those of a cat, but fossas walk on the sole

of then feet like hears, rather than on tht

toes like nits. The head and body measui,

2-2\ ft and the stout tail is as long aga

The fw is short, soft and glossy, usually

leddish-lnown. but sometimes black fossa*

are found. The head is cat-like, but with

a longei snout. The whiskers an
and the eais rounded. One of th

legends about fossas is that they

contrail the pupils oj then eyes ,

b.ng

they have disappeared completely. This

story has ociasioually been accepted by

zoologists. Fossas can close then pupils

nppea, opaque, as if the fossas suffei

from cataracts. This could have given rise

to the story.

I'ufoilunalif tin snentifu name Fossa

fossa has biro given to the Madagascar

i/vel also belonging to the Tiverridae.

I ln pissn is Cryptoprocta ferox.

Night hunter

ough the trees No doubi

ds, foi the) are unpop.

They may attack man
During the breeding season fossas become
less solium .md small bands can be seen

roaming together. During this period they

may be dangerous to man. tinning on any-

one who (lisiiiilis them, rather than fleeing.

I he ial litle

Nothing is km the

Skunk-like odour
Being tin- I. ii gesl ( .11

Forest ghoul

ot two 01 three,

i family lite, bin it

on he l>red m zoos.

re in Madagasi .11

.

from am animal

other viverrids,

.agieeahle skunk-

It the base of the

1 flesh-

\1. hI.i)

out the lossa which almost

11 111 a had light. It is genet

-

s being vet \ bl ave and vei \

with .1 highly

1 p« .Hit I h

• nil 1

'

light I

night to i reep into

babies from their

Worst ol all in one distmi people

not sleep in the open as fossas are said

Ink theii faces, putting them into a

s state they are

Cryptoprocta ferox
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Four-eyed fish

This remarkable fish has two eyes each

divided into two. Even more remarkable,

'left-handed' males must mate with 'right-

handed' /emali s and vice versa.

A minnow-like fish, 6 — 8 in. long,

sometimes reaching 1 ft, it lives in fresh-

waterfrom southern Mexico through

central America to northern South

America. It is long-bodied with a

rounded tail fin but otherivise undis-

tinguished in shape except for its large

goggling exes. It spends most of its time

cruising at the surface with onlx the

upper half of each eye above the water.

size j^ave birth to 4, each of which was H in.

long. Fertilisation is internal; the male musi
inject his sperms into the female He does

(his using a tube formed from modified

rays of the anal fin. In an) male this tube
tan onl\ he moved either to the left 01 to

the right.

The sexual opening ot the female is pi o

let ted bv a special si ale, so it c an he entei ed

only from the left or from the tight. As a

result a 'left-handed' male .an mate onlx

with a
'

right-handed
-

fern.

Bifocal blenny

Divided eveballs

ued u

ir-eyed fish is divided

artition, and the lish

ace of the water level

on divides the cornea,

i seen In lh< uppei

\ ISIC

tha

ything

e thk kc i part of it.

Land animals have a tear duct to keep the

e moist but the foui -eyed fish has to dip

head from time to time to keep us eyes

Looking for prey
I he toui-e\ed hsh feeds on small swimming
animals It would be reasonable to suppose

that with the double vision it could look

for food under the surface and also for any

insects falling on the water. This, however,

seems to be in some doubt. Its usual way of

feeding is to swim down, catch its prey,

then immediately swim up to lie once again

]iisi under the surface with half of each eye

above the waterline. We can only suppose

also that its aerial vision helps in keeping

watch for enemies from above, such as

water-birds.

Compatible marriage
I he females bear between 1 —5 living young.

One female 6 in. long gave birth to one

baby 2\ in. long, and another of similar

Anableps anableps and A. tettophthttlmus. the

two species of foui-eved fishes so far dis-

cussed, are not alone. There is a four-eyed

blenny, $ in. long, living on the roc kv shores

of the Galapagos Islands, lis eves aie di-

vided In a verticil partition, and foi a long

Two-tier visum: the compound eyes of the

four-eyed fish scan both air and water.

time we have been told that this blenn)

spends much of its time in a vertical position

with its nose out of water and the partition

in the eye coinciding with the waterline. In

1963, however, the' German zoologist, Ebe-
hard Curio, studied this blenn) Dialommus
fuscus at first-hand in the Galapagos and
found it does such thing. It feeds <

and il comes out onto
It has a skiltul \s.i\ ol

e blenn) rides the c rest

into a 1 1 e\ ii e.s Ihi-

tabl. the blei

:s tail. When
5 for the i oft I i«k. This

.md more Curio leai ned,

find out what use were the 'foui eves

Although Anableps was the lust fish to be
called four-eyed the only one that truly

deserves the name was brought up from
dee]) water in the North Pacific only a few

years ago. Given the name- Batkylychnops

exilis, it is a slender pike-like lish. I
'

ft long,

living in the twilighl /one ol blue light,

between 300 and 3 000 It down. From its

o I, ids. gln-s

of

ells

This gives wide vision and also keen sight

for detail. Each large eve has a small eve

on its lower part which looks downwards.
These have then own retina and probably

give greater sensitivity , especialb in judging

distances. Behind the small eves are two
smallei eve-like organs t hat arc- no moie
than swellings on the cornea <>f the- large

eye. I hey kick a retina and probably do no
more than bend the light ia\s into the- large

eve. Yet this is onl) a guess and we may
have to wait a long time for an explanation

why such an unusual fish cxisis with foui

eves on cac h side of ils head.

class Pisces

<n del Atheriniformes

latnilv Anablepidae

genus Anableps anableps

& spec ies others

Anableps anableps, the freshwc

fish of central America tactual size).
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Francolin

Francolins are birds very like partridges

or quails, to which they are related. They

are among the largest of the pheasant

family, reaching 18 in. long and weighing

up to 3h lb. Compared with some of their

relatives, most francolins have dull

colours, but their plumage is beautifully

patterned. In a few the male is brightly

coloured, but as is usual in this family,

the female is always sombrely coloured.

Like quail, francolins have a squat,

rounded body, small head and short tail.

They have sharp spurs, like those of
domestic cockerels, and some male

francolins have two on each leg.

There are 40 species, 36 living in

Africa and 5 in Asia. A few are wide-

spread, such as the bush fowl of West

Africa and the black francolin, which

ranges from Assam to Cyprus and once

lived as far west as Spain. Francolins

live in wooded or brush country, not in

arid plains or thick forests. In Asia they

are found both on the plains and in the

fulls, nu hiding the lower slopes of the

Himalayas, as high as 7 000 ft.

Difficult to find

Francolins arc shy, secretive birds, keeping
to long grass or undergrowth and rarely

riving. When fhev do take off they fly low

with whirring wings, like other members of

the family. I hev generally live in small

coveys of 5 or 6 birds, retiring at night to

roost in trees. In years gone by francolins

were highly regarded as gamebirds. so most

accounts <>l them have been written from
the point of view of the sportsman. They
have been variously described as 'probably

the best gamebiid in Somaliland' oi as ollei -

ing 'pretty sport . 50 brace may be bagged
... a single dav bv ., single sportsman*. Such
a sportsman must have been very pains-

taking because othei reports show how
difficult it was to find the birds and to Mush
them. I hey (.in be seen darting across open

f: ev are diffic ult to loc ale, < tone hing motion-
less, blending in perfectly with then ba< k-

ground. rhey have even been credited with

being able to elude the best dogs by arrang-

ing then feathers to prevent theii scent

bul it .crlainlv shows their impressive

ability to hide.

One was ..I locating francolins is to listen

to. their nois) ...lis, which range from harsh

croaks to tinkling chirrups, (lock francolins

begin to call at dawn; as one starts up others

nearby immediately join in. Calling con-
tinues iniermittciiilv all <l.i\ and is heard

(|u..lil\ and both hunlcis and bn.l watchers
have reported wandering around in circles

in fruitless endeavours to Imd .. .ailing

francolin

Scratching a living

Francolins scratc h for food on the ground
like domestic chic kens, sc raping !>.,< k leal

litter and soil with their stout claws and
pecking up the small animals, plants and so

on that are uncovered. They will dig for

bulbs buried 2 in. deep. Their favourite

feeding grounds appear to be in clearings,

where they can easily scratch at the surface.

They feed mainly in the early morning and
evening, but during the rainy season they

feed all day, when food is especially abund-
ant. Ants and termites are especially-

favoured, and francolins also eat snails,

beetles and spiders, together with seeds,

fruit and the tender green tips of plants.

Pairs keep to themselves,
\i i lie beginning of the breeding season the

small coveys of francolins split into pairs,

each of which sets up its own territory.

Ownership ol a territory is advertised by

c .tiling, sometimes with male and f emale
calling in a duet. In South Africa Hartlaub's

francolin nests on kopjes. These are piles

of boulders about 50 fi high that are

s< altered about the flal plains. There is one
pair of francolins to each kopje, which start

to .all from the topmost rock just before

sunrise. As the sun climbs highei in the

skv, the- calls gradually die away.

1 he nest is little mote than a sciape in

the ground, sometimes lined with leaves.

The usual < lute h is f> -<> eggs in some species

and up to a do/en in others. I hev are in-

. lib. nr. I bv the Inn. ile alone foi about 20

davs. The . In. ks leave the nest very scum

and are looked after by both patents.

Danger from fire

It is very unlikely that only man finds

francolins worth hunting. All they have to

protect them is their shyness and ability

to hide in thick cover, and then reluctance

to take flight again once flushed. Bush <»i

forest flies are a parti, ulai menace to their

safety. I hese are most common during the

bleeding season, taking a loll of the eggs

and . In. ks, and by destroying the c over they

rob francolins ol theii main protection.

Slender evidence
I he In si spc< mien ol the Somali gtevwing

francolin was collected bv the British

explorer JH Speke in 1855, just a few years

before he discovered the source of the

River Nile at Lake Victoria. At the time,

however, this specimen was thought to

belong to another species. It was not given

its proper place in the classification of fran-

colins until some years later. Then Lort

Phillips, an American collector, found a

freshly-killed francolin. Its head was miss-

ing but the wings were intact with their

feathers still in place. The colouring

seemed unusual so he took it home with

him and it failed to match up with any
specimen in the museum collections.

Accordingly Lort Phillips fitted out another
expedition to the Wagar Mountains in what
was then Somaliland to look for this fran-

colin, which was eventuallv named after

him.

This account is perhaps rather trivial and
of no great interest but it does show how
much times have changed. Lort Phillips

lived in the heyday of the animal collector.

It seems incredible now that men had the

money and the leisure to make a special

trip to Africa, no easy business in those

davs, to search for an animal whose exist-

ent e was based on the remains of a preda-

tor's feast. It is not even as if the animals

were of any particular scientific or popular

class Aves

order Galliformes

family Phasianidae

genus Francolinus francolinus

is: species black francolin

F. hartlaubii Haitlaub's francolin

F. lorii Somali greywing francolin

I'ternistis leucoscepus yellow

throated francolin

others

Like then relatives the partridges and quails,

/ninrolins make fu st-i lu.ss gamebnds; they

live in open country and grow up to 3? lb,

tanking among the largest of the pheasant

family. Most of them have a dull, brownish

basic colour but some — like the yellow-throated

francolins (opposite) -sport bright patches of
colour on head and neck.
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Frigatebird

Frigatebirds or Man-o'-war birds are the

pirates of the seas. They are related to

boobies, cormorants and darters, and

although theyfeed on seafood and live

b\ coasts, they can hardly be called sea-

birds. Frigatebirds have become almost as

well adapted to an aerial way of life as

the swifts. Their legs are so weak they

can onh walk with difficulty and need

to leap from a tree or rock to become air-

borne. Their feet bear only the vestiges

of webs and their plumage is not very

waterproof, so they are helpless on the

water. They have, however, an enormous

wingspan, over 7 ft in the larger species,

on which to support a mere 3 or 4 lb

body. They have a larger wingspan I weight

ratio than albatrosses and consequently

are masters of gliding and soaring in the

slightest breezes.

The silhouette oj an airborne frigate-

bird is unmistakable, with long, pointed

wings, a 4in. hooked bill and a deeply-

forked tail. The plumage is mainly black,

shot with blue or green. Males have a

red throat pouch.

Frigatebirds are found in the warm
oceans, espeaalh wheie fhing fish arc

abundant but they sometimes shay farther

north or south; in 1953 one was seen in

the Hebrides.

Coastal homes

fro id, I

s and many othei

do noi leave their n

the l)i ceding seas

cs ovei the <K cans.

seen 500 oi more
an usualh he assume

if several friga.cWls a.c sccm, logc.

breeding colon) has been exploit*

islands oi the I'ac ih< ( )< can, when
birds are tamed and used like-

pigeons for carrying n

The An •dil

bud be lal .

sifts pro

ds. The
but the

oillesslvol frigatebirds to he

01 to soar for hours on end in an currents

swirling up over cliffs is most impressive.

Coupled with this, ihe\ (an fl\ with the

speed ol a fait on and manoeuvre with in-

credible agility, using theii forked tails as

i uddei s

Aerial highwaymen

and 'robbers, stealing from othei scabiids as

they (any food ba< k to then < hi. ks. Boobies

and gannets, and to a lesser extent noddies

,md tropic birds are harried by the swift-

flying frigatebirds until, in desperation, they

diop theii food and escape. Immediate!)

the frigatebirds swoop to catch the food

before it hits the- sea and sinks. The frigate-

birds circle round the victim, pecking ai us

wings and tail and sometimes capsizing it.

I he) are very persistent and the lot mcnicd
bird can escape onl) In (hopping its load

oi seeking refuge amongst trees. On

v*- ;
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occasions, however, frigatebirds will break

off their attack. It seems they can recognise

from the cries the bird makes whether it

is worth harassing or not, for stifled cries

of alarm mean a cropful of fish.

Throughout the tropics it is rare to find

a colons ot seabirds I hat does not have its

attendant Irigatebirds patrolling offshore

for parent birds returning to the nests.

Piracy is a major source of food only during

the breeding season, as the colonies are

empty for the rest of the year and the

birds spread over the ocean. For most ot

the vear. Irigatebirds must catch their own

means that pairs breed at different times, so

a frigatebird may find its nest has been
occupied by another pair while it was away
recovering from the previous breeding
season.

An unusual feature of courtship is that

the males are not aggressive at the start of

breeding. As a result they can sit together

and displas, communally, so providing a

strong stimulus to passing females. When
com ting, a male half opens his wings and
inflates Ins il u pouch, which looks like

a red balloon undei his chin. During this

bee. .igl.i

swoop and carry them off if their parents

neglect them for a moment.

Precision aerobatics
To snatch Hying fish from the sea or food
from a booby needs split-second timing and
an incredible judgement of distances that

must be the envy of pilots in display teams.

The Cossack trick of picking a handkerchief
f rom the ground with the teeth while riding

a horse is child's play compared with the

frigatebirds' skill. Bryan Nelson, who
studied frigatebirds on the Galapagos,

/

V

r

\

\

Like a stack of glider rally: frigatebirds wheel in a thermal (a

c reaching

hills. I 1,1

A long adolescence
Frigatebirds breed on t

•islands, often among C<

?r Tower Island in the sun-baked (ialapagos Islands.

et records how he saw a frigatebird swoop at

f ull speed towards a rock. As it hurtled past

:d it bent its neck and wiped a thin smear of
ie fish from the rock, making a faint click with

is iis bill. On another occasion a frigatebird

at took a piece of fish from the sand. Examina-
is. tion showed that the surface of the sand had
(I not been disturbed in the slightest. Similar

lis control is needed for another trick of the

in frigatebirds. One will sometimes wait for the

es moment w hen a boobv is about to feed its

s- chick, then swoop down, knocking the

id boobies apart and taking the food from

rig whichevet boobs has it in its bill. Moreover
i h a frigatebird will play the same trick on

cs, others ot its kind.

chnique that

ol starvation

pped feeding
Pelecaniformes

Fregatidae

1 worst enemies
ge nus Fregata aquila

&: spei ics istcnsinn Island frigatebird

F. magnificens

magnificent frigatebird

F. minor
gpeat frigatebird



Frilled lizard

One of the so-called dragons oj' Australia,

the frilled
lizard grows to about 3 ft

long, with a slender body and long tail.

It is pale brown, either uniformly

coloured or with patches of yellow and

darker brown. Its most conspicuous feature

is the f rill around the throat, like the ruff

fashionable in Europe in the Middle Ages.

Apart from its size the only remarkable

thing about this lizard is its frill.

Normally this lies folded over the

shoulders like a cape. It is a large area

of skin supported by cartilaginous rods

from the tongue bone which act like the

yibs of an umbrella. In moments oj

excitement, muscles pulling on these

raise the frill to S in. or more across,

about as wide as the length of the bead

and body together.

It lix'es mainly in sandy semi-dry areas

of northern and northeastern Australia.

Hindleg sprinter

The frilled lizard lives in rough-barked

trees, coming to t lit- ground after rain-

storms, to feed. When disturbed on the

ground it runs on its hindlegs with the frill

laid back over the shoulders, tail raised,

and the forelegs held close into the body. It

may sprint for a considerable distance, or

it may seek safety by climbing a tree. When
brought to bay it turns, opens its mouth
wide and extends its frill. The best des-

cription of what happens next is given hy

Harry Frauca in The Book oj Australian Wild

Life. It does not raise its tail, as it has often

been reported to do, and as some other

similar lizards are known to do, but keeps

it flat on the ground. It sways from side to

side and with its open mouth, coloured

dark blue inside edged by pinkish yellow,

surrounded by the greenish-yellow frill

splashed with red, brown, white and black,

it looks like a large down among broad
leaves. The colours of the lizard vary f rom
one region to another. In Queensland the

general colour is a sombre grey, in the

Northern Territory it is pinkish, often with

a black chest and throat. The colours ol the

mouth and frill also varv.

The open mouth and spread frill are a

warning display. II the warning is ig ed
it passes to an aggressive displav. The lizard

steps boldlv towards the intruder, keeping
Us mouth open and frill fully extended, and
from the mouth comes a low hiss. The re-

markable thing is that people w ho know vcr\

well the lizard tan do nothing to harm them,

tend nevertheless to be intimidated l>\ all

this show. Even a dog used to attacking

largei lizards will retreat before it.

Meals of ants and eggs
The frilled lizard eats insects, including
large quantities of ants, as well as spiders

and small mammals. It is also said to be an

egg thiel. One of the many difficulties

found in keeping this animal in captivity

is that of getting enough of the tight kind

ol lood. In when the time it took to

travel from Austiali.i to (.re. it Britain was
much longer than it is today, the naturalist

W Saville Kent brought a frilled lizard to

London, the- first to reach Europe alive.

When it was exhibited before an audience
ol learned gentlemen one eminent zoologist

is said to have followed it, in his excitement,

on hands and knees, to watch it careering

round on its hind legs and displaying its

frill. Unfortunately, there is no record of

how Saville Kent managed to feed his pet.

but, like many reptiles, the hilled lizard can

prohabh go without lood lor months.

Universal umbrella trick

Neithe r does history record whether any of

the learned gentlemen noticed a compari-

son between the lizard and a lady. At that

lime ladies (allied parasols and il was not

uncommon for a lady, confronted by a

cow as she crossed a field, to frighten the

cow awa) by suddenl) opening her parasol

in its lac e. Konrad Lorenz, in King Solomon's

Ring, tells how his wife kept geese from
devastating her new l\ -planted Mowc-i beds.

She (.111 led a large s( at let umbrella and this

she would suddenly unfold at the geese,

with a jeik, causing the geese to lake to the

ait with .1 thundering of wings. It is almost

instinctive for a woman carrying an um-
brella to use it in this wav against a power-

A Defiance: a cornered lizard unfurls its frill.

ful and persistent opponent, li is a mattet

of no small interest to find that this same
effective defence should have been evolved

In a lizard.

( lass Reptilia

i irdei Squamata

suborder Sauria

lamih Agamidae

genus

& species Chlamydosaurus kingii
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Frilled shark

This rare and little known shark, of which

there is only one species, takes us hack in

imagination nearly 500 million years.

Titt earliest known Jossils oj vertebrates

were offish-like animals without jaws and

with sucking mouths. The first relics of

modern fishes, though still i^ery primitive,

are first found in 400-million-year-old

rocks. At a later date they began to separate

out into sharks and true or bony fishes —
and the frilled shark is very like the fossils

of these earliest sharks.

The frilled shark is 6hfi long, a uniform

brown and eel-like, with a single dorsal

fin set far back on its body. The out-

standing feature that grvrs it its name is

the six gills with their frilly margins on

each side oj the head — a feature shared

with the earlier sharks. With few ex-

ceptions all modern sharks have five pairs

of gills.

While most species of shark have been

known for a long time, the frilled shark

came to light less than a century ago. The

fust specimens were brought up from deep

water by Japanese long-line fishermen,

some oj whom tailed it ribuka (silk shark)

and others, tokagizame (lizard shark).

The first name was probably based on

the thin, almost silk-like fins, the second

on its general appe

Another living fossil

rhe frilled shark has

i hara< tei s in addition to

curving upwards. All these things suggest a

lethargk swimmer, and so do the frilled

gills. In i hose the gills themselves, instead

of being deep in the gill-cavity, are almost

outside, virtually on the edge of the frill.

I here is also a curtain of skin behind the

back teeth. This probably acts as a valve so,

wheieas other sharks must keep swimming
to breathe, the frilled shark— like bony
fishes — can breathe by pumping water

through the gills while stationary.

1 he teeth ol the carlv sharks had many
small pointed cusps, giving a comb-like

effect. I he living lulled shark's teeth have

three pointed cusps with two smaller ones

between, which is more than most modern
sharks have. Other differences are that all

the teeth are in use al once whereas in othet

sharks only those in from are functional.

When these are broken, they are replaced
l)\ new teeth glowing
the

nil.'.:

I" ipl. I I

Hanks ol tine o. I

huh.- lnll.d shark the late

m theearliesl known shark

nse organ is embedded
living sharks the sense-

Recent arrival

Frilled sharks In .1, .

>wn to I S(M) It. Thcv aie h.i

> the distinguished South Alii, an i< I

ogisl |LB Smith, 'discovered ol the

null He pointed out thai •th

wards — pulling itself over its prey, so to

speak. Such a feeding method is best suited

to eating octopus and squid, rather than
fishes coated with scales. Certainly t tie

Japanese fishermen used squid for bait.

Because no frilled shark vet caught has

had lood in its stomach, or at best only a

small quantity of semi-digested remains,

Professor Smith suggests that, having eaten

a large squid or octopus, the frilled shark

lies on the bottom like a gorged python and
ignores the bait.

One final clue to its feeding habits may be

in its eves. These can, according to Pro-

fessor Smith, be protruded a little horn
their sockets and totaled upwards; only a

bottom-living animal having to keep watch

above lot lood or toes would need such an

adaptation.

Prolonged motherhood
The female frilled shark lays eggs that

hatch just before they reach the exterior.

Each egg is oval, nearly 5 in. long, and one

female may deliver up to 15 babies aftei a

gestation ol nearl) 2 years.

Links in the chain

There are quite a number .>l deep-sea

sharks bul <>ul\ one with six frilled gills.

One other modern shark has six gills and
a few have seven. Some ol these sharks live

in shallow seas, others in deep seas. The one
spe. ies with six gills is Hextnichus griseus. It

mav he 17 It long, and one ol 20 It in length

was caught ..II ( ornwall more than a cen-

lui\ .ilm> t ogether with the several species

ol sev en gill sh.n ks. they are placed in a

family on theii own, the Hexanchidae. All

.oini bai kwards, like those -.1 a snake I he

emU.m.e lo a Ml',!.!.-, even il the) .ailed

I he shark holds it, slowly working it ha! k

b teeth hut then mouths are on

lulled sh i k. be. anse the lirst fossils almost

identical Mih them are found in rocks laid

down .i n ere 100 million years ago.

class Selachii

oi de l Pleurotremata

lamilv Chlamydoselachidae

genus

t\_ spec ies Ch lam ydo.s elach us a ng u i neus

Dun-coloured, eel-like, the rare frilled shark is

6'. ft long with its dorsal fin set far back on

its body. It got its name from the six (some-

Units five) gills with thin frilly margins.
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Fritillary

Fritillary butterflies owe their name to a

genus of plants Fritillaria ;ehos,

flowers have a dark and Ugh! chequered

pattern. Certain hallo fins of the januh

Nymphalidae have a similar pattern on

their wings and were named 'fritillaries'

by the early entomologists. \early all have

the upperside of the wings reddish-yellow

With black spots or chequers and the

undo side more variously patterned. The

British usage of the name includes

members of two subdivisions or 'tribes',

the Argynnidi and the Melitaeidi; in

America only the former are tailed

fritillaries. the latter being kronen as

'checkerspots' . and the distinction is

a useful and logic al one. Most of the

argynriid or 'true' fritillaries have a

pattern of metallic silvery markings on the

underside of the hind wings, most

beautifully developed in the Queen of

spots.

The larvae of both groups hirer rows of

finely branched spines on (hen bodies and

they pupate by hanging themselves up by the

tail, as m all the butterflies of the la,o,

family Xymphalidae to -which the fritillaries

belong.

Localised colonies
Fritillaries are mainl) woodland butterflies,

ihr sikei -washed. In-h In .mil an, I llie tun
pearl-bordered fritillaries being especiall)

charactei isti< i il mixed woodland in whi< h

oak .nid birch predominate. I he dark green
fritillar) Hies on downs, moors, and open
grassy country. The Queen oi Spain fri-

tillai \ is .1 \ej \ i are \ agi ani to the soutli ot

England; in (oniiiiftit.il huiope it is loiind

both in woods and flower) meadows ( )l

the three British \ hec kci spots' the marsh
f miliary haunts marshes and damp meadow s

and the Glanville lues on chalk downs. All

three tend to lot m small lo< alised < olonies,

main of whic h have been exterminated in

recent years; in Britain the Glanville

fritillary is confined to the Isle of Wight.

Fritillaries frequent flowers but are
seldom seen in gardens unless these border
on or are surrounded In woods. Ibex are

highly characteristic ,.1 the temperate and
cool /ones of the Northern Hemisphere.
Both groups are well represented in North
Americ a and in Europe, w bene e thev extend

AVGw// fritillary Dione juno emerges

across Asia to Japan. A few species are

among the most northern of all butter-

flies. The Arctic fritillary Knlnria chariclea is

circumpolar in distribution and has been

found at 8 degrees 42 minutes north

latitude.

The few that occur south of the equator

are nearly all mountain butterflies and are

regarded as relict species which probably

crossed the tropics in the cool conditions of

the Ice Age. Three of these occur at alti-

tudes of over 6 000 feel in Africa; thev are

members of the genus Issorio, i elated lo the

Queen of Spam ti ttilt.it v . Anothei genus
Yrarneti is represented In a number of

spec ies along tlx Vndean mountain range
in South America; the\ are intermediate
in their characters between the true Iritil-

laries and the checkerspots. I here is onl)
one truly tropical Irilillaiv Argyreus byperbius

which is widespread in the Oriental Region
and extends to New Guinea and eastern
Australia.

No butterflies in winter
All the British Iritillanes have one genera-
tion in the year, and all but one pass the
wintei as larvae; the exception is the high
brown, which winters as an egg. The
caterpillars of the silver-washed and dark
green fritillaries hatch from the egg in

August and immediately go into hibei nation
without feeding. They begin to leed in

the spring, on wild violet, and pupate in

June oi July, and the butterflies emerge
alter '_' or a" wee ks. These two and the high
l.iown (the three Luge' British fritillaries)

fly from Jul) to earlv August. The larvae of
the two pearl-bordered fritillaries hibernate

spring and the butterflies are on the wing

m May and June, the small pearl-bordered

rather latel than the other. All three of the

checkerspots (marsh, heath and Glanville)

have a long larval life of 10—11 months,

passing through then othei stages rjuic kl\

I in the early <>i middle pan of the summer.
5 The larvae of the marsh fritillary hibernate

£ communal.) in a web.

Different feeding habits

I he larger spec ies that IK alter midsummer
suck nectai from various flowers, thistles

and bramble being among then lavountes

The two peat l-bordeicd Iritillanes are late

spring butterflies; the blue woodland flower

called bugle often coincides with them both

in locality and season, and seems to be then

chief source ol food.

In then ( hoii e of l.u val food plants the

two groups differ, fhe true fritillaries al-

most all feed on violets oi closel) related

plants such as violas and pansies. Fhe

T,





checkerspots on the other hand i

widely in their food plants, bul each sp

is usually confined to a particular
[

species or genus, a habit that must be at an)

rate partly responsible for their occurring

in localised colonies. Of the British species

the Glanville fritillary feeds on certain

species of plantain, the heath on cow-wheat
and the marsh on devil's-bit scabious,

A question of madness
John Ray (1627-1705) was Britain's firsl

true naturalist. In his Historia InsecUmtm

he gives the species we know .is the pearly-

bordered fritillary the name April fritillaiv.

This seems quite inappropriate as the buttei -

fly hardly ever appeal s before the beginning

of May. A change of climate might have

occurred, but the probable explanation i-

that Ray lived before the change in the

calendar that took place in 17.")2. In thai

year 11 days were omitted in order to bring

British practice into line with the (Gregorian

Calendar of continental Europe. This

resulted in an 11-day shift of dates relative

to the seasons; before it took place the pearl-

bordered fritillai v must icgulailv have ap-

peared in Britain before the end of April.

The name of the Glanville fritillary com-

memorates a curious story. In the early

part of the 18th ccntun a well-to-do ladv

of this name was among the early butterfly

collectors. Women who did such things

then were regarded as somewhat eccentric,

and when Lady Glanville died her will

was disputed by some disappointed relatives

on the ground that because she collected

butterflies she must have been mad! 1 he-

case went to court, but it is pleasant to

record that her reputation for sanity was

upheld and that the greedy relations in-

curred trouble and expense to no purpose.

class Insecta

ordei Lepidoptera

family Nymphalidae

British fritillai ies

Tribe Arg\ nnidi

Argynnis paphia

A. cydippe

A. aglaia

Issoria lathonia

silver-washed fritillary

high brown fritillary

dark peri, fritillary

Queen of Spain fritilla,

Clossiana euphrosyne pearl-bordered fritillary

small pearl-boidi ied

fntillan

heath fritillary

Glanville fritillary

marsh fritillary

C. selene

Tribe Melitaeidi

Melitaea athalia

M. cinxia

Euphydryas

Left: High brown fritillary Argynnis cydippe.

Top: Mountain species Melitea didyma.

Centre: Pearl-hmdeied fi/t/llaries mating.

Bottom: Small pearl-bordered Clossiana selene.
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Frogmouth

Frogmouths are birds related to the

nightjar, and are namedfor their wide

mouths that open in a frog-like gape.

There are 12 species, ranging in length

from 9 to 21 in. Their plumage is soft

and silky and is patterned with streaks

and bars, so they resemble owls in size,

softness of plumage and general colouring.

Frogmouths have two basic body colours:

greyish and red-brown, being either one

or the other, regardless of species. This

is known as dichromatism.

Frogmouths live in the tropical forests

and bush country of southeast Asia and

in Australia. The\ are foundfrom India

to the Solomon Islands. The large tawny

frogmouth, or mopoke, is found in most

of Australia and on Tasmania. Recently

one species has been found in Yunnan,

southern China.

Silent night flier

Like their relatives the nightjars and oil-

birds, frogmouths are nocturnal, which

has made study of their habits difficult.

They are active mainly after dusk and
before dawn, but their calls may be heard
throughout the night. The call of the

mopoke is a muffled 'oom-oom'. Frog-

mouths are seen singly or in pairs, and are

nowhere abundant. They are fast fliers but

are not as agile as i.he nightjars; but their

flight is silent for their wing feathers are

downy, like those of owls.

Luring or hunting?
At one time the frogmouths' method of
feeding was a matter of speculation, as no

one had actually watched them. Because

thev had such large mouths, it was suggested

that they hawked insects, flying about after

moths and beetles with their mouths agape,

like living butterfly nets. This idea was

supported bv the rictal bristles around the

mouth. In other insect-eating birds these

are used to increase the area of the 'net'.

Another, bizarre suggestion was that frog-

mouths sat on branches with their beaks

open, revealing pink or yellow mouths.

Insects were attracted under the impression

that these were brightly-coloured flowers

and therefore a source of nectar.

In fact, frogmouths empjov neither of

these methods. They catch their prey when
it is motionless or only moving slowly. Some
frogmouths wait on a perch and drop to

the ground' to catch an insect, while others

fly around trees and bushes picking insects

off leaves or branches. Insects are their

main food, but thev also catch centipedes,

scorpions, snails, frogs and even small

mammals and birds.

Loose, flimsy nests

Most of our knowledge of the frogmouths'

breeding habits comes from studies in

captivity. The nests are flimsy. Some frog-

mouths build a nest of twigs in a horizontal

fork of a branch. The twigs are woven so

loosely that the 2 or 3 eggs can often be

seen from below. Other frogmouths make a

pad of their own down, bound with spiders'

webs and camouflaged with lichen. Some re-

ports suggest that only the female incubates

the eggs, or that the female incubates at

night and the male by day, but the male was

the only one to incubate in a pair of tawny
frogmouths kept in a zoo. After about 30

days the chicks hatch, clad in white down.
Both parents share in feeding them.

Feathers start to appear after a week.

The tawny frogmouth is one of the birds

that has been reported to carry young on
its back. AH Chisholm recounts how a

voung frogmouth that had left its nest, but

was unable to fly, was disturbed by a small

boy. One of its parents flew to the youngster,

which climbed on its back and was carried

away from danger. If a frogmouth is dis-

turbed while on the nest its reaction is bluff

rather than threat. It lowers its wings and
raises the feathers around its head, so it

looks much larger. At the same time it

opens its mouth and 'glowers' at the in-

truder, a sight no doubt scaring enough to

deter all but the boldest of enemies.

Out on a limb

If disturbed at night away from its nest, a

frogmouth will fly away. During the day,

however, it will 'freeze' on its perch on
the limb of a tree with its bill pointed

towards the skv. With its plumage greyish

or reddish-brown with dark markings, the

frogmouth looks for all the world like the

broken stub of a branch. Indeed, this is

very necessary for an animal that sleeps in

the open during the dav. So still are the

frogmouths that at one zoo a notice reading

'This bird is alive' had to be put on their

aviary to forestall repeated questions from

the public, while the famous ornithologist

Could found that he could shoot one frog-

mouth without disturbing another perching

beside it.

class Aves

order Caprimulgiformes

family Podargidae

genera Batrochostomus

Podargus



Fruit bat

There arc 160 species of fruit bats; 60 of

these are known as flying foxes (see p 795)

and not all eat fruit, so their common name
can be misleading. Scientifically, they are

known as the Megachiroptera — literally

'big bats' — although some are small.

The Megachiroptera differ from the

Microchiroptera (small or insect-eating

bats) in a numbei of important ways.

Their build is much the same as in the

insect-eating bats: 4 fingers on each

band are greatly elongated and these,

with the long forearm, form the main

support for the neb of skin, or icing

membrane, used in flying. The fingers

have the same number of bones as ours

but each is very much longer. All bats

have the first digit (thumb) free of

the wing membrane and this has a claw

which, with the claws of the hind feet,

is used in climbing. Fruit bats differ in

that the second finger ends in a claw,

which is never found in insect-eating

bats. Another difference is that fruit

bats either have no tail, or only a stump.

As a result they either hair no tail

membrane lor only a small one) whereas

in the insect-eating bats the wing mem-
brane, afiler joining the hindlegs, is con-

tinued to the tail, and (his tail

membrane is used as a pouch for the

temporary storage of food.

Tongue-clicking bats

The he. id and face ol a fruil bat is less

grotesque than that ol most insect-eating

bats because there is no earlet, ot tragus,

in the eat. and because no fruit bal (.tines

the folds ol skin on the lace, known as nose-

leaves, used m echolocation. Fruil hats

rel\ mainly on sight, hul some ol them use a

simple form ol echolocation. They listen

for the echoes from clicks ol the tongue
instead ol high-pitched squeaks.

There arc no fruit hats in the New World,

and in the Old World they are confined

mainly to the tropic s. espec iallv where heavv

rains give a profusion of trees: in Africa,

India, southeast Asia and northern Austra-

lia. The short-eared fruit bat Cynopterus

sphinx, the common hat of the Far F.ast.

weighs I o/ but will eat 2 oz of ripe banana
m S horns. It also frequently dunks nectat

from Hers whose blossoms open al night.

The bat thrusts its head in to reach the

nectar, its head becomes covered with

pollen and when it visits the next flower it

pollinates it. Its relative C. brachyotis in

Ceylon roosts in the umbrella-like leaves

of the talipot palm, 6—12 to a tree. Each

hangs from the midrib of a frond by one
foot Willi its wings w lapped around its both.

Sometimes small companies will bite out the

centres of the fruit clusters of the kitul

palm, leaving a hollow in which the) roost.

Tree-roost i ng fruit bats in a Xigenan finest

hang in heavy i lusters from every branch. They

ojten quit areas irheie fiu/t is nut available,

commuting between roosting and feeding areas.



Ten thousand calls an evening iiouthf ul h.K kwai (Is 19 15 hours c.u h evening and continued until

cheek pouch to an- 2200 hours. His (.ills averaged 60 to t he

ts large sharp teeth minute, which meant thai in a single

the juices. I hese it evening he gave nearh 10 000 ( alls. Then he
a pellet ol hhies. was (|inei until some time before dawn when
have been feeding, he stalled up again and continued piping

ccs is ( ,u peted with until lust light.

when feeding, the) Ihc hammerheaded bai H^psignathus

»ise. In addition the monstrosus ol West and Central Africa is

.o, al ( >bservations \0i in. long and has a wmgspan ol :1 ll. It has

ne noisy calling ol a large head with a swollen face, pendulous

mops franqueti. I he uppei lip and a split lowei lip. It is the

i ilc I lees, c.u h in its noisiest ol all bats and il has a bonv voice-

apart. From a dis- box which fills i of the body cavity, pushing

tiling sounds rathei the heatt and lungs backwards and side-

jackdaws. (lose lo. wavs. Hide arc two hollow s.u s beside the

lound like cracked voice-box which ad as resonators. Males

n (ailing at about and females o( c ttpv separate roosts and the
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<] Fruit bat skeleton shows the long, elongated

skull— much more pointed than in other bats.

Notice how the basic mammal's skeleton has been

modified so that the five fingers are prolonged

into the 'umbrella-ribs' supporting the bat's

(lying membrane.

A Caught in the act: Artibeus jamaicensis in

the latter stages of gorging itself on a ripe

pawpaw in Barbados. This is not a true fruit

bat but one of the mu rochnoptera that has

taken to eating fruit. Each mouthful is chewed

until the juice is squeezed out and swallowed,

then a pellet of drained fibres is spat out.

Unlike most animals, but in common with man
and guinea pigs, fruit bats cannot make

vitamin C ivluch they get from fruit.

t> That upside-dnwii feeling: a resting fruit bat

Hypsignatkus monstrosus squinnies at camera

young of both sexes are in a separate roost.

From 18 15 — 23 00 hours the males call everv

half-second. The chorus is resumed for a

while before dawn. This constant repetition

of a loud, explosive 'kwok' could be terri-

torial or to attract the females, except that

the females seem to take no notice and the

males crowd together in one tree to chorus.

The straw-coloured bat Eidolon helvum is

the best known of the smaller fruit bats. It is

found all over Africa south of the Sahara
and is noted for its nomadic habits. Its

wingspan is 24 ft and it moves in groups of

I ()()() or more from one ripening fruit crop
to another. These groups are often attacked
by local inhabitants, to be cooked and eaten.

The straw-coloured bat chews fruit but

swallows only the juice, the solid part being

spat out. The Arabian straw-coloured bat

E. sabaeum attacks the date crops which have

to be protected while ripening with bags

mack- of split and woven palm leaves. I his

bat has been known to bite into trunks of

trees to lap up sap in times of drought,

'Humming bird' bats
The pollen-eating oi long-tongued bats

include some of the smallest fruit bats.

They are 2-2; in. long with long muzzles,

long tongues and small teeth. I he\ hovei in

fronl of night-blooming flowers, clinging

for <i moment to insert their slender heads
and long tongues to take nectai and pollen.

The) are believed to help in pollination but

in this as m most of then natural histon we

are largel) in i he dai k. ( )f the 1 7 spec ies one

lives in West Africa, the rest live on South

Pacific islands, f rom New Guinea eastwards.

Slight l\ larger are the tube-nosed bats,

with 12 species in the area from Malaya to

northern Australia, rheii nostrils are at

the ends of long tubes. When the bats call

with a high whistling note the tubular

nostnls move- with ,i tteinbling motion. It is

believed the) are concerned with echo-

location but proof of this is still needed.

class Mammalia

order Chiroptera

subordei Megachiroptera

f amilv Pteropidae
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Fruit fly

Fruit flies are very small insects that go

almost unnoticed unless they have to be

fished out of a drink, but they are one

of the most important laboratory animals.

Fruit flies are true flies, with club-

shaped halteres (modified vestigial icings)

instead of a rear pair of wings.

Normal fruit flies are very much like

houseflies in appearance, but only

about A in. long. Their bodies are

bulbous, xclhncish or brownish in colour,

and their eyes are red. They have a slow

hovering flight with their abdomen

hanging down, looking as if they are

having dijficults in keeping airborne.

Vinegar flies and nine flies

Mam of tin- difkrent kinds ol 1 1 ml H\ are

*n similai thai careful examination ol

minute features undei a microscope is

needed t<> tell them apart. About 2000
species have been found, hall ol which

live on Hawaii. Foi some reason there has

been a massive evolution of fruil flics on

Hawaii. I'eihaps ihcv have been her lo

in the same way as Darwin's finches (p 615)

evolved on the- (ialapagos Islands, onl\ on
a much larger scale. By contrast, there are

31 species in Britain, o( which foui arc

common. One arrived as recently as 1942,

when it was found in London. It is now
well established in the kitchens of restaur-

ants and hospitals.

I I ml Mies are also called vinegar Hies

the principal ingredients ol vinegar and
wine respectively. I hey are often found in

glasses and occasionally fall in Fruil flies

are also found in fruil stoics where they

feed cm the juice, especially il it is ferment-
ing. Other fruil flies leeel on fungi Ol

decaying plants or the sap flowing oul of

wounded plants.

Eggs submerged in liquid

I he eggs, larvae and pupae of fruil flic s

live m the semi-lic|iiid, often fermenting,

substances that the adults Iced on. The

eggs are spindle-shaped with hair-like

filaments at one end. The filaments may be

used for breathing, as the eggs are often

submerged in liquid with the filaments float-

ing at the surface. The larvae have 11

segments each with a ring of hooked
spines. At the rear is a telescopic organ
bearing spiracles or breathing pores that

can be raised above the liquid. The pupae
breathe through feathery organs at the

front end of the body.

With 2 000 oi so species of fruil fly, main
of which live in the same places and many
having almost identical features, there

must he some me thod by which species are

prevented from interbreeding. Before

mating, a male linn llv courts the female,

and she will only accept him if she is mature

and ol the same species She recognises a

male ol the righl species by sight, hearing

oi smell, oi a combination -.1 all three. I he-

male fruil fl\ approa< lies the female, inns

round hei . lie ks hei and finally males II

the) are ol different species the female

1 1 u s away, kn ks the male oi buzzes violentl)

While tunning around, the male vibrates

impoi taut lot identification ol (he spec ics.

I he- buzzing is so I, urn thai it has to be

leeoicled b v piacing a 1 1mi lis actually on the

diaphragm ol a mi< rophone w hich is placed

within several layers <>l soundproofing

material. Even then il is necessary to make
the recordings at night when all is quiet. All

linn flies of one spec ics were found to buzz

al the same- lice|uene v. The female is 'limed

in' to the frequency of hei species, ignoring

I he female fruil lb lavs batches ol 15-20
while' eggs each das, continuing until she

has laid 400-900. When the larvae hatch,

they bin iow into the food material suc h as

o>inng fruit, staying there while they moull

three times and emerging to pupate. The
larvae ol one- species Drosophila sigmoides

lives m (lit- froth ol the- cuckoo-spil insect

rathei than in rotting fi uit.

Bred by the million

Fruil flies have been extensively used as

laboi.iloiv animals because- thev bleed very

rapidly. They can be kept in milk bottles

oi other convenient containers and fed

rotten ban.mas or other fruit. They are

attracted to light so they can easily be lured

to one end of the container and transferred

to another vessel without any being left

behind or squashed. Their generation time
is a fortnight: in other words the cycle of
eggs, larvae, pupae and adults to the laying

of the next generation of eggs takes a fort-

night. This rapid breeding made them use-

ful subjects tor the study of population
growth. It a pair of fruit flies are put into

a milk bottle with food they start breeding
and the population rises at an ever-increas-

ing rate until a certain density is reached,

when it slows down. Eventually the popu-
lation levels off. The uneven growth rate,

fast at first then slowing down, has been
found in populations of many species from
protistans to man. The slowing-down has

sometimes been found to be due to over-

crowding. I here is less food available- foi

eac li individual and in tiuil Hies, .is u, || as

othei animals, it has been found that fe-

males will not breed if they are constantly

being disturbed

Fruit flies have anothei and more im-

portant use It was found thai the- cc-IK of

the salivary glands contained large chromo-
somes, and only two pairs of them. These
are the string-like structures in the nucleus

that e an v the gene tic information horn one
gene i , n i<> anothei and whii h detei mine
the hereditary characteristics of an indi-

vidual. I he large si/e of the fruit fly chro-

mosomes made them very eas) to stud)

under the micioscope Morcovci . as hint

flies hied verv rapidlv il was easv In slucb

changes m the chromosomes, called muta-
tions, and link them with c en i c-sponelmg

changes m 1 1 it bodies eil the flies. One
common change thai occurs in fruil llu-s is

foi individuals to be- hate bed that have two

pans ill wings insie.id ol "lie- pail ol wings

and one pan ol halteres When body
changes like- ibis turn up. ihe- chromo-
some - i .in be examined foi i hanges in theii

structure. In this way a 'map' of the chromo-
somes can be made in which the pieces ol

genet ical information, or genes, and the body

character thev control cm be plotted. For

instane e, 100 genes have been found thai

control the eve- shape.

I'hese studies are helping us to under-

stand the workings ol heredit) . and also the

pn.i c ss.s .il evolution. Because ol I he rapid

breeding rate it is possible to siuelv the

survival abiluie-s ol different forms ol fruil

flies, and so study the process of natural

selection. Experiments have- shown, foi

example, that light-coloured mutants do
not survive as well in dry air as dark ones,

but in wet air both types survive- equally.

Therefore, the two types live together in

wet air, but if the humiditv drops the datk

fruit flies increase in number, replacing the

light fruit flies.

phylum Arthropoda

e lass Insecta

oidei Diptera

family Drosophilidae

genus Drosophila melanogaster

& species D. sigmoides

D. simulans

others
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Fruit pigeon

The fruit pigeons are a large group of

beautifully coloured pigeons which,

although placed in one subfamily, are a

varied group and may not be closely

related to each other, there being five

groups within the subfamily .

The green pigeons of Africa and

southern Asia form a group of 20 species.

They are pale yellow-green marked with

yellow, orange, black or mauve. Another

group is the imperial pigeons that range

from Malaya through northern Australia

and the Philippines to the islands of the

South Pacific while the smaller and
more brightly coloured fruit doves are

found mainly in the South Pacific islands.

Closely related to these are the topknot

or flock pigeons of Australia and the blue

fruit pigeons of the islands of the

Indian Ocean.

Brilliant plumage, good camouflage
' live inamU m t lit- I

be common in one place one year but not

the next. Some species perform regular

migrations rather than irregular move-

ments. The Torres Strait or nutmeg pigeon,

one of the imperial pigeons, migrates in

Hoiks aeioss the Torres Strait, from New
Guinea to northern Queensland, where it

breeds on the islands around the coast.

From the islands it Hies to the mainland
every day to feed.

Leaving the pips

Fruit pigeons climb nimbly in search of

1 1 tuts, beiries and seeds -the African green

pigeon will even hang upside down like a

tit'. Apart from f ruits and' seeds they find

in the trees, a few fruit pigeons eat termites,

rice or millet.

A feature of all Iruil pigeons is iheir

.il)iln\ to open their bills wide to swallow

f run whole. The imperial pigeons have an
unusualh wide gape because their jaws have

elastic sockets, like those of snakes. As a

result. the\ can swallow frdit and nutmegs
largri than their heads. The species that

c at mainl) liuit have a gizzard lined with

hard ridges and lumps.' Muscular action

tubs the- flesh c,l the 1 1 nit against the

v '/.inland fruit pigeon Hemiphaga novaeseclandice
,
although colourful. /•> not conspicuous.

forests of southeast Asia, Australia and the

East Indies. A few spread cast ac i oss the

Pacific and west to Africa and some extend

south to New Zealand and Tasmania. Fruil

pigeons are not as gregarious as other

pigeons: some live in fairk huge flocks, but

others live in pairs, because tropical forests

are inaccessible, the habits of mam fruil

pigeons are not we ll known, and very little

is known of the fruit cloves in particular.

Despite then brilliant plumage, these

pigeons are very well camouflaged, blending

with the sun-dappled leaves so that even

Hoc ks of them pass unnotic eel. ( Miver Austin

recounts in Birds of the World how

gizzard wall so the soli flesh is torn oil. the

stones and pips passing straight through.

I he flesh is digested in the short, wide

intestine. I lie hint pigeons that eat seeds

have a largei intestine, and a more muse ular

gizzard to crush them. Fig-eating fruit

pigeons also have a musculai gizzaid lo

ciush the hun checls of small seeds in figs.

Openwork nests

nake

ICS ,

ing one hint do' that he had finally

nanaged to spot, the rest ol the floe k which

he had not seen flew out of the tree

The other It uil pigeons also live in Hocks,

often high in the tall trees ol the forests.

The) are nomadic , continually moving
about in search ol fruii. rhe yellow-bellied

fruit pigeon of the Fast Indies Iceels mainl)

on wild figs and moves about as the figs

ripen in different places. As a result it mas

platform through which the eggs may be

visible from be low. I he superb fruit pigeon

builds a ni si so Aims) that the sitting bird

has io sit fiim whenever the wind blows,

holding the egg with her breast. The wedgc-
lailed Iruil pigeon often nests near drongos

(p f>70) io benefit from the ferocitv with

w hich these birds drive away enemies.

Incubation is carried out l>\ the female,

who is fed by the male. In the nutmeg
pigeons the males make daily journeys from
the islands to the mainland until the eggs
batch. Both parents feed the new l\ -hatched

young. All members of the pigeon family

feed their young on pigeon's milk, a cheesv
fluid, rich in protein and fats that is secreted

from the lining of the crop. The adult fruit

pigeon puts its head inside the mouth of the

chick (the reverse of the usual procedure)
and brings up the milk. After a few days
the parents supplement the chicks' diet

with fruit and seeds. The function of
pigeon's milk seems to be to provide the

young birds with a large amount of protein

that the\ would not get from the adults'

food. The fruit pigeons that eat mainly fruit

lay one egg, w hereas those that eat a lot of
seeds la\ two. This is probabh because the

fruit-eating pigeons cannot build up the

reserves of protein necessai v to lay two eggs

or to feed two chicks on pigeon's 'milk.

Hunted for the pot
Throughout their range fruit pigeons are

hunted for the pot and are said to be excel-

lent eating. At one time it was thought that

some might go the way of the recently

extinct passengei pigeon that lived in North
America in Hocks of countless thousands.

The early settlers in Australia used to

slaughter nutmeg pigeons, and the flocks

of 50—60 thousand were reduced to tens.

The topknot pigeons were also reduced in

numbers. These pigeons are now protected,

although they are sometimes a nuisance

when they attack fruit crops.

Brought to extinction

The island of Mauritius is famous for its

extinct dodo. This is, however, only one of

several animals that once lived on the island

but succumbed to man's interference. The
hackled pigeon once lived in countless

numbers, but the last specimen was shot in

1826. This pigeon was also known as the

pigeon hollandais, or Dutch pigeon, as its

plumage of crimson, deep indigo and white

recalled the Dutch flag with its horizontal

stripes of red, white and blue.

The pigeon hollandais was killed off by

i lie introduced Indian mvnahs. Although
so abundant the pigeon could not main-

tain its numbers against the depredations

of the mynahs on its eggs and chicks. There
aie now onlv three specimens of the pigeon

hollandais in existence in museums. Some
may have been destroyed because it was not

realised how valuable they were. In 1816 a

Trenc h collection ol IS 000 natural history

specimens was bought bv Edinburgh Uni-

versity. Not until 1855 was a specimen of

the pigeon hollandais discovered in it.

Although the species is extinct, its name
lives on. Another pigeon, living in Mada-
gascar and the Seychelles, is called hol-

landais also because of its colouring.

class Aves

.iidei Columbiformes

family Columbidae

subfamih Treroninae

genera Alectroenas blue fruit pigeons

Ducula imperial pigeons

Lopholaimus topknot pigeons

Ptilinopus fruit doves

Treron green pigeons

SOf,



Fulmar

The fulmar's name is derived from 'foul-

bird', based on its mush odour and its

halnt oj Spitting an evil-smelling oil at

intruders. This habit is shared by many
other members oj the petrel family. The

fulmar is a typical petrel: the body is

short and stocky, 20 in. long, and the wings

are long and narrow. In the north

Atlantic the fulmar is silver grey above

and whitish below, but in the Arctic

Ocean and North Pacific many fulmars

are a sooty brown, light on the

undersides.

In the Southern Ocean there is a close

relative of the fulmar, the silver-grey

fulmar. It is slightly smaller than the

fulmar but very similar in colour and

habits. It breeds around Antarctica

and on some sub-Antarctic islands.

Soaring in the updraughts

[n flight, fulmars look like small albatrosses,

gliding on outsti etc lied wings o\t'i the mm.

wHh onK <uc.sion.il wingheats. Outside tlu-

breeding season fulmars sta> awa) from
land, quartering the sea in search ol food.

In spring the) return to colonies on cliffs

di alights, using then tanned tails ..si udde.'s.

with .1 gull's moie letsuieb Mapping.

Over the last 100 veais the luiin.n li.is

become .i familial sighi in Britain. I'p to

1878 the onl) known colon) was on Si Kilda,

then in that yeai a dozen pans were found
breeding on the Kame, a I 200-fl ( Mil on the

have spiead aionml the British Isles as l.n

ate increasing in numbers. On loula. loi

about 1710 and in the l aeroes about 1SI0.

In all three places the increase seems to

have started from a lew restricted colonies

and new colonies have formed from these

I he leason lol the \asi m. l ease in lul-

the North Ailanti* . is that Inst the \rcti<

fishing
g
grounds around belaud, die Fae-

roes and the British Isles h.,\e provided

food. Whenevei a whale was bcmg'c'ut up
b.i its blubber, fulmars gathered in then

fish offal thrown ovei from trawlers.

Surface feeders

ending
8

like ducks. I he\ maniK leed .In

s<|u.d. fish such as sand-eels and young
beltings and , i uslac cans, but will also take

jellyfish, comb jellies and othet animals thai

live ai ih. surface -I the sea. I h< feeding

on man-made supplies ol food is probably

a development ol the fulmars' habit ol

feeding on dead seals, walruses and whales

in the X i * li* oi on l he < a. . asses , ,1 birds.



Winter courtship

I he breeding clonic

the fulmars ...uriin

February onwards,

togethei on then ne

like domestic chicke

they nibble the plun

head and fence with

white egg is laid eithc

slight depression in

female. Nest sues ,m
oi crevices in c lilis <

are noi disturbed -01

In the British Isles il

ukes
?ight. Th
a Ian ,„

ic- ( hit k As thechic k spits oil at every-

ne-.u^ the nest and eae'kle until the

Hull fulmai then regurgitates half-

id food which the chick lakes from

(Jiff-hanging for safety

Fulmars are pi<-\<-d on In bald eagles, gulls

and skuas, which take adults, chicks and

reserves, while the male- has to last lot

a week while- he- takes the fnsi stun ol

in< ubation.

I he c hie ks hate h allei 40- 50 days' me u

bation. At Inst they are coveted with a

while, flulh down. The) spend 7— 8 weeks
at the nest site befoie Hying. Both adults

lde'1

Nesting em cliffs is undoubtedly a pro-

tection against man) enemies. Mammals
sue h as .Ate tie foxes are completel) deterred.

Flesh-eating birds can gel to the cliH ledges,

hut il these are narrow the) will have

difficulty m landing to catch their prey. In

the- North Atlantic, however, man has made
a habit ol collecting e lifl-uesiing birds and
then eggs lot lood. In parts ol Shetland,

foi instance, each man had a section ol

dill which he alone- could hat vest. On St

Kilda. until its human occupants were

evacuated in 1930, the communit) was the-

onh one- in the British Isles to relv mainly

birds' flesh foi protein. I he St Kildans

..keel the e liffs in teams for fulmars and
e catch was divided between the men in

eh team. Theil leats of lock climbing

ire prodigious, as were those of the

anders oi Shetland, Faeroe, Iceland and

eenland. In the lattei two countries,

ge numbers ol fulmars were taken for

eir flesh, oil and feathers, until several

ople had contracted psittacosis oi parrot-

us and m 1940 it was show n that fulmars

rried the disease.

Oily deterrent

oil-spitting habit of the f ulmai is never

otten bv anyone who has climbed

md the elills m search of them oi who
walked beside a dry stone wall and

d to retreat at the first 'f-chee' as a

i.u chick heralds its presence. On the

ids around the Antarctic, the cliffs

larl) abound with cape pigeons and

v petrels which also have the habit of

ing defiance and oil at intruders,

is a foul liquid, often amber in colour.

smelling vers strongly of

ie c hie ks generally spit

farther, more accurate!) and more con-

sistently than their parents. Their aim

often goes wild but many a bird watcher
has frantic alb i ubhed oil In mi his lae e oi

camera lens. Cautious men have taken rash

steps on elilfs to avoid fulmar nests and

;od-l.ve.



many bird ringers have found their clothes

unwearable except in strictest solitude. The
oil is secreted from the stomach which is

larger in petrels than in most other birds.

The stomach wall has a large surface thrown
into pleats and covered in glands that

secrete the oil. Analysis has shown that the

oil is chemically a wax, very like the wax
from the head of sperm whales. It is rich

in fats and Vitamin D, like cod-liver oil,

and in Vitamin A.

While oil spitting is undouhtedh used m
defence, it is likely that it has other func-

tions. It has been suggested that it is used
in preening and even for calming rough
seas! The origin of oil secretion seems to be

that petrels live mainly on crustaceans that

are rich in oil and Vitamin A. Vitamin A and
several other vitamins are toxic in large

quantities, so the petrels may be using this

device to get rid of excessive oil and vita-

mins. It is common for birds to gape and
lunge at intruders at the nest, and the two
habits may have become combined in the

fulmar and its relatives.

order Procellariiformes

family Procellariidae

genus Fulmarus glacialis fulmar

8c species F. glacialoides silver-grey fulmar

A Landing approach: three successive stages in

a fulmar's flight attitude, with the wings bring

flexed to decrease the bird's forward speed and
its 'undercarriage' being lowered at right,

with wings spread again for a fund halt.

Suspicious g/anir from a fulmar, showing the

distinctive lube-shaped nostril cover found in

all petrels. This 'tubenose' ariaugement may be

to help the nasal gland to excrete salt, or an

extension of the highh-drveloprd sense of smell.



Fur seal

The fur seal is probably known better to

most people as a fur coat than as a marine

mammal, (h er the past 200 years or so

many thousands have been slaughtered

by hunters, and the animals have been

brought to the verge of extinction. One
species lives in the northern hemisphere,

and six species in the southern.

The northern fur seal is larger than its

southern counterpart. Adult males grow
to 8 fl long and n eigh 600 lb. the females

hung just over 5 ft long and up to 130 lb

weight. This considerable difference in size

between the sexes is common among seals.

The southern seals grow to just over 6 ft

and weigh up to 350 lb (males) and

4\ It to just over 100 lb (females).

The fur seals belong to the family

Otariidae, or eared seals. That is they

have a small external ear. not found in

the Phocidae or true seals. Other dis-

tinguishing features are the ability to

(urn the hindfiippers forward and walk
with the body raised from the ground, as

well as having the body covered with a

dense fui quite unlike the coarse hairs

of the phocid seals. The foreflippers are

large and mobile. The hindfiippers have
small nails used in grooming, the animal
being able to reach its face and neck with

the hindflipper.

Adult seals vary considerably in colon)

depending on whether they are wet or

dry; a wet female may look almost

entirely silver, but dries a dark brown.
The males show less of a change, looking

black when wet and also diying to a dark
brown. In both sexes the underside is

paler. The flippers are hairless, dark
brown, and leathery. Young animals of
both sexes are more the colour of adult

females and may easily be confused
with (hem.

Seals have ticklish whiskers
Seals spend much of their time in water
but they also haul out onto beaches to rest.

It was noticed by people working among
the southern fur seals that they are
decidedly ticklish. The beaches are often
crowded and anyone moving among the
seals needs some form ol protection. He

810



Isuall) carries a light bamboo pole to lend

off angry seals, hut H is useless to belabour

them around the head or body. This only

of the whiskers will nearlv always i.iusc the

seal to move aside rhis sensitivity of the

whiskers is made use of by the tows when
the) are disturbed by bulls on the breeding

beaches. The) snap at his whiskers, so

driving him awav. II he is pat lit ularb pei-

sisteiu she may even hang onto his whiskers

or bite at his chest. Possibly these sensitive

whiskers are used in feeding, as organs of

touch, especially when the animal in feeding

on the sea bottom, or in murk) waters.

Strange food facts

The northern tin seal eats mostly fish, such

as herring and pollack, but it also takes

squid. It has been blamed b) the canners

for taking Pacifi< salmon, but whethei it

harms the industr) has yet to be proved.
One fur seal made history when a new
species of deepsea fish Bathylagus callorhinus

was found in its stomach. This also showed
that I li i seals sometimes dive ver) deep to

catc h their food. The southern spec ies seems
to exist to a huge extent on krill, a small

crustacean pat tic itl.ti 1\ abundant in Ant-

arctic waters which forms the staple diet

ol whales and penguins as well as seals.

Competition for mates
Hie six species ol southern fin seal differ

slightly in die pattern of their breeding, but

that of the kerguclen tin seal, also found in

large numbers at South Georgia, is lairlv

typical. In late Septembei or earl) Octobei
the bleeding season begins when the Inst

bulls come ashore to take up territories, but

it is not until late October that the beaches
begin to fill up. There is then a certain
amount of territorial lighting as the bulls

divide up the beach among themselves.
Sometimes violent lights take place with the
bulls taking each othei b) the scrufl ol the
neck and shaking each other violently,

occasionally causing quite serious-looking
injuries. U\ eat l\ Xovembei the fnsi COWS
arrive on the beat lies and the bulls patrol

up and down (licit lei litories Irving to keep
the females from straying. As the number of
females on the bea< h increases, cat h bull has
a harder task li ving to keep his group ol

tows 01 harem together. The younger bulls,

unable to gain a propel territory on the
heath, occupy a piece of tidal snip or land
well to the back of the beach. Some ma) even
be able to hold a little territory of their own
with perhaps one female. About 2 or 3 days





after coming ashore the cows give birth to

their pups. In the southern fur seals the

pups are 1| ft long and weigh about 10 ll>

at birth; those of the northern tin seal are

2i ft and 14 lb. In all species they are cover-

ed in black woolly hair which is moulted
after 6 or 7 weeks. The pups are suckled

for up to 3 months, but after the first few

days the cow leaves her pup at intervals to

go to sea and feed, returning ever) few

days to suckle it. After about a week the

cow mates with the bull and so the whole

cycle is started again. Hie pattern is much
the same for the northern fur seal except

that the bulls conic ashore in June. Female

seals reach adult si/e in 3 years, males in

6— 7 years. Fur seals probably live for 30

years but do not breed beyond 20 years ol

from hookworm infection. Some pups die

because of overcrowding on the beaches,

being trampled to death, especially by the

bulls during territorial disputes. Above all.

man is probably the greatest enemv, al-

though he is less so today than in the past.

The brink of extinction
The northern or Pribilof fur seals writ dis

covered towards the end of the 18th century

by the Russian explorei Pribilof. At that

time the herds numbered about 2{ million

but hunting reduced this to about 201)000

in the early pan of this century. In 1911 an
agreement was made between Russia,

America and Japan to limit the numbers
of seals hunted at sea. and the herds have

i result ot this pro-

being fully exploited at this time, hunters
working at the Falkland Islands, South
Shetlands and around Cape Horn, the last

region being where the scalers first found
fur seals in the 1780s.

International seal

conservation

northern and southern hemispheres i aused
such devastation because the sealers were
•in the habit ol killing all the seals the)

could lay their hands on, male, female or
pups. childless alitvol the

At the ; then

Onh the

etullv dri\ the

corrals and suitable animals selected foi

killing, the remaindei being allowed to

return to the bea< hes.

The skins ate taken off, the blubbei

is removed and the pelts salted. I'hev ate

then shipped to the processing plant where
the longer, coarse guard hairs are re-

moved leaving the hue underfill, which
must he st i .lightened and dyed. I'll is pi <>< ess

takes about 3 months. The pelts are graded
and finally sent awa\ to he auctioned .mil

turned into coats and other articles of

fashion.

I he stor) ol the southern seals is similai

but hen the sealers seemed to be partii

ulari) thorough and there was no govern-

ment protection at Inst. I he seals were

= the' last 10 \

<] Fur seal n ofj soulhn AiisIkiIki A Look oj appeal: <

Beset by predators
The most natural enemy of seals is the killer

whale, which kills mainly the younger
animals but also takes adults. Occasionally

seals are seen with a Hipper missing, or with

other serious injuries, almost certainly

caused by killer whales. There is a record

of a killer whale being found with the

remains of 24 fur seals in its stomal h. Young
pups of the southern species may be

molested by giant petrels but it is doubtful

if the birds kill many Parasites are often

found in fur seals, one of the most im-

portant being the hookworm. This causes

a high mortality among the northern fur

seal pups, and in 1948 biologists found over

20 000 dead pups along U miles ol bea< h in

the Pribilof Islands, many ol w hie h had die d

il>< pa

ticularl) prominent, and around 1800 t

herds were ver) heavil) hunted. It was cal-

i ulated by Weddell that at least I 200000
skms had been taken from South Georgia

itsell by 1822, and he noted that the seals

were almost extinct at this date. Othei
id the An ..Is,

Mammalia

Pinniped;a

Otariidae

Callorhinus

Arclocephaltts tropicalis

Kerguelen

SI 3



Gallinule

Gallinules are relatives of the coots and

crakes, belonging to two genera: Porphyrio.

the purple gallinule or swamp hen, and

Porphyrula, the American gallinule.

They are closely related to the moorhen,

which is called the common gallinule in

Xoiih America. Like coots, gallinules

have frontal shields risingfrom the

base of the bill. The plumage is a purple-

black, with brown on the upper parts.

The legs and toes are long and the feet

are not webbed.

The purple gallinule is very widespread,

ranging from southern Europe east and
south to Sew Zealand and the Chatham

Islands, and from open steppe to tropical

rain forests. At one time it must have

been a very flourishing species as until a

short time ago it was found in isolated

islands such as Mauritius and Reunion,

as well as New Zealand and the Chatham

Islands. It was once common in southern

Europe, where, with the crested coot, it

spread from Africa as a rather exotic

addition to the fauna. The spoiling of its

habitat b\ human activities (mainly drain-

ing of wet lands) has now made it rare in

Europe. It can still be found in Sicily,

in wild ports of Spam such as the Colo

Donana and it may still linger on in

southern France. The American gallinule

ranges from the southern United States

to northern Argentina, including the

West Indies.

Damp habitat

Like mosi of the rail family, the gallinules

live near water, among dense watei plains

surrounding lakes, pools, streams and
marshes. I hen long loes enable them to

walk about on the leaves of lilies and othei

plants growing on the sin f ace ol the water.

I he\ are shy birds but can be seen wending
then wa) through the tangled vegetation,

fluking then tails at every step like coots or

moorhens, GalliimU-s swim well and Irc-

quentl) climb trees where they may roosf al

night.

A wide-ranging diet

Gallinules feed on plains and animals.

I hey eat flowers and walerplanl leaves and
will climb tiees lo eal hemes such as mul-

of shallow watei an 'scan lied for molluscs,

crustaceans and othei small animals. I he

stuck of what gallinules eal is sometimes
made easy by their habit ol building Feeding

platforms of plants, which become littered

with the remains ol then meals. It is not

known whether all gallinules build feeding

platforms, hut the purple gallinule ol south-

ern Spain and we stern Australia (where it is

known as the western swamp hen) are known
to do so. I hey often eat tadpoles and aquatic

insects; the leniams ol snail shells are often

found on the feeding platforms and blood-

stains show that they e.it leeches. In south-

ern Spain gallinules have been know n to

eat w ater snakes.

Nests with runways
Outside the breeding season gallinules live

in flocks and in some parts of their range

they .tie migratory. In the southern United

States pairs start to form shortly after

arrival in the spring, or even while en route.

Each pair defends a territory about 200 ft

along the bank of a stream or pool. Within

this territory the birds feed separately,

keeping in contact with one another by

calling continually. They display to each

other with their white tail feathers or by

boyving with neck outstretched and wings

held out from the body.

A couple of weeks after t
r
he start of court-

ship, the nest is built. This is made of plants

piled upon each other, sometimes floating

in deep watei and sometimes built on the

bed in shallow water. The plants are woven
into the standing stems of water plants,

both anchoring and camouflaging die nest.

I he nesl is about 10 in. .11 loss and as nine h

up plains. ma\ go lm 10 h oi so through the

pa. c ut gallinules loi leaving the nesl ui.ob-

liusiveh when clangei lluealens.

aboul 22 davs. Both parents sil on the eggs,

taking nuns ol 3- 1 bonis each. When a

gallinule ai l ives to lake a spell on the nest n

Often bungs a piece ol a plan, which il

presents to its mate. I Ins is not an un-

common feature of courtship in birds which

period. I he ducks lease- the nesl shortly

altei hale lung bin will leliun lo roost.

lo help pull themselves up. Both parents

bring food to the chicks, giving them mainly
insects and other arthropods.

Slaughtered by pesticide

In 1949 a project was set up in the Wagen-
ingen district of Surinam to grow rice on a

large scale using mechanised rather than

traditional methods. A large area of swamp
was cleared and intensive rice-groyving

started. Not surprisingly in this tropical

region the crops attracted a large number of

pests, from rats to snails. One of these pests

was the gallinule. Although they feed on
freshwater animals and so might be con-
sidered to have a useful controlling in-

fluence, thev also feed on plants to some ex-

tent. They really became a nuisance, how-
ever, when thev gathered in non-breeding
flocks and broke the rice plants by attempt-

ing to perch on them. The solution to this

was io poison die floc ks. Endrin, a pesticide,

so powerful that it is banned in some eoun-

e lass Aves

ordei Gruiformes

I. I\ Rallidae

ge ne ra Porphyrio porphyrio purple

& spec les gallinule

Porphyruia martinica American

<^iil 1 1 a nil-

others

Ml



Gall wasp
The familiar oak apples and marble galls

on oak, and 'robin's phi-cushion' on wild

roses are made by insect larvae. Some of

these are made by the gall wasps, minute

insects belonging to the order Hymenop-

tera and forming a superfamily, the

Cynipoidea. They are closely related to

the chalcid wasps (p 408). Over SO',

of cynipid wasps make their galls on oak

and about 7 (
i of them affect roses.

There are 22S species of cynipid wasps

in Britain alone. Other gall-forming insects

include certain saw-flies (also H\inen-

optera), the gall flies and gall midges

(Diptera) and some of the aphids

(Hemiptera). hi most cases, as in gall

wasps, particular species confine their

attentions to one species or'genus of plant.

Food and shelter for the larvae

All gall wasps lav then eggs in the (issues <>l

some particular pail ol ihe plant, a (lovver-

bud, a leaf-bud, the blade ol a leal or even

the tool No effect is seen until the minute
larva hatches from the egg. hut from this

time on, the tissue ol the plant sut rounding

the larva develops abnormally, usually

swelling up and providing the insect with

both sheltei .ind lood. It is believed that

the planl tissues .tic stimulated to glow in

tins irregulai wav In souk- secretion given

out In the larva. I he swelling si/e, coloui

and shape ol the gall depend on the species

ol wasp thai laid the egg In some cases a

number of eggs are laid and the larvae grow
up together enclosed in the same gall. The
activities ol the mature msec Is. as far .is

the) ate known, seem to be concerned
almost solel) with completing the compli-

cated life cycles typical ot gall wasps.

Types of gall

["here are many different types of gall <>nh

a few ol which can be described here

Oak apple. When fullv formed the oak
apple is a round, spongy, fruit-like object,

1-2 in. diameter and coloured light brown
or pink. If opened in June and July when
mature ii will be found to contain a number
ot larvae, usually about

L

M). each enclosed

in a little chamber in the gall tissue. The
oak apple represents a stage in the lile

histor) ol the gall wasp Biorhiza pallida,

whose life evele will be described lalei

Marble gall. Claused bv the gall wasp Antlri-

cus kollari, this is the most familial ol all

the oak galls and is often mis-named 'oak

apple'. It is green when it teaches full

growth— rathei less than 1 in. diameter-
in August and then turns brown and woody
and remains on the twig after the leaves

fall, when it is very conspicuous. It hat bonis

onlv one larva ol the gall wasp, whose exit

hole can be seen in an old gall. Often there

is more than one exit hole, and this means
that ihe gall has harboured othei parasites

or 'me|uilines'. Males ol this gall wasp ate

quite unknown. In an attempt to find them
H bushels of the galls were once collected

and the wasps hied out. but among over

12 000 females that hatched not one male
was lomid

Common spangle gall. In |ulv numbers ol

little round button-like objects can often

be seen on the undersides ol oak leaves,

attached bv a central stalk. s.» they look like

tiny, veiv short-stemmed mushrooms. I Ins

is one ol the two kinds ol gall formed by

.\curoterus qnert iis-bat t tirnni. faih contains

a single larva, and In Septembei the stems

bieak, and the galls fall to the ground
where the insects inside them pass the;

wintei I he w asps t hal hate h in Apt il

(females onlv ) < limb the trees again and give

rise to c urrant galls, whic h look like bum lies

of red c urrants and in no wav resemble the

spangle galls, which the next generation ol

ol generations is more lullv described below.

Bedeguar gall. Also known as the moss gall

or robin's pin-cushion this spectaculai gall

the marble gall. 1 be part containing the

larvae is surrounded In a tangled mass ol

brain bed fibres, green at first, turning to

bright red in |ulv and August. Inside il arc

50 ot more cells, each containing a larva ol

the gall wasp Diplolepis rosa,

Unusual life history

In main gall wasps there is an 'alternation

Top le/t: Spangle galls on underside of leaf.

Top right. Marble gall showing exit hole, with

oak apple set t/oned to show gnth Above:

Ready to face the world, a wasp leaves its gall.

neuion with the spangle and c urrani galls.

gall wasp Bonhiza pallida shows this. '

'

When the oak apple is mature, the latvac

soil, making then wav to the small fibrous

loots, in which ihev lav theil eggs. When
Ihe l.uvae hale 11. galls develop on the lools,

round, d.uk blown and ol \ in. diameter,

wholh unlike an oak apple. 1 he wasps

which emerge from these are all wingless

females. I hey must find ibc tree trunk,

crawl up il and seek the ends ol the shoots,

SI.)



Food always to hand
I he sole food of I

is the substance ol the gall win. h forms
round it. I Ik- in.nine insects probably do
little more than lake a dunk when needed.
Woodpeckers are known to peck open

marble i^.ills to gel al the larva and curranl

galls aic sometimes eaten In birds, which
probably mistake them foi fruil K\ fai the

most sci ions cue inies ol gall wasps, however,
are other inse< ts whi< h lay eggs in the gall.

The larvae ol some ol these are parasites 01

predators on (he 'legitimate' larva, the para-

sites slowly eating it alive, the predators

the makers ol .he gall, an,

numbered ovei 16000) les

males. \o alternation ol

known in D. rosae, and it I

•"< he way 10 disappe;

Make your own ink

I he ver) common and familiar marble gall

has been a feature ol the British countryside

onh since 1834, when it was found in a

nursery garden in Devon. The gall, with its

wasp Antlricus kollari, had been brought i

the country lor use in the dyeing industry

and lot making ink, the tannic acid in the

galls being the chemical agent involved. In

lad, anyone can make ink from marble
galls. All you have to do is to bruise 4 oz of

galls with a hammer, put them in a quart

ol boiling water and leave for 24 hours.

I hen lake lj oz of ferrous sulphate and
dissolve rather less than an ounce of gum
arabit in a little water. Filter the infusion of

galls through doth and add the other in-

gredients together with a few drops of car-

bolic acid. But peril.ips it is better to buy a

bottle ol ink'

phylum Arthropoda

class Insecta

order Hymenoptera

supei -

famil) Cynipoidea



Gannet
Gannets are goose-sized relatives of the

boobies (p264) that live in temperate

regions of the world. The three kinds are

considered b\ some ornithologists to be

separate species and by others to he

varieties of one species. There is little

difference between the three.

Gannets are oceanic birds coming ashore

only for the breeding season. They are

strong fliers and cover vast distances,

especially during the first year of life.

Ringing has shown that New Zealand

gannets migrate to Australian waters,

setting out shortly after they have left the

nest and crossing the intervening sen at

an average of up to 2-tO miles a day.

The northern gannet migrates south to the

Gulf of Mexico and the Canaries.

The gannet of the North At/antic, known

in parts of northern Britain as the solan

goose, breeds on both sides of the ocean.

In America, there are half a dozen

colonies around Newfoundland and the

Gulf of St Lawrence. It also breeds off

Iceland, the Faeroes and the British Isles,

with small colonies in Norway, Brittany

and the Channel Islands. The largest

colony is on the island of St Kilda.

The Cape gannet breeds off South Africa

and the Australian or Pacific gannet

in the Bass Strait between Australia and

Tasmania and North Island. New Zealand.

Gannet pugnacity

Gannets live l>\ feeding on fish and squid,

plunging in from a height <>i diving from
the surface. Fish are caught as the birds

surface rathei than being impaled on (he

beaks <>l the garnets as they penetrate the

water. 1 he gannets do not dive very deep
and will chase theii prey, propelling them-
selves with both feel and wings.

The mam lood ol the northern gannet is

probabl) herring, mackerel, saithe and
s.md-eels. I he first three are important

commercially hut it is vei v unlikely that the

gannets ailed the numbers i aught l>\ fisher-

men. In fact, the commercial catches ol

herring and othei fish around the British

Isles are going down, probabl) because ol

steadily using . So there arc- almost .ca-

lami) no direct links between numbers ol

eithei the gannets 01 then prey. Hie
Australian gannet feeds mainh on am hovies

although it' will take a variet) ol fish.

small ollshore islands 01 lock', olten no
more than steep-sided lowers rearing out

ol the sea, like Bass Roc k on the Firth ol

Forth or Bud Rock in the Gull ol St Law-
rence. The nests are c loseh pac ked together,

perhaps 2-21 It between each, so the clifl

ledges and the tops ol the ro< ks 01 islands

are white with birds.

In February, when the ro< ks are still being

Top: A gannet colony carpets a cliff-top.

Right. Ur a dive or. a high bocri a gunnel

goes through its take-off procedure.
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lashed In winter gales, the male gannets

appear in the colonies to re-establish

ownership of last year's nest or it' breeding

for the first time the\ H\ low over the

colonies looking tor abandoned nests. Fights

are lrequent as gannets defend their nests

or seek to oust interlopers. The) aie not

sham fights as often is the case among birds

that nest in dense colonies. The gannets

grapple each other's bills <>t grab their

opponent's head or neck, shaking, twisting

and hinging for up to 2 hours.

chalky white. As the egg is being laid, the

gannet bends its tail under its body, direct-

ing the egg into the nest. This is probably

another adaptation from their original cliff-

nesting habit, where it is essential that the

egg should not be allowed to roll away.

Gannets have no brood patch where the

egg is he ld to keep it warm. Instead the egg
is he ld between the webbed feet. The gannet
holds the t'gg lengthwise under its bod\ and
wraps .1 web around each side of the egg,

overlapping underneath. Both parents in-

tors. except on St Kilda and a few other

places where man has taken the sitting

birds or their young. On Bird Rock, the

building of a lighthouse gave access to the

gannet colony which was nearly wiped out

because the birds were killed for use as fish

bait.

The main enemies of the colonies are

herring gulls or black-backed gulls that

steal eggs. Skuas chase the adults, forcing

them to disgorge the food they are carrying

bac k to their chicks.

ng the .

lime- losing weight
• airborne again and learn

wn lood

Feet make a hot water bottle

The single egg. about 3 in. long

lucent pale blue- ai first, later lu

Violated sanctuary

On theii inaccessible

i lass Aves

order Pelecaniformes

tamih Sulidae

genus Sula bassana nnnmon gannet

& spec ies S. capensis cape gannet

S. serrator Australian gannet
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Gaper
Normally a bivalve mollusc lives within

two shells or valves which can be closed

tight or allowed to gape when the animal

feeds — but a gaper is a bivalve mollusc

which cannot close its shell. The two

siphons of a gaper are connected through-

out their length and although they may

sometimes be -withdrawn into the shell they

are usually held fully extended. This

causes the shell at the hinder end to gape

widely. In Britain closely related species

ofMya and Lutraria are given the name.

Off the coasts of North America there are

two species.

The three British species are the sand

gaper, or old maid, with a shell nearly

8 in. long, the similar blunt gaper, with

a narrower shell, and the small gaper. The

sand gaper is also found on the coast of

North America. The Ninth American

gaper of the Pacific shores from Alaska

to San Diego is similar to but slightly

smaller than the sand gaper.

Fountains on the shore

Found along the seashore or in shallow

water clown to 150 ft, the gaper burrows

slowly into the mud, using the small foot at

its lower end. It normally digs in vertically

at 8-12 in. depth, with its long, fringed

valve openings at its top end flush with the

surface of the mud. A small depression in

the mud shows where it lies buried.

When the tide is out, the North American
gaper— which rejoices in the alternative

names of summer clam, rubber-neck clam,

high-neck clam, horse clam, otter-shell

clam, and great Washington clam — gives

more spectaculai evidence ol its presence.

At fairly regular intervals, its siphons shoot

.i jet of water to a height of 2 — 3 ft. These
jets are even more powerful when some-
one walks over the sand. Another water-

squirting clam which looks and behaves

like a gaper is the geoduck (pronounced
go-ee-duck). Both geoduck and gaper arc-

dug out for food, and so— occasionally -
aie the sand and blunt gapers in Britain.

How the siphon works
I hese watei jets give a good clue to the

gaper's methods of feeding and breathing.

Water is drawn in through one siphon
and passes across the gills, as explained

under clam (see clam on page 449). Fine

particles of food are extracted and oxygen
is taken from the water for breathing. I he
water is then ejected through the other

siphon, carrying with it waste products

from the body. The way food is dealt with

b\ the ciliated gills has been described
for the cockle (p 470).

Losing its beard
The sexes are separate, the eggs and mill

are shed into the sea through the exhalant
siphon. The fertilised egg is developed
into the usual veliger larva (see cockle,

p 470). When the larva changes into the

gaper, it is only rV, in. across, and at fust is

quite different from the adult. The ver)

small gaper has a relatively large loot and
short siphons, and it has a small bunch ol

byssus threads (see dam, p 1 19) for fastening
itself to a solid support. Gapers are known
to live 17 years.

Food for walruses

Gapers are attacked In different enemies
according to where they grow. Everywhere
they are eaten by carnivorous sea-snails,

such as whelks, which are collectively known
as drills, from their habit of chilling holes

in the shells with then radulae, oi file-like

tongues. On the shore, gapers are attacked

b\ seabirds and in some places foxes visit the

shore at low-tide and dig out gapets. fishes

with stout jaws loi (rushing shellfish ma\
take- them, and in northern latitudes the

blunt gaper forms the mam food oi the

walrus.

Cutting off their feet

.Although the double siphon of a gapei is

protected b) a tough brown skin with two

horn) valves at the tip, pan of it. ap-

parently, is often sacrificed, because these

tips arc- commonly found in the stoma< lis ol

halibuts. Nevertheless, these lost poi lions

( an be regrown.

Another natural hazard of clams in

general is that when violentl) disturbed

they conn ad the muscles closing their shells

so forcibh that a slight blow on the outside

will cause theii shells to break. A gull

seizing one and Hying up to 50 It Ol so to

drop it onto the beach is on to a good
thing. The shell will then bleak as certainly

as il dropped onto roc k.

Some clams are their own enemies. When
suddenly disturbed the\ may snap then

shells so rapidly thai they cut off the end of
the siphons or the tip ol then own foot.

Professors GE and Nettie MacGinitie,
American marine biologists, report how
they found small living animals on the shore
which puzzled them. Even with the aid of

zoologist colleagues they were unable to

classify them. Finally, these 'animals' turned
out to be pieces ol < lam siphon, still capable
of muscular contraction and with cilia still

beating, hours after they had been cut off

Common otter-shell. When relaxed anil undis-

turbed, tin gaper's siphon protrudes fuim its

shell, taking in food and water and discharging

hodx wastes and water. Some gapers are

valuable Mya arenaria the sand gapei
,

is well-known to Americans as the soft-

shelled , lam . and foms the basis o/

East Coast clam-bakes and chowders.

phylum Mollusca

class Bivalvia

siibi lass Lamellibranchia

oi det Heterodonta

Lutraridae

genus Lutraria lutraria

& spc ( ICS common otter-shell

lamily Myidae

genera Mya arenaria sand gaper

& species M. binghami small gaper

M. truncata blunt gaper

Schizothaerus nuttallii

N American gaper

others
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Gar
These slender pike-like fishes are living

fossils of a family that reached its peak

in the Xlesozoic period 70 — 220 million

years ago. There are seven species living

in the rivers and lakes of North and
Central America.

The commonest is the longnose gar, or

billfish, which lives from the Great Lakes

southwards. It is up to 5jl long, its slim

body covered with a tough armour of

close-set diamond-shaped or rhombic

enamelled (ganoid) scales which do not

overlap in the usual manner offish scales.

The long snout is a beak; its jaws studded

with small sharp teeth recall those of the

gharial among crocodilians, the beak being

twice as long as the rest of the head.

The dorsal and anal fins are set far back

on the body. The back is olive to silver,

the underside white.

The shortnose gar, up to 2ft long, lives

mainly in the Great Lakes. 'The tropical

gar of Mexico is said to reach 10 or even

12 Jl, and the alligator gar which ranges

fiam southern United States to Panama
and Cuba is about the same size. Its

snout is very like that of an alligator.

Indolent fishes

bail from then hooks. A gar can, with one
snap of its jaws, seize a whole group ol small

fishes. Willi larger fish the prey must be

gradually worked round in the mouth into

a position Iron) which it can be swallowed

head first. All food lakes 24 hours to digest,

which is slow compared with most other

freshwater fishes.

Eggs and babies stick to rocks

The males mature in 3 — 4 years, the females

taking <i years. Spawning is from March to

May in shallow waters, each female being

accompanied by !5 or 1 males. The average

number of eggs laid pel female is ahoul

28000 bul may vary from 4 000 to 60000
according to her size. The eggs are sticky

and ( ing to rocks and water plants. In a

few days they hatch and the baby fishes fix

themselves to water plants by cement
organs, adhesive discs at (he end of the

snout, and hang there until the yolk sac

has been absorbed. Alter this ihey swim
freely, feeding al firsl on mosquito larvae.

Rapid growth

Ik

ills nil v

otionless .

wh«

plants, looking more like floating logs I ban
fish. They move quietly and slowly to sialk

passing prey, which is seized with a sudden
sideways slash ol the snout. Although appar-

ent!) so lethargic gars can move rapidly

when necessary. Their food is mainly othei

fishes but little animal loocl is refused.

Frogs, salamanders and worms are readily

accepted and the young gar feeds largely on
water insects. They soon take to catching

fish, however, and a young 2 in. gar is on
record as taking 16 young minnows in quick
succession. It is easy to imagine from this

the predatory nature of the gar and why
fishermen hate them, and gars also take

ol reputation for voracity

justified if by nothing else by its ah

mark-like teeth, a gar has a low food

gularly and lias a

1 it is one ol the fa

sumption, feed:

rale of digestio

growing ol fresliwalei fishes In its firsl

year a young male gar grows on average jusi

over i

J

„ in. a clay lo reach 19'. in. by the end
ol I he first season, the f emale reaching 22 in.

in the same period. Altci that growth slows

down to I in. a year hut continues for I.'?- 14

years in the females, which outlive the males,

lie-cause it moves about so little —even its

feeding is leisurely — and because it has a

high metabolic efficiency (that is, its body
makes the fullest use of all ils food), the

energy supplied by the loocl goes into grow-

ing in size instead of being dissipated by

moving about quickly and continuously.

Arrowheads and ploughs
In all probability it is because its scales are

so closely set, forming such a rigid covering,

thai a gar must lead an inactive life. This

A The dart-shaped body of short-nosed gar

helps it merge with surrounding ivater plants.

tough scab armour of the gar has. however,
proved very useful and been used by
different peoples in different ways. The
original inhabitants of the Caribbean islands

are said lo have used the skin, with its

diamond-shaped, closely fitting scales, for

breastplates. Some of the North American
Indians separated the scales and used them
lor arrowheads. The early pioneers in what
is now the United States found gar skin

hard enough to cover the blades of their

wooden ploughs.

class Pisces

order Ginglymodi

family Lepisosteidae

genus Lepisosteus osseus longnose gar

& specif s L. platystomus shortnose got

L. spatula alligator gar

L. tristoechus tropical gar
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Garden snail

All too familiar to most gardeners, the

garden snail is the second largest land

snail in Britain. Its shell is up to I ' in.

across, with 4?— 5 whorls. Its tabby

appearance is due to 5 dark brown spiral

bands on a fawn, yellowish or buff back-

ground, the hands being broken by streaks

of the ground colour making it look

mottled. The shell is calcium carbonate

(chalk) covered by a glaze of protein

material which tends to wear off with age.

The snail itself is dark grey. The head

has two pairs of tentacles, the larger of

which has eyes at the tips and can be

pulled inside out by a muscle running up

the inside. The smaller pair has other

sense organs. When the snail withdraws,

the opening into its shell is /died by a

collar of sof tissue finely speckled with

Rock-boring snails

Needing calcium for their shells, snails

tend to flourish where soils and rocks are
rich in it, and they are less fond of clay

soils. Where calcium is scarce, the shell

may he very thin, as in some populations
in the Channel Isles. On the other hand,
some areas are notable for the holes bored
in limestone b\ these snails. I hese aie about

Emerging from its shell, a snail spreads its two p

yellowish grey, and this has a hole, called

the pneumostome, passing through it that

periodically opens and closes. This lies

a little to the animal's right side arid leads

into the 'lung', a cavity just beneath the

shell used in breathing anil also, by

tlci reusing in volume, allowing the snail

into its shell.

The gai<len snail Helix aspersa

(aspeisa for 'besprinkled') is often known
as the common snail and 'gulden snail'

is commonly applied to Cepaea hortensis,

a close relative of the handed snail

tp 130). Confusion is avoided if one uses

the proper scientific name.

Freak shells are sometimes found in

which the whorls twist in the reverse

dilation or are sepaiated. making a

corkscrew oi eiirnui upiti. Sometimes the

colouring may be a more or less

uniform yellow. Aitifieial innnsli osit/es

were once made foi amusement . A snail

would be removed carefully and plated

in a shell of similai size but of another

species. Eventually the snail would anchor

itself in the shell and lay down new shell

who) Is of a different pattern and colon)

.

I i id i

•
up-

wards into the rock, worn b

of snails. I he garden snail is absent from
northern Europe but occurs in the Nether-
lands, France, Spain, Portugal and around
the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. It

has also been introduced, or has found its

way, to North and South America, Austra-

lia, southern Africa, Cuba. Mauritius and
St 1 lelena. In Hi iiain it is w idespi ead. ex< epi

in the north ol Scotland, and is most abun-

dant in southern Kngland, especially neat

the sea, and is found in gardens, hedges and
quarries, under cliffs and banks and in old
walls, particular!) if ivy-covered.

Of ho* s by tw nuiit thei

outwards. Evaporation and the production
of slime can lead to excessive loss of water
but these are greatly reduced when the snail

withdraws into its shell, as it does during
dry periods. Its rale ol living also slows

down and months or years can be endured
without re-awakening. There are records of
snails remaining inactive for as long as 4

years and the Rev W Hingley wrote in 1805
of snails re-awakening after they had been
more than 15 years in somebody's collection.

Under normal conditions this sleep may
be ended b\ the icturn ol wel weathei . u ith

a dramatic reappearance of active snails.

Any deficiency in body watei is then made
up by absorption through the skin. Ce:

body is forever fluctuating, and
and concentration ol the blood \

pat tit ul. ii I)

.

Home after a meal
Inside the mouth is a hard, ( u

2 -3 mm across, called the jaw,

i. ill's

s head to s. the e befoi nig off.

Multi-purpose slimes

A sn.nl moves l>\ waves ol musculai activit)

passing forwards along the sole ol the foot

( lenerall) 7 at ,i time i an !>< se e n as it moves
ovei .i sheet ol glass. It gives out slime from
just behind the head to make- its slime trai k

I Ins is not a continuous smear, l>ui a series

ol pale Ik s where the foot has touched the

ground. Slime ol othei kinds is given out

from othei parts of the body, including a

bright vellov\ slime- disc hat ged when the

snail is irritated. Slime, secreted l>\ the

collar, dries to form one oi a series ol mem
bianes, sealing the opening ol the shell

when the snail is withdrawn, oi it may be'

used to seal the ope. , nit; against a flat

Snails spend nine Ii of then live s drawn
inside the shell during dr) spells and in

winter. Preparation tor hibernation nia\

l)e«;ni as eal l\ as September , t he snails e on

gregating among the roots ol shrubs <>i in

old walls oi burying themselves several

inches in the earth, the' mouth of the shell

then being sealed. Young snails mas spend

a shortei time hibernating or may awaken

temporarily on mild days in winter, but

adults seldom sin until the following April.

The moist surface ol a snail, unlike out

own skin, allows water to pass inwards oi

this is the file-like radula oi tongue with

If) (100 file-like horny teeth arranged in rows

(see abalone p 6).

(iaiden snails, generally less of a pest in

gardens than slugs, eat die- leaves ol main
plants including lettuce-, hops, primrose,

nasturtium, aldei and, more remarkably,

nettle and holly. Hiey are fond of fruit and
the) ma) eat dead slugs and earthwoi ms.

Spindle and yew are said to be poisonous

to them, and one may sometimes find large

nl.e- Of l npt] shells idea

i pap< ell

enilla

dm,

m 1

1

then toraging <

losting place, which is often

lardeners who tr) to gel rid

throwing them ovei a fence

tin n, even c limbing

Uneven life history

Each snail has both male and female organs,

being hermaphrodite. Maim-, wind, may
last half a day, takes place throughout spring

and summer. Two snails, alter mutual

fondling, plunge theii 'love darts' into each

othei I he) aie- sin. ,11 c lialks dans ' in. long

(see- banded snail, p 130), slightly curved

and with four longitudinal blades, ejected
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Garter snake

Garter snakes are the commonest ami most

familial snakes of the I 'a/ted States and
Canada. I'hey also on u, in Mexico.

They are found farther north than any

other reptile in the Western Hemisphere,

the common garter snake as far north as

lil degiees latitude, in the )'ukon. Caitei

snakes are non-venomous, slender,

marked with longitudinal stripes, commonly

2 ft, sometimes 3 Ji long, the record being

4? ft. The common garter snake may be

black, brown or olive with three yellowish,

orange or red stripes. I'he stupes max be

vivid or dull. The belly is usually yellow

or greenish. All-black individuals may

occur. One species, known as the ribbon

snake, has three golden-yellow stripes,

and its scales are more markedly keeled

than in other garter snakes. It lives in

southeastern Canada and the United

States east of the Mississippi, especially

in marshy mens, and takes mnlih to

water. Another subspecies, the western

ribbon snake Thamnophis sauritus

proximus. lives west of the Mississippi.

From sea level to the Rockies

Gartei snakes live in a variet) "I li.ilm.n->

from sea level to high up in the Rockies.

The mountain garter snake is the only

reptile in the Rocks Mountain National

Park. The Mexican garter snake is found up
to 13 000 It. They are, however, often

restricted to the neighbourhood of streams

and lakes in the western half of the United

States Inn are found almost everywhere in

the humid eastern half. The plains garter

snake is found even in the suburbs oi towns
such as New York and Chicago, where they

hibernate in cracks in the ground near the

bases of buildings.

They are the last reptiles to go into winter

quarters and the first to come out, as early

as March, from a hibernaculum which may
be as deep as 3 ft underground. A saying of

one tribe of North American Indians is

that the first clap of thunder brings them
out of hibernation.

It is said there is one or another subspecies

of garter snake in every state, and in places

the species overlap. Where they do there is

no competition. The different species tend

to occupy slightly different habitats, one
preferring damper ground than the other,

for example, and usually they show slightly

different food preferences. They also tend

to breed at different times.

Early food is worms
Young garter snakes feed almost entirely

on earthworms in their hist year. After

that, although worms are the chief item in

their diet, they also eat frogs, toads and
salamanders, sometimes fish and occasion-

ally birds' eggs, l arge gai ter snakes may eat

mice.

Very large litters

Mating takes place neai the winter quarters,

soon after the snakes tome out in late winter.

The male lias tins barbels on his chin which

he passes along the female's back as he

prepares to matt' with her. Once mating is

over the snakes disperse to their summer
ranges. The young are born alive in summer
in litters of usually 50 — 60 but the mmibei
may vary from 12 to 78. The newly-born

garter snake is 6 in. long. It grows a foot a

year for the first 2 — 3 years, is mature .it

2 years old, is ready to mate in its third

spring and may live 12 years. There is, how-

ever, a very heavy death-rate during the

fiist few months, due mainly to predators

and deaths from starvation.

Killed in error

Their enemies are snake-eating snakes,

hawks, owls, skunks and domestic cats. \ll-

black individuals, or those with indistinct

stripes, are apt to be killed b\ people in

mistake for poisonous snakes I In \ are

also killed in large numbers on the roads.

wandering gartc) has hunted down a small

speekled dure and is dragging il onto a stretih

of floating algae before tucking in.

A gartei snake's defence is to give out an

obnoxious fluid from a pore on eithei side

of the vent. It ma\ bite but this has little

effei i <in the human skin.

Some snakes lay eggs; others, such as

gartei snakes, bear theii young alive. I he

first is called ovipary, the second is ovo-

vivipary and in this the eggs remain inside

the mothei until they hatch. In both the

eggs contain volk loi leecling the develop-

ing embryo but in ov o\ iv iparous snakes

oxvgen ten bieathing and moisture musl be

supplied b) the maternal tissues, so the

shells must be very thin, virtually no more
than a transparent membrane in most cases.

In gartei snakes, as well as European
adders, sea snakes and the Australian
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Gaur
The gaur is the largest species of wild

cattle, usually standing 5\ — 6 ft, but one

male shot in Burma stood 7 ft high with a

girth of8\ ft. The average weight oj males

is just under 1 ton with females somewhat

smaller. Both sexes are black, with legs

whitish Jrom the knees and hocks down.

Young gaurs are brownish-orange until

they reach maturity. The horns are

semicircular, curving sideways and
corrugated at the base. They grow to 25 in.

Male gaurs are immensely muscular and

usually have a dewlap.

Closely related to the gaur a>:e the

banteng and the kouprey. Both are smaller

than the gaur. Gaurs are still common
in many places and banteng arc not rare,

but the kouprey is scarce. The male

bantengs are black in the southern parts

of their range and tawny in the north.

Females are khaki or tawny. The legs and
rump are white. The kouprey is the same

size as the banteng. Both sexes are grey,

with white patches on shoulders and rump
as well as the legs.

The gaur lives in India, Burma,

Vietnam and Malaya, where it is called

the seladang. Recently it has been found
in Yunnan, in southern China. The

banteng inhabits Burma and Vietnam, is

not found in Malaya or Sumatra, but is

found again in Java and Borneo. The

kouprey is restricted to northern

Cambodia and southern Laos.

Cows lead the herds
These huge wild cattle live iti mountain
forests in small herds that are basically

associations of cows with their calves. In

[anuar) and February a herd of gam
usually consists of 5 or 6 animals of which
1 or 2 will be bulls. Then, in April <m May,
bulls join the herds for the rut, swelling

the numbers to 9 or 10, although individual

hulls ma) move from herd to herd. In May
or June, they leave to form small herds of

bulls only, or to live singl)

.

Ea< h herd has <i home i ange in whi< h n is

usualh to be found. The home range is not

exclusive, and several herds may covei one
area, wandering 2-5 miles in a day. Some-
times the small herds join together so 50

or more gaur may be seen feeding in one
valley. While thev are feeding, one member
of the herd, usually a tow, ma) si. did. with

head raised, on a mound or anthill, pre-

sumably acting as a sentinel, giving a loud

whistling snort if danger threatens. A cow
will also lead the herd while it is on the

Both gam and banteng have been do-

mesticated. The domestic gaur, called the

gaval or milium, is sometimes said to be a

separate species, formed by the crossing of

wild gaur and common cattle. The gayal

has shorter horns and a wider forehead
than the gaur. It is kept onlv bv the Nagas

> Heavyweights , the wild: Indian



svmbol .mil lor saerihees, tallica ih.m loi

meal or milk. Banteng are domesticated on

the islands <.l [ava and Bali where the) are

the common domestic sto< k.

Fond of salt licks

Gaurs Iced mainly on grass <>i occasionally

bamboo slioots, but also cat leaves and mils.

They feed in the open, usualh ai night,

returning to the foresl to chew the cud
during the dav. I.ike main jungle animals,

gams aie very fond ol visiting sail li< ks.

Wild bull rings

During the mi the bulls move from herd to

herd, each mating with many cows, and be-

cause the held is continually (banging the

hierarch) ol bulls is continually (banging.

The dominant bulls are the laigesi and they

displ.n al each other b\ standing broadside

with he-ad lowered, 10-20 It from then

rival. Mien one begins to thcle while the

other stands still, except to remain broad-

side-on. Ibis dis|>lav may last 10—15
minutes, or even as much as an bout, until

one bull is intimidated and moves avvav.

There is no strict bleeding season but

the peak ol the rut is in Match and April

when the bulls have joined the cows, (.csta-

in Decembet 01 |aniiary. The cows leave the

heid to give bulb, returning aftet about I

Mass attack

Tigers may kill gam ( alves, but are no mate h

loi an adult A bull gaut ..chances with

head lowered and sweeping up and clown,

threatening to impale am potential eneiin

will advance en masse, presenting a lot mid-

The last great beast

,ng as a liopln m the housed a\ct. \lon-

sieui Sauvel. Thus the koupre) was Inst

made known lo western science and became
the last large mammal to be found. It had

probabh been overlooked because it is rare

and lives in countrv that is hardly pene-

trated l>\ westerners. When it was Inst seen

it was probabh mistaken lor banteng ot lot

domestic cattle thai had gone wild. Even
now little is known about it. It has been
suggested that kouprevs ate cross-breeds

between banteng and gam. Indian buffalo

or zebu, the Oriental domestic cattle. An-

other suggestion is that they are the

A A family of banteng, probably a smaller

domesticated variety of the gam.

descendants of the domestic stock of the

ancient Khmer empire. Both its form and
lis behaviour, however, suggest that the

kouprey is a true species. T he shape of the

horns differs from those of other cattle in

Asi.i. being cylindrical in section, recurved

in males and lyre-shaped in females. Old
male koupre) fray their horns near the

tips, apparently by rubbing, them on tree-

ti links oi anthills. Having has not been
recorded m other wild cattle, except the

European bison.

It is very likely that the kouprev forms a

link between the gain and banteng on the

one hand and domestic cattle and the

aurochs, the now-extinct wild ancestor of

European cattle, on the other (see p 398).

As such it is ol interest to scientists, but the

population, estimated at onh I 000 m 1010.

is probably nearl) extinct because of the

recent wars in its homeland.

c lass Mammalia

oidc i Artiodactyla

family Bovidae

genus Bos gaurus gain

& spec ies B. banteng banteng

B. sauveli kouprey
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Gazelle

Gazelles are slender antelopes, dainty and
graceful in movement. The males have

sweeping, lyre-shaped horns but the

(email's have short spikes or no horns

at all. There are 10 species of true

gazelle, genus Gazella, in Asia and
northern and eastern Africa. The best

known are, the smallest of all. the Dorcas

gazelle, of Algena to Egypt and the Sudan,

only 21 in. at the shoulder, and Grant's

and 'Thomson's gazelles of East Africa.

There used to be vast herds of the last

two before they were slaughtered by-

hunters or driven from their homes by the

spread oj agriculture. All are fawn-
coloured with a white rump and belly,

and a dark band along the flanks. They

have a white streak on either side of the

face from eye to muzzle and usually a

dark streak below this. Grant's gazelle,

together with Soemmerring's and the red-

necked gazelles, are the largest, 33—37 in.

at the shoulder with a white wedge-

shaped patch on the rump.

Three other species are also known as

gazelles. These are the Tibetan, Prze-

walski's and the Mongolian gazelle, all

of the genus Procapra. They live on the

gra;sy plains of Siberia, Mongolia,

China and Tibet. They lack the glands on

face and 'knees' that are features of the

true gazelles.

Common or rare

Gazelles usually live in dry country, although
some live on fertile plains. Most species are

widespread and exist in large numbers.
Speke's gazelle, with an inflatable swelling

on Us nose, is found only in the deserts of

Somalia; and Loder's gazelle, a very pale

s|K-< ies with narrow, spreading hooves,

is restricted to the Ergs, the dune areas

of the Sahara. The red gazelle is known
from only four specimens, all bought at

souks, :>i markets, in Algeria.

The goitred gazelle, named for the small

cartilaginous swelling in the throats of

the males, is also a desert annual, living

from Arabia to Mongolia. Like many other

desert animals it migrates in search of food.

In Soviet Asia, around Lake Balkash, the

herds come down from the mountains to

escape from winter snows and in Kazakh-
stan they migrate south some 300 miles

across the steppes in winter. In the summer
they return to feed on fresh vegetation

growing under the snow. During the

summer a herd may range over a few square

miles but in winter it may have to move
over 100 square miles in search of food.

A A couple oj Thomson's gazelle, enjoying a

quiet scratch on the high veld.

Water from absorbent shrubs
Gazelles eat grass when it is available, but

in dry country they browse low-growing
bushes and succulents. Many of them can

go without drinking for long periods.

Some Grant's gazelle were watched during a

drought in East Africa when they ate mainly

a certain dry shrub. Experiments showed
that at night, when the relative humidity of

the atmosphere was higher, this shrub

absorbed water from the air, and so by

eating ai night the gazelles were able to get

all I he water thev needed.

Territorial bucks
The goitred gazelle has a fixed breeding

season In September the !>uiks join the

herds of does ami begin to separate them
into groups ot 2 — n, each protected by one
buck. At the end of the rut in December the

doe herds reassemble. Othei species in

more tropical areas have no fixed breeding

season. In East Africa the strongest bucks

of Thomson's gazelle establish territories of

20-00 ft diameter in open country which

thes defend against other bucks. When the

herd, mainly of does, passes through the

territory, the buck mounts several does.

Any bucks travelling with the does are

tolerated, but the rest form a separate herd
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Gazelle portraits

Gazelle species differ only slightly, and one

distinguishing feature is seen in the males—
the diffcienre between then sweeping lyre-

shaped hums. The females usually have

stumpy spikes or no horns at all.

1. Grant's gazelle. 2. Mongolian gazelle.

3. Thomson's gazelle. 4. Goitred gazelle.

5. Dorcas gazelle.

Left: Siesta time— a male Grant's gazelle lies

lazily in the afternoon heal neat a female,

while a herd of zebra grazes peacefully close by.

the edges of the open country. In the
i season, the bucks leave their territories

i join the main herd migrating to fresh

itures. When they return the territories

e to be set up again, and it may not be

same animals that are successful in

k h hidden

ugh to keep

When first born the voting cr

until thev are strong enough
few d.ns the) can run fast en<

up with their mothers.

Wary but unafraid
In I- cist Africa Thomson's gazelles are

preyed upon by .ill four Luge predators:

lions, cheetahs, leopards and cape hunting

dogs, as well as hyaenas. Eagles also take

the young. In Asia, wolves and tigers prey

on ga/elles. It is the bucks of the all male
herds th.it suffer most. They live on the

fringes of the bush where their enemies can

lie in wait.

Although built for running, gazelles do
not use their speed to the full. They will

run for 200- 300 yd, then stop and look

back at their enemies, or else they will

run about, jinking, rather than trying to

put as much space between themselves and
their enemies as possible. By contrast, they

approach walei holes very carefully. The
main herd halts some- 200 vd from the water,

then a few young bucks will rush up to

the water's edge, cjuic kl\ look round, then

dash back to the herd. This is repeated

two oi three tunes, before the herd, con-

vinced that there is no danger, comes down
to drink.

Domesticated dorcas
Gazelles c ould be one of the greatest sources

of animal protein m the drv parts of Africa

and Asia, even though then numbers have

been reduced by overhunting. In Kazakhas-

tan, in Asia, for example, where they have

been hard hit, there are 100 000 ga/elles

still alive. The domestication of gazelles

along the lines being carried out with eland

(p 701) would be no new undertaking. The

dorcas gazelle was apparently domesticated

by the Ancient Egyptians and the Romans.

About 7 000 bc: gazelle meat formed an im-

portant item in the diet of the people of

Jericho, and in Egypt writings in a tomb
dated 2 500 bc indicate that the occupant

bad owned 1 135 head of gazelle. Later

gazelles were kept by the Romans. Paintings

in Pompeii show them in butchers' shops

and thev were also used for drawing

children's chariots. Their skins were used

foi leather, then horns for knife handles

and their ankle bones for dice.

Artiodactyla

Bovidae

& spe

Gazella cuvieri Thomson's gazelle

G. dorcas dorcas gazelle

G. granti (hunt's gazelle

G. subgutturosa goihed gazelle

Procapra gutturosa Mongol/an

gazelle
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Gecko
Geckos form a family of lizards noted

for the large number of species, the

structure of then feet, their voices, the

differences in the shape of their tails, and

for the ease with which some of them will

live in houses. The smallest is ]'
t in. long;

the largest -the tokay—ma) be I t in. lung.

Geckos are found in all warm countries:

41 species in Africa, 50 in Madagascar,
about 50 in Australia, the same in the

West Indies, with others in southern and
southeast Asia, Indonesia, the Pacific

islands and New Zealand, and South

America. There are geckos in the desert

legions of Mexuo and southern California.

Seveial have been introduced into hlmula

Da/mal/a, in southern Europe, have the

same wall gecko as North Africa.

A liking for houses
The majoritv of geckos live in trees, some
live among loiks. others live on the sandy
ground ot dcscits. I i ee geckos find in

human habitations conditions similar to, or

betlei than, those ol their naluial habitat:

natural crevices in which to test or take

refuge and plent\ ol insects, cspcciallv .it

night when insects are attracted to lights.

Because geckos can (ling to walls or hang
upside-down from ceilings they can take full

A Pinhole sight: pupils stimuli to four I

holes, to keep out excessive glare of the s;

place

as ho

ge of the

ind so mat
i' geckos.

Hooked to the ceiling

Most geckos can cling to smooth surfaces.

Their toes mas' be broad or expanded at

the tips wnli flaps ol skin (lamellae) ar-

ranged It arisverseb or fanwise. The under-
sides of the toes look like suction pads but

apparently no suction is involved, nor are

the undersides sticky. They have numerous
microscopic hooks that c atch in the slightest

irregularities, even those in the surface

of glass, and so a gecko can cling to all but

S.ill



lighly polisl

ids id down

lifted upwards from the lip. Asa result, a

cko running up a tree or a wall 01 along a

ilin« must curl and uncurl its toes at each

p with a speed lastet than the eye can
How. Some ol the' hooks aie so small

e high power ol a mi< roscope is needed to

; them, set a single toe aimed with

imbersol these incredibly small hooksean
Sigh! ol a

1,1,1m the

i th«

ised in clinging.

hooks on the

it clinging

Tails for all tastes

The tail is lone and

flattened ai d leaf-like. A South American

has heen

swollen turnip-shaped tail. 1,

tamed Thrradactylu.s uijmaudus

(ra/n lor t urnip, caudus for tail). 1 he

Hying ge< k, of southeast Asia lias a leaf-like

tail, a wide flap of skin along each Hank.

a narrow H p along each side of the head
and I1LM1IS Ol ill

limbs. Should the gecko fall it sp

limbs, the Haps spi. ad and the icplile para-

chutes safel) down.
(.eckos can throw ofl then tails, like the

more familial lizards, and grow new ones
In some species 10'; have re-grown tails.

Sometimes the tail is incompletel) thrown
and hangs l>\ a strip ol skin. As a new tail

grows die- old one heals and a 2-tailed ge< ko
results. Even 3-tailed geckos have been
seen. Temperature is important in growing
,i new tail. It has been found that when the

wall gecko ol southern Europe and North
Al t ic ,i grows a new tail with the air tempera-
ture at 28 C <SL' F it is short and covered
with large overlapping scales. With the

all s

Permanent pair of spectacles

One difference between snakes and lizards

is that the former have no eyelids. In most

-c, kos the cvcliels ate pel manentl) joined

and there is a transparent window in the

lowei lid. The few get kos thai are active b)

da) have rounded pupils to the eyes. 1 he

rest are active b) night and have vertica

slit-pupils like cits. In some species the

sides of the' pupils are lobed <>i not, lied u

tour places, and when the pupils contraci

dies leave foui apei tin es, the si/e ol pin

holes each one' ol which will focus the

image onto the retina.

Surprisingly small clutches
All gee kos except fot a few sp,

Zealand, which bear live youi

Top: Ch

''/'/"'

it. As firm as thrjiir,

il get kn Phelsuma <

tiny hooks in the flaps oj si

Fm right: A/iei partial Iw

healing, the result i.s a tin;

oj tin
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with a tough white shell. Usually there

are two in a clutch, sometimes only one. The
eggs are laid under bark or under stones

and take several months to hatch.

The ghostly gecko
Geckos eat only insects. The) are harmless
and wholly beneficial to man, yei among the

people of Africa, South America, Malaysia

and the aboriginals of Australia there are

widespread beliefs that then bite makes
them dangerous to handle. Possibly such

beliefs spring from some of the more re-

markable species, like the gecko that stalks

insects as a cat does a mouse, even lashing

its tail from side to side just before the final

pounce. Then there are the web-footed

gc< kos living on the sand dunes of Southwest

Africa. They not onl) use the webbed feet

(o run over loose sand but also to burrow.

I hc\ m rape the sand away with the forefoot

oi one side and shovel it bac k with the hind-

foot of the same side while balancing on the

feel ol the oilier side. Then they change
over, rhey walk with the body raised high

• iikI the tail held up and ate lied.

One web-footed gecko has a delicate

beauty. It is pinkish-brown with a lemon
\ t-l low stupe along its flank. Its eye lias

brilliant yellow lids, the ii is is blac k, pat-

terned with gold and coppery tints, while

the edges of the vertical pupil are chalky-

white. Its skin is so transparent its spine and
some of its internal organs can be seen

clearly. GK Brain, writing in African Wild

Sot good enough: regrown tail of Tarantola

manritanica \hou\ that, despite camouflage,

only desperate measures sai'ed its life.

Life, claims its two ear openings are almost

in direct connection, so by looking into one
earhole the light coming in through the

other can be seen.

class Reptilia

order Squamata

suborder Sauria

famil) Gekkonidae

genus Gekko gecko
& species others
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Genet
The genet looks like a cross between a

tabby cat and a mongoose. With the civets

and mongooses, genets make up the family

Viverridae that lies between the weasel

family (Mustelidae) and the cat family

(Felidae). Three genets are well known

and numerous; three are rare and little

known.

The feline or small spotted genet is cat-

like but more slender, elegant in build

and graceful in movement. Up to 40 in.

total length, of which nearly half is tail,

its fur is sojl and spotted with brown to

black on a light ground colour. The head

tapers to a pointed muzzle; the ears are

large and the whiskers long. The tail is

ringed with dark and light bands, and

there is a crest of long black hairs along

the back which is raised in moments of
excitement. The legs are short, the paws

are small and the toes have retractile claws.

The feline genet ranges over most of

Africa apart from desert and semi-desert,

and is also found in Spain and southern

France, but the blotched or tigrine genet

is more numerous throughout Africa.

It is similar to the feline genet in form
and habits but it has larger spots on a

more yellowish ground and no crest along

the back. The rusty-spotted genet is like

the blotched genet except for its more

reddish spots and it is found south

of Tanzania. Some scientists

believe it to be a colour variety of the

blotched genet. The Abyssinian genet of
the highlands of Ethiopia is small, has

ash-coloured fur with longitudinal black

stripes and is very rarely seen. The

Victorian genet is like the feline genet but

has richer markings. It lives in the Ituri

Forest in the Congo and is known almost

entirely from shins brought back by

pygmy hunters of the Ituri: The first skin

sent to London by Sir Harry fohnston in

191 1 was obtained in the region of Lake

Victoria, but the animal does not live there.

The water genet is known from only

three skins. It is the size of a domestic

cat, has a rich chestnut fur with white

markings on the face and a black bushy

tail. It was unknown, except to the local

people, until 1919.

Ghostly markings have a purpose
A notable feature of genets is their white
face markings. Thev bring to mind the white

facial markings on badgers and foxes, two
other nocturnal animals, and the markings
of the genet may provide a clue to the use

of these. When a genet is seen on a dark
night, these white marks on the face stand

out in the same way as the luminous paint

on a clock face. To only a slightly lesser

extent the pale whitish parts of the pattern

[>The genet: quick as a cat, curious as a mon-

goose, it even looks like a cross between them.





; body and tail also stand out in the

The best comparison is with the way
ghts of a ship stand out on a dark

, so although (hi' rest of il is ohscui cd

ackness we still know il is a ship. So
an imagine a genet can recognise

ier genet in the dark by the ghostly

pattern of its body and tail, or. when
head-on, bv the white markings on

Sure-footed night climber

eeping by day
nting bv night.

.1 skill 111

Genets are typical carnivores and their

canine teeth, though small, aic needle-
sharp. 1 hex teed on am small animal food,

especially small rodents, birds and insects,

particularly night-Hying moths and beetles.

A small amount of grass is eaten fairly

regularly.

Hidden secrets of breeding
Little is known of the breeding. In the
northern parts of its range the genet
appears to have 2— 3 in a litter, born in

spring after a gestation of 10—11 weeks.
The nest is in a hollow in a tree oi among
rocks. In South Africa, ai least, there is a

second litter in autumn.

Animal night-craft

sure-footed climber, stalking its prev like

a cat and seizing it with a swift sharp pounce.

Normally it is silent but when alarmed or

about to attack it purrs loudly with the

sound of a kettle boiling, raising the crest

on its back and fluffing the hair of its tail to

form a 'bottle-brush — 1\ pic al mongoose

We, who move about by clav or cam a lamp
at night, may wonder how an animal that

hunts at night among branches can find its

u.l\ SO SUreh when moving at speed. Per-

haps the behavioui oi a tame genet tells us

this. When first put into a strange room,
with brant lies foi it to climb ovei , the genet

will make a ciuim of the room, going over

Far left: After a stealthy stalk and quick

pounce, a feline genet settles down to a meal.

Left: Prey's-eye i>ieu>: a genet yawn shows

typical carnivore teeth, relatively small,

perhaps, hut needle-sharp.

Above: Inquisitive, if a little wan. a pair of

genet kittens explore the world around them.

the H.'oi and ovei every branch and othei

solid object. Ii goes ver) slowly, putting

each foot down in turn and not putting Us

weight on that foot until it is sure of its

foothold. At the same nine il is investigating

everything around, with its nose, probably

also with its eyes; and since its ears are

quivering all the time it is probabl) bringing

the sense of heat ing to bear as well.

Having thoroughly' investigated the whole

ol its surroundings in this tediously slow

and painstaking way, it repeals the circuit,

this time going slightly faster. At the com-

pletion of this second circuit it makes a

third, this time rapidly. From then on it

can race around in total darkness and never

put a foot wrong. So far as we can see it

memorizes the whole ol us surroundings

mainl) In touch and smell, perhaps by

sight and hearing to a lesser extent.

( )ne genet, put into a fresh < age furnished

with branches, slipped at one spot in its

first circuit so that it swung under the

branch and had to do a 'handspring' to

regain us position on the branch. It lived

mam years in this same cage and always,

uhenewi it t .tint* to this same spot on the

hi .null, il swung under it and did a hand-

spring, just as it had on the first occasion.

( lass Mammalia

order Carnivora

family Viverridae

genera Genetta ahyssinica

8c species Abyssinian genet

G. genetta feline gc.net

G. rufsiginosa rusty-spotted genet

G. tigrina blotched genet

G. victoriae Victorian genet

Osbornu lis piscivora water genet



Gerbil

Gerbils, or sand rats, live in desert or

semi-desert parts of Africa and Asia.

There are many species going by different

names— usually describing their

characters— such as naked-soled gerbils,

fat-tailed mice, and fat sand rats. Two
genera are known as jirds, while another

whose habits have not yet been recorded

is called the ammodille. Gerbils are rat-

like and belong to the same family as the

common rat, but in some features of
appearance and habits they resemble the

jerboas or desert rats. The fur is fawn on

the upper parts, the hairs often tipped

with black making it darker. The under-

parts are white. In must species the tail

is long and slender often with a small

tuft of hairs at the tip, but the fat-tailed

gerbil has a very short plump tail. The

hindlegs are long, and with the long tail

give the gerbils a kangaroo-like

appearance.

Most gerbils are found in Africa,

especially around the Sahara, but the large

naked-soled gerbils live as far south as

South Africa, spreading over most of the

continent except the equatorial forests.

These gerbils, also known as Indian

gerbils, are also found in Asiafrom
Turkey and Arabia to India and Ceylon.

Others are found in Asia; great gerbils

and Przewalski's gerbils are limited to the

central Asian deserts of Mongolia,

Turkestan and Iran.

Desert hopper
Although they are sometimes found in bush

01 m i ill) ( ounti'v, the typical home of gerbils

is in the dry, sparsely covered regions

around deserts. They have many of the

features found in desert animals: the bullae

01 ear bones are large, indicating sensitive

heaimg and water is conserved so some
gerbils can live almost indefinitely without

drinking. They live in burrows and are

usually nocturnal, so avoiding the worst of

the sun's heat. Some species have hairy

soles on their hindfeet which probably

insulate them from the hot sand and many
travel by leaping when in a hurry. This is

a common feature of desert rodents, such

as the jerboa or the kangaroo rat of North
American deserts, and is thought to be an
economical method of moving about in

search of the scant supplies of food in drv

regions. The Indian gerbil has been given

the name of antelope rat for it progresses

in bounds of 15- 16 ft.

The habits of gerbils are not well known
as most are nocturnal, but many are now
kept in laboratories as experimental

animals and they are becoming popular as

pets. They are expert burrowers and need
to be kept in a cage with plenty of earth

or sand. Some species make only a simple

short burrow. The entrance ma\ Ik N<>< ked

with loose earth, presumably to keep out

either enemies or the heat. Other gerbils

make complicated systems of burrows with

several entrances, and chambers where
they make their nests or store food. Often
several gerbils make their tunnels close to

each other, forming distinct colonies. Obser-
vations of great gerbils in winter showed
that they never strayed far from their

burrows. Footprints in the snow were never

found more than 60 ft from a burrow's

entrance and most trails never went this

far. These gerbils became less active when
temperatures fell and the snow became
deeper. By midwinter only a few entrances

remained open.

Food stored in burrows
Gerbils live mainly on the herbs that flourish

in ili m m < ountry during winter and spring.

Leaves, seeds, flowers and roots of many
different kinds of plants are eaten, and are

often stored in the burrow for future use.

The great gerbil stores winter supplies

either in the burrow ot ]um outside where
they can easily be dug out of the snow:
Over 100 lb of food has been found in one
burrow. A few gerbils are also carnivorous.

I he short-eared gerbils sometimes feed on
locusts and grasshoppers which they take

hack to the burrows and eat at the entrance,

scattering the discarded wings and bodies.

I Ik Indian gerbil occasionally eats the

young of its own kind and takes eggs and
chicks from nests of birds.

Foot-stamping drummers
Some gerbils have breeding seasons res-

tricted to a few months in the year, while

( ithei s la eed all the year round. The breed-

ing habits of most species are unknown.
Both sexes of the great gerbil mark their

territories \>\ rubbing their bellies on rocks,

which transfers a musky secretion from
glands on their bellies. A common habit of

gerbils is to stamp their hindfeet, pre-

sumably to advertise themselves. It is

possible to hear the slow, muffled thud

coming from the burrows. The males will

also fight, sitting back like kangaroos on
I heir hindfeet while they bite and kick.

There may be several litters a year of 1 —8
babies. The birth takes place after about 3

weeks gestation and the young stay below

ground for about another 3 weeks. Then

<\ Apprehension: A gerbil swings onto its

hindlegs to look round before bounding away.

> Mid-leap: Gerbillus pyramidum jumping.
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thev come to the entrance of the burrow

and, after much hesitation, make short trips

above ground. Thev gradually gain con-

fidence and eventually start searching for

their own food.

Agile enemies
Gerbils are eaten bv all kinds of flesh-eating

animals including snakes, foxes and shrikes.

Their safety lies in being able to dash into

a burrow or in jinking. Gerbils are very agile,

being able to change direction at each

bound, although the bai-eared fox (p 163)

is skilful at out-jumping them. A fat sand

rat will often stop at the entrance of its

burrow and sit back on its hindlegs to peer

at the source of disturbance before dis-

appearing below ground. It would seem

better to bolt straight in, and the Indian

gerbil has short burrows, distinct from its

main burrow, where it can hide when in

danger. This gerbil is also said to be able

to elude dogs bv jumping on their backs and

the naked-soled gerbils of Nigeria escape

bv suddenlv leaping to one side and hiding

motionless in the cover of grass.

Plague carrier

Gerbil activities sometimes clash with man's

interests. They are occasionally a pest to

crops or desert reclamation schemes. In Iraq

the jird steals grain and stores it in tem-

porary burrows in the fields. Later it re-

moves its booty to permanent stores under
stones, where it may be stolen by hamsters.

Much more serious pests are the gerbils of

South Africa. They are carriers of bubonic

plague and unceasing efforts are made to

control their numbers.

It is the general rule for small desert

animals to come out from
r
their holes at

night (see fennec, p 747) bin several species

oi gerbil are diurnal. The fat sand rat can

be seen out feeding even during the heat

of the afternoon. The intense sunlight in

the desert can damage an animal's tissues

because some of the radiation is able to

penetrate very deep into the body. Noc-

turnal activity removes this risk. Some
observations by a Russian zoologist suggest

thai the diurnal gerbils are protected from

the harmful effects of the sun. The midday

jird has very dense fur, with nearly twice

as many hairs per square inch as a coypu,

which is noted for its thick fur. It also has

a thick skin. This is unusual as thick-furred

animals usually have thin skins and vice

versa. The great gerbil, another diurnal

species, has layers of pigment in the skin

that prevent the harmful rays from pene-

trating, whereas the nocturnal gerbils that

were studied had no such protection.

class Mammalia

order Rodenria

family Cricetidae

genera Gerbillus gerbillus p\gmy gerbil

& species Meriones meridianus midday jird

Psammomys obeSus fat sand rat

Rhombomys opimus great gerbil

Tatera indica Indian gerbil

others

Rough but effective: a female gerbil drags her

bnb!e\ I" \ufi h a/tn being distmbed. Tim
are helpless until about 3 weeks old.
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Gerenuk
Also known as Waller's gazelle or giraffe-

necked gazelle, the gerenuk was not set on

scientific record until 1878. It is often

said that the gerenuk was known to the

Ancient Egyptians and was figured in then

tombs. In fact only one Egyptian antiquity

has been discovered bearing a representa-

tion of a long-necked, long-legged

antelope and this is more likely to have

been the dibatag (see p 631).

The gerenuk stands up to 11 in. at tjie

shoulder, the length of head, neck and

body totals 4h ft. the tail is 9 in. long and

the'weight up to m lb. The male carries

short, thick, lyre-shaped horns up to 17 in.

long. The coat is fox red on the back,

lighter along trie flanks and white on the

underparts.

Sir Walter Brooke first described the

gerenuk from specimens sent to him by a

missionary, the Rev Horace Waller, a

friend ofDavid Livingstone. Waller had

received them from Sir John Kirk, British

Consul in Zanzibar, the specimens having

come originally from the coast of Somalia.

Brookt gavt them the name Gazella walleri.

An Austrian scientist. Dr Kohl, studied their

anatomy and concluded they were not

gazelles. One feature he noted was that

the skull extended unusually far back

behind the horns and that this part was

almost solid bone. So he changed the name
to Lithocranius (stony skull) walleri.

The horizontal position . . .

Gerenuks are excessively sh) and readil)

move awav trotting with the head held hoii-

zontally forward, so they easily pass under

low hunches in the thorn bush. A gerenuk
when disturbed moves away about 200

yd then stops and raises its head from

behind a bush to survey the intruder.

Gerenuks live singlv, in pans or in small

herds ol :5 — 10 in the drier parts ol southern

Ethiopia, Somalia and northern Kenya.

. . . and the vertical

(ierenuks browse foliage, especially acacia,

with their long, hairy mobile lips and long

tongue. Characteristically a gerenuk will

stand on its hindlegs to i eat h leaves 6 or 7

ti up. 1 he\ mas place the front hooves on
the trunks to do this. Where water is avail-

able they will drink, but in the drier parts

of their range they seem to go long periods

without drinking. In the Frankfurt Zoo it

has been noticed that gerenuks will drink

each other's urine, which may be a means
of water conservation in the wild.

Wife-kicking
Although Kohl decided the gerenuk was

not a gazelle n has one tuck which is seen

in Thomson's and Grant's gazelles of East

Africa. Before mating the buck throws a

front leg forward in the direction of the

doe, but instead ol inserting it between her

hindlegs, as the two gazelles do. he anus n

t> Female gricnuk and \oung.
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at her forelegs or flanks. Then he nihbles

her muzzle and rubs his head against her,

particularly the part of his face just in

front of the eve, which is marked with a

dark patch This is the opening of a scent

gland, the preorbital gland. In other ante-

lopes it has been found that when the buck's

scent is rubbed onto the head and the neck

of the doe it brings her more quickly into

breeding condition.

There is relatively little information on
breeding. Females in zoos had bred for the

first time at \9-22 months and. in (he wild,

the voting are born in time to browse the

tender new shoots that appear with the

rains.

There is no precise information about

enemies, but presumably these include any

carnivores in their range large enough to

take either the kids or the adults. The
Somalis refuse to eat the flesh of the

gerenuk believing it is a relative of the

camel and that if gerenuks are killed, sick-

ness will afflict their camels.

Fauns and satyrs

I he most striking thing about the gerenuk
is that it i an. and habitually does, stand

erect on its hindlegs with the neck, back and
hindlegs in a straight line. This, however,

is not so astonishing as those freak quad-
rupeds which always walk on two legs. They

show how readily an animal can pass from
the quadrupedal to the bipedal posture. The
most famous of these is known as Slijper's

goat.

I'lotessoi K.J Slijpei wiote in a Dutch

scientific journal in 1942 about a he-goat

born without forelegs, h lived tor a year,

and even then only died of an accident. It

moved about bv jumps on its hindlegs in a

semi-upright posture, its bodv making an

angle of 45 degrees with the ground, the

hoofs of the hindlegs placed much farther

loi ward than usual to bring them under the

( entre of gravity.

Buried in various scientific journals in

Britain, France, (iermanv and the L'SSR

are similar accounts of dogs, horses, sheep,

goats, cits and other domestic animals born

without forelegs or only stumps and com-
pelled to walk erect or nearly so. One dog
lived for 12 years despite the handicap.

There is a further interest in this. If this

can happen to domesticated animals it

could also happen to wild animals. They
might not survive so long, especially those

like dogs or cats which must hunt for a

living Bui ,i liri bivore, like a g< lat, might

well survive, and one wonders whether
stories of fauns and satyrs may not have

sprung from the sight of a bipedal goat

Even the great god Pan may have been
nothing more than a Slijper's goat living in

classical times.

Full stretch: noses

from the ground,

satyr-like poses.

class Mammalia

order Artiodactyla

family Bovidae

genus

& species Lithocranius walleri
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Gharial

The gharial is a long, slender-snouted

crocodile living in the rivers Indus,

Ganges and Brahmaputra and in a few
other rivers of this same region. The
alternative mime of guvial. although

Latinized to give its scientific name, was

originally due to a misspelling.

The Indian gharial can grow to 20 ft

in length. The eyes are set well up on the

head and the nostrils are at the tip of the

long slender snout. The jaws are armed
with small sharp teeth of nearly uniform

size. The upper surface of the neck and
the back have an armour of bony plates.

The legs are longei proportionately than

in most other crocodiles and the toes,

especially those of the hindfeet. are webbed.

A crocodile very similar to the gharial

lives in the rivers and marshes oj Malaya,

Borneo and Sumatra. Its snout is long

but proportionately shorter than that of
the gharial, and the two are similar in

habits. It is, however, known as the false

gharial and is one of the crocodile family

(see p 575) or Crocodylidae, while the

gharials have a family of their own, the

Gavialidae.

Inoffensive crocodiles

Gharials keep to the water more than oilier

crocodiles. They tend to lie just under the

surface with only the eyes and nostrils

exposed. When anyone approaches, the

eyes sink slowly out of sight, leaving only

the nostrils breaking surf ace. With the closer

approach of an intruder the tip of the snout

is then submerged. Both gharial and false

gharial are little danger to people although

there are rare records of fatal encounters.

The gharial is sacred to the Hindus, and

although its stomach is sometimes found
to contain articles of personal adornment,
such as bracelets, these have come almost

certainly from human corpses committed

to the sacred River Ganges.

Handy snout for feeding
The food of the gharial and false gharial

is almost entirely small fishes, sei/ed with

a sideways snap ol the jaws. The slenderness

of the snout allows quick movement side-

ways; it is easier to wave a stick from side

to side in water than a plank.

Two-tier incubator
The male gharial has a hollow hump on the

tip of the snout with the nostrils at the

centre of it. Otherwise there is little outward

difference between the sexes. In the breed-

ing season the female lays about 40 eggs

in sand on a river bank, each 3A in. by 2? in.

A Gharial siesta, slumped on a warm
bonk to make the most of the middo\ sun.

These are in 2 layers, probably laid on
separate days, and each layer is covered

with a fairly deep covering of sand. The
newly-hatched young, 14 in. long, have

absurdly long snouts and they are coloured

greyish-brown with five irregular dark

oblique bands on the body and nine on the

tail. I he adults are mainl) dark olive.

Same head, same feeding
Crocodiles in general and their immediately

recognisable ancestors have a very long

hisiorv going back over 200 million years.

The crocodiles proper, living today, which

must include also the caimans and alliga-

tor s, do not differ much from their earliest

ancestors, except that some of the extinct

crocodiles are larger than the largest living

tod. iv. ["here was, however, a separate

group of crocodilians whose fossils also

date from those very, early tunes, known as

the Mesosuchia. I hey also had 'frying-pan'

heads like the gharials, but they lived in the

sea and they died out 120 million years ago.

The gharials came into existence much
later, less than 70 million years ago, and one

of them was 54 ft long, the largest croco-

dilian we know of, living or extinct.

The Mesosuchia and the gharials are,

S4i



apart from being members of the order

Crocodilia, not related. But thev both had

the long slender snout and both had many
small sharp teeth. Thev both had the same

feeding habits, seizing fast-moving slipperv

prey with a sidevvavs slash of the head. We
know gharials do this because people have

watched the living animals feeding. We
know false gharials do also, for the same

reason, and we can deduce the Mesosuchia

did this from the finer details of their

bones. So we have three kinds of croco-

dilians with the same shape of head, feed-

ing in the same way but all three unrelated.

We know the gharials snatch fish; we can

deduce the Mesosuchia snatched squid.

Mam animals have pebbles in their

stomachs. Living crocodiles are one ex-

ample. Extinct crocodiles are another, and

we know this because when their skeletons

are dug out of the ground groups of pebbles

are found lying where the stomach would

have been.

How do we know the Mesosuchia ate

squid? Because the stomach stones found
where their stomachs would have been are

stained with the ink contained in the bodies

of squids.

Reptilia

family

V Fish trap: once caught in this array of
vicious teeth by a sideways slash of the ghanal's

head, few fish, slimy or not, can escape.



Ghost frog

The ghost frog gets its mime fiom the ivh/le \kin of ,1s underside. It is very diffi, nit to tiaik down
and as a result is rarely seen. This may be partially explained h\ the fact that it is nocturnal—
as shown by its diamond-shaped pupils formed dining daylight to keep out bright light.

The ghost frog of South Africa gets its

name from the white skin of its underside,

which is so thin that the digestive organs

are visible through it. Its back is green,

marked with a reddish network. Compared

with other frogs, its body is small relative

to the head and unusually long legs, and

there is almost a suggestion of a ueik.

The head is flattish with the eyes more

prominent than is usual in frogs, and the

toes of all four feet end in discs. When
an animal species is placed first in one

family, then in another, it usually means

that its relationship with other animals

is not clear. Some scientists put the ghost

frogs in a family of their own, the

Heleophrynidae, others put them in the

Leptodactylidae, but all leading authorities

now agree on the latter. The animals

normally end up in a genus of their own.

This is true of the ghost frogs, of which

there are three species. One species

Heleophryne rosei lives on Table

Mountain, another H. purcelli is found

in Cape Province, and the third H.

natalensis is in the Transvaal and Natal.
*

The frogs are elusive in another way: %

they are very hard to find, but the real

reason for their name is that you can

almost see through them.

Equipped for climbing

Ghost frogs have toes shaped like those of

tree frogs, although they climb little. In-

stead, they tend to spend the day crouch-

ing in holes in the ground, under stones or

in caves, and they also spend much of their

time in water. At night they come out and
clamber over large rocks or into trees.

Another unusual feature is that the skin of

the undersides of the forelimbs and the

tops of the fingers has groups of small

hooks, and similar hooks form a double
row on either side along the lower jaw
with scattered hooks on the upper jaw

and the snout. It has been suggested that

these help the frog to cling to the surfaces

of slippery rocks. This description applies

to the best known of the ghost frogs,

Heleophryne rosei. Another species also has

spines on the skin, and this one climbs

into bushes.

Mainly insect-eaters

Frogs shed their skins periodically and in

most species the frog eats the < ast skin

which is sloughed more or less in one
piece, Ghost- frogs shed then skms in pieces

and make no attempt to eat them. It should
be emphasized, however, that in this as in

everything else concerned with their bio-

logy we have only a small amount of

information. Ghost frogs are difficult to

track down and are rarely seen. Possibly

part of the explanation is seen in their eyes,

diamond-shaped with the long axis of the

diamond vertical — an unusual eye, showing
nocturnal habits.

Ghost frogs probably eat insects, and one
species H. purcelli has been seen capturing
flies by leaping up at them.

Holding on to food
By dissecting the dead female ghost frog

it is known that she lays about 30 large eggs.

Where she does this is not known, and the

guess is that she lays them in a hole in a

river bank just above water level. More is

known about the tadpoles which are some-
what flattened, especially in the head. Seen
from above they are wedge-shaped except

for the tail. Around the mouth is a large

sucker by which the tadpole can cling to

submerged rocks and browse I he small

algae on then su> laces.

Mountain chicken— frogs

of the West Indies

Those not versed in field natural histor)

may wonder why, once a species is known to

exist, somebody does not set to woi k to

learn all about it. To illustrate the diffi-

culties we cannot do better than tell the

stoiv <>! the mountain chicken oi the West

Indies. I Ins is a hog Leptodaetylus /alius

which belongs to the same family as the

ghost frogs if we accept the majority view.

It is nearly b in. long, weighs up to 2 lb

and lives on the islands ol Dominica, Mont-

serrat and Martinique. The f rog lives in the

steep-sided valleys which are heavilv forest-

ed and difficult of access. During the day,

so far as anyone can tell, it rests in burrows

in the ground or in cavities among boulders.

The females have never been seen and no-

thing is known of the way thev breed. Thev

do not live near streams, so possibly the)

make foam nests in the trees like related

species living in South America are known
to do. The males come on! at night and call

with <i musical, bird-like 'song', but the

reason why they are called mountain
chicken is that the flesh of their legs cooked

with egg and bread crumbs is delicious,

like the best chicken. The frog has been
almost eliminated from Martinique, partly

because introduced mongooses have preyed

on them and parti) because thev aie much
prized foi the- table.

An English zoologist visiting Dominica
tried to find the females in the hope of

studying the- life histor) of the species. He
found some of the males, but even this en-

tailed climbing the steep slopes at night

in ram. negotiating (angles of tiee loots,

creepers and boulders, finding Ins vvav bv

electrii torch and guided bv the- somewhat

ventriloquial musical calls of the males,

whic h go on singing all night. Even to find

a few males was a small reward for all the

effort and discomfort he expended. The
males themselves do not help because the)

tend to sit neai the mouth of a burrow oi

eavitv among the boulders into which the)

Aftei all, il vcm can onlv lincl males Venn

knowledge of a species must be ver) in-

complete. And il you cat those males il

cannot be long before a population of spin-

stei frogs is created-and that means the

end ol the spec ies.

c lass Amphibia

c ii dei Salientia

lamilv Leptodactylidae

genus Heleophryne natalensis

H. purcelli

//. rosei
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Ghost moth
Swinging to and fro, as if on an invisible

thread, with the white uppersides of its

wings flashing on and off, this moth is

aptly called 'ghost'. It is one of the five

species of Hepialus found in Britain and

is remarkable for the great difference in

appearance between the male and female.

Males have the uppersides of all four

-wings shining white. Females have the

hindwings dusky and the forewings yellow

with a pattern of reddish markings, and

they are generally larger than the males.

Ghost moths are i in. long with a wing-

span of just under 2 in. They arefound
throughout the British Isles and all over

central Europe and western Asia. The

larva is a large, whitish, rather grub-

like caterpillar, with a brown plate on the

segment just behind the head. It lives

underground.

Spooky husbands
Ghost moths frequent open spaces where
rough grass and weeds are allowed to grow,

and are on the w ing in June and |ul\. The
tn.lies execute a kind ot aenal dance, swing-

ing to and fro just over the herbage as it

suspended on invisible threads. As they fly

tbe\ vanish and t c appear as the dark under-

side and white upperside of the wings are

alternately exposed. I he dance is perform-

ed lot about hall an bout ahei sunset and
again shortly before dawn; at othei tunes

the moths hardly fly at all. It is a courtship

display and sci\es to atliact the females,

which fly about the countryside and arc-

guided visually to their palely glimmering
partners, then search being assisted by a

scent, given off b) the males, that has been
likened to that ol a carrot. This is one of

the few cases known among insects where
the females flv in search ol the- males. More
usually female insects remain static in court-

ship and the males are attracted to them, in

most cases b\ the emission from the female

of a specific scent.

Non-hopping moths
flu- eggs are laid at random among grass

in June and early July and the larva feeds

underground on the- roots ol various plants

until May of the next year, when it pupates

in the burrow that it has made. The adults

have vestigial mouthparts and do not feed.

rhere is no association with the hop, as

the specific name huniuli suggests.

Shetland ghost moths
In the Shetlands a peculiai race ol the

ghost moth is found, in whic h the males

cliliei in then colours from the ghost moths
of both the British and the European main-
lands. It is legarded as a subspecies and
has been named H. humuli tliuli m/\ I he

hindwings of the males are dusky and the

forewings dull white with a blown 01

ochreous pattern similai to that ol the

female.

The shining white c oloi at ion <>f the i \ pic al

male ghost moth is not chara

A Male ghost moth. In June anil ful\ the moles V The female is slightly larger than the male

execute a kind of aerial courtship dome usually being i in. long with a icutgspan of

This serves to ultra* t the females who fly just under 2 m. After mating she lays eggs

in search of these glimmering partners. at random among gra.sses and herbs.
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swift mollis in general. Presumably it is

maintained by natural selection, on the

principle that the most conspicuous of the

twilight dancers will be more readily found

by females and so are most likely to leave

progeny. In the almost Arctic latitude of

the Shetlands, however, where there is no

darkness at midsummei and the sun dis-

appears <U midnight for only half an hour,

the males must perform their dance in

broad daylight. The) do not need the por-

celain-white wing colour of their relatives

farther south to make them visible to the

questing females. The selection pressure

being relaxed. i( is supposed that the males

have reverted to an appearance more char-

acteristic of the Hepialid moths in general,

probabl) more like that of theii ancestors.

I bis is. however, .11: academic point and
there is another, more practical explana-

tion. In the Shetlands ghost mollis are

heavily preyed upon In gulls, winch b\

flying above the moths will see white in-

dividuals more readily than darker ones

against the background of heather, rock or

peat. In these circumstances the pure white-

coloration is a definite disadvantage. Here

the tables are turned. The white males are

more likely to make a meal for a gull than a

mate for a moth, and therefore are less

likely to leave progeny.

class Insecta

order Lepidoptera

family Hepialidae

genus

& spei ies Hepialus humuli
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Giant forest hog
This forest hog, the largest wild pig in the

world, ve?-y nearly became extinct before

the western world ever knew about it. It

was unknown to Europeans until 1904

when a skull and pieces of skin were given

to Colonel Richard Meinertzhagen by the

local hunters of the Kakamega Forest in

western Ken\a. Since then it has been

found on Mount Kenya, in the Aberdare

Mountains and in the mountain forests

of Uganda and westwards through the

Congo to Liberia.

A large boar may be 5 ft long with a

13 in. tail, 3 ft high at the shoulder and

weigh up to 600 lb. The body is thickset,

the head broad and stout, the clay-coloured

skin covered with long black bristles. The

snout is heavy, with large upper tusks

glowing out at right angles. The skin in

front of the eye is naked, and behind

each eye is a pair of warts. These are

much the same as the waits on the face of

the more ugh warthog but their position

and shape is different — and nobody knows

what they are for. On the naked skin in

front of the eye is a slit, the entrance to

a facial scent gland which no other pig

has. Another unusual feature is that on

the top of the head is a deep depression

'large enough to take a tangerine orange',

as one French zoologist put it.

Pig with clean habits

Forest hogs, shv and retiring, move about in

groups or 'sounders' of i — 'JO in dense
undergrowth of rain forests, where they

have then runs and bedding-down plates.

The) also frequeni swampy pla< es to wallow,

["hey seldom use a burrow and even less do
the) construe! one, but the) dig holes at

the bases of trees to use as latrines. Theii

usual habit is to keep well out ol sight

but old boats brought to bay by dogs or

wounded (an be dangeious. I he\ have
also been known to attack humans in de-

feiu e of the soundei

.

Little mote- is known about them except

that they feed mainl) on lush grass and
shrubs, and unlike most spec ies ol wild pig

do in ii root in the ground foi food. They
come out ol the dense undergrowth in the

early morning to leed, and again in the late

afternoon and evening. I he Inteis may con-

tain 2—6 young, born aftei a gestation ol

125 days.

Tracking it down
I he stoi \ ol why so little is km >w n about

these giant hogs is one of the most lomanlK
in the annals ol large mammals. Several ol

the early explorers in Central Africa, in-

cluding Sir I It in \ Stanley as well as Sit

had heaid stones about it from the \l.ic a'ns

but none had been able to see it. I hen. in

1903, Colonel (then Lieutenant) Richard
Meinert/hagcn, a professional soldier, since-

famous as a naturalist and author of books
on birds, heard about it when he was in

Kenya. He determined to find il but bad
luck dogged him. Kit si he heard one had

bee n killed by All ican hunters but by the

time he had reached the spot the carcase

had bee n carved up and all he could get

were two pieces of the skin. A little while

latei he heard of another having been killed.

I bis time he got some of the skin and also

the skull These lew relics, and especially

the skull, were enough to show the animal

belonged to .in unnamed species, so Mein-

ertzhagen sent them to London where they

were shown to the Fellows of the Zoological

Society. An account ol them was published

in that Society's Proceedings foi 1904.

The pig that nearly died out

In lollowing sears several moie skulls

( ). , asionalK uhile liunleis in Central Africa

had a sight ol it, and people who visited

lice lops, the famous look-out in Kenya,

were some time s able- to see it. All the same,

the gianl forest hog is one ol the rarei

animals. So fa. as „ has been possible to

piece the story togethet i« seems thai it used

to be mu< h more numerous. I hen. in 1891,

the disease known as rinderpest swept

aeioss Africa and the gianl loiest hog

suffered so badl) that il is now rare.

Colonel It Meinertzhagen who tracked the hog.

Fact and fable

Main of the stories told to the early ex-

plorers by the Africans were highly coloured

.is to the hog's ferocity. This was the

natural reaction to being attacked unawares.

For example, the women going into the

forest to gather firewood were sometimes
ambushed. Although some of the estimates

of its size given b) the Africans proved ac-

curate, others were often badly exaggerated.

This also is the reaction of people every-

where to mystery animals. Nevertheless,

there could in this instance be some justi-

hcation, for, as as re sult of l)r I.SB Leakey's

discoveries in Kenya in the last 20 years,

we now know there used to be giant animals

in thai pari ol Africa, including hogs the

si/e ol a l hi i loc eros or hippopotamus.

class Mammalia

oidci Artiodactyla

family Suidae

genus

& spec es Hylochoerus meinertzhageni

The disi ribution <>/ the hog is localised.

y>
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Giant rat

Some rats are little bigger than mice, but

others are nearly 3 ft long and have

deservedly been called giant rats. A few
not quite as long as this have been called

giant rats, but one that deserves the title

is the African giant pouched rat, also

called the Gambian pouched rat. It is found

from Gambia in the west to the Sudan and
Kenya in the east and southwards to the

Transvaal. It is nearly 3 ft long of which

just over half is tail. Its fur may be sleek

or harsh, grey to brown on the back, lighter

on the flanks and whitish on the under-

pants, with the feet anil legs noticeably

white or pink. Some are mottled, almost

spotted. The head is long and narrow and
the ears large. The tail is naked.

The Gambian, pouched or African giant

rat, numerous over so wide an area, has

many local names, in the African

languages as well as in English. In Sierra

Leone it is the ground pig. in Ghana the

bush rat. In northern Nigeria it is the

bandicoot and in western Nigeria the rabbit.

Short-sighted giant

The African giant rat lives in tin- rain

forests of west central Africa, in the bush,

on farms, in grassland, under piles of

logs, even on the summits of the huge hare

rocks, known as insulbergs, standing in the

savannah. It is solitary living in a harrow
that mav have 2 — ti entrances, and il is said

these are often closed from the inside with

leaves. Mainly active at night, it mav some-

times be seen bv day sitting on its haunches,

sniffing in all directions as if blind, despite

its bright eves, and it can be seen doing

exactly the same at night. This suggests it

is very short-sighted and doubtless depends
mainly on its nose and. more especially, its

large ears, which are constantly on the

move. When running it holds its tail well

up. It is wholly inoffensive and docile, and
can be picked up by the tail and handled

without fear of its biting. When not feeding

it keeps up a constant bird-like chirping.

Built-in shopping bags
The food of the giant rat is any plant

material, especially grain, fruits and nuts.

It is called the pouched rat from its capacious

cheek-pouches, which have earned it the

additional name of hamster rat. It stuffs

these pouches with food until its face is

twice the normal size, then runs away and,

working the food forwards with its paws,

spits it out in a heap to store it.

Pink and white rats

The breeding season seems to vary from one
part of its rairge to another. Usually 2 — 3

young^ue born at a time after a gestation

of about 42 davs. They at e pink and white at

first, the body and head about f in. long

with a tail half as long again. Brown fur

begins to show at about 3 weeks.

African 'small beef
Little is known of natural enemies but they

must include almost any local heast or bird

1 heir greatesl enemy is probabl)

i- the Africans regard iheii Mesh as

and dig the giant nits out ol their

habits of eithei ol thesi

Many island giants ol the Bismarck Ar<

ell .
I >u<-<

\gai little , kno- I I,

a giant tree lal I'afxigonns (irmnndvillei on

the island ol Flores ol which practically

nothing is known and very few specimens
have- been obtained. On the island of Luzon,
in the Philippines, are two spec ies of cloud
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Giant snail

A pest in many parts of the world,

Achatina fulica is a large land-living

snail, native to East Africa. With its

pointed shell, 5 or even 8 in. long, it

weighs about 2 lb. This species deserves

the title of giant snail, although there are

other large terrestrial snails in many of the

warmer countries, because of its notoriety

and economic importance. The fact that

even larger snails live in the sea seems

somehow less remarkable.

In other respects, there is little of
note in the appearance of the giant snail

as compared with the snails of our gardens.

Dusk feeder
The giant snail feeds mainly In night 01

at dusk, usually returning after its forays

to a regular 'home'. However, it will also

come out by day if there is rain <>i ii the skv

is overcast. For continued activity, dampness
and a temperature above about 24"C/75 V

are needed. On the other hand, dining dry

or cold periods it remains inactive, often

deep in some hollow log or under a rock

.iikI withdrawn into its shell, the aperture

, los, ,.11 V

it is one of too many examples of

or plants, originally fair'

that have become pests outside their native

lands. Everything about this snail, such as

its ability to eat almost any plant material

and its high rate of reproduction, combined
with its hardiness and a scarcity of natural

enemies, favour its chances of colonising

new areas, provided that the climate is

suitable. Just a few individuals need be

introduced— even one is enough.
The spread of the giant snail started in

about 1800 when some were taken to

Mauritius bv the wife of the governor on
doctor's orders (medicinal properties have
been ascribed to these snails as to others).

There they multiplied and became .1 pest.

Some were taken to the island of Reunion
and to the Seychelles and, in 1817. some
were released in Calcutta. From then on the

su.ul has appeared in mote and more coun-
tries— particularly in the Indo-Pacific area,

including Malaya, Indonesia, the Philip

pines, Thailand, Vietnam, and China.

more than otrset by the damage they can

inflict on crops and gardens, for they can

occur in huge numbers, like apples under

an apple tree.

The nuisance does not end there, for in

places the ground may become slippery

with slime, excreta and dead snails, and
10. ids in Ceylon and Saipan have been turn-

ed into 'stinking nightmares' as more
and more were attracted to their crushed

fellows. Worse still, the slimy mess provides

breeding grounds for disease-bearing flies.

With others dying in drinking wells, de-

vouring with impunity the warfarin bait

and springing the traps put out for rats,

it is haidly surprising that much effort is

devoted to their control. Poisons have been

used as well as various predators — including

other carnivorous snails — but always there

is the dangei in these methods of upsetting

the balance of nature in yet other ways,

such as the controlling predators attack-

ing innocuous species, and so becoming
pests themselves. The best method of all,

has been known to last for as long as a year

— a long enough time, but not to be com-
pared with the 6 years recorded for an

indiv idual of another spec les of snail. When
so much time can be spent in suspended
animation, records of longevity have little-

meaning, but one specimen is recorded as

having lived 9 years in captivity.

A taste for whitewash
To a large extent the giant snail feeds on
rotten plant matter and dead animals but

it will also feed voraciously on the leaves,

fruit, bark and flowers of .1 great vanetv of

plants -including, unfortunately, crops

like beans, breadfruit, cabbage, cacao,

citrus trees, melons, yam plants and rubber.

Needing calcium to form its shell, it may
even climb walls of houses to ravage the

whitewash on them for its 1

Pea-sized eggs
These giant snails begin breeding when
about a year old and. like their smaller

relatives, are hermaphrodite. They lay eggs

the size of small peas, like miniature bird's

eggs with lemon-yellow shells. These the\

deposit, 40 — 500 at a time, in or on the

soil, doing so every 2 or 3 months. The
young hatch in 1 — 10 days. A single snail

can apparently lav eggs without mating
after months of isolation, foi evidentl)

sperm can be stored for this time before

being used. One result is that a single snail

can suffice to found a new colony if it was

fertilised before being transported.

Growth of a pest
In its East African home, die giant snail

is hardly a pest, but 11 has spread from
there to main of the warmer pans of the

world, becoming in most of them .1 con-

siderable pest. Like the rabbit in Australia,

This West African giant snail has a poi.

into mans, parts of the win Id mainly foi

Sometimes introductions have been acci-

dental, the snails being transported while'

aestivating in bananas, in soil, or in motoi
vehicles. Sometimes the) have been de-

liberately, introduced. In 1928, for instance,

the) were- introduced to Sarawak to be used

as poultr) leed and in 1936 to the Hawaiian
islands bv a ladv wishing to keep two in hei

garden as pets. The Japanese tones look

them as food for themselves into New
Guinea and elsewhere and. before the

Second World War, the) were eaten bv

Malays and bv Chinese in various places.

Othei related giant snails are important as

food 111 parts of Wesi Africa. In Ghana
thev are the greatest single source of animal
protein. 1 he value ol snails as food, how-
ever, even to those willing to eat them, is

il it can be used in time, is a rigorous svs-

tem of control to prevent the spread ol the

snail. It is encouraging that. 111 some areas,

alter an initial heavy infestation, the popula-

tion diminishes to a steaclv level al which

thev are not such serious pests

phylum Mollusca

Gastropoda

ordet

laniilv

Stylommatophora

Achatina fulica East A/ri,

A. achatina West Africa
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Gibbon
The most agile of mammals and smallest

of the five apes (including man) the

gibbon is distinguished by its extremely long

arms, which may be 1? times the length of

the legs. Most gibbons are about 3 ji

high when standing upright, but the

largest species, the siamang, reaches 4 ft.

The fingers are long and the thumbs

appear long because they are deeply cleft

from the palms of the hands. The thumbs

are also very mobile and gibbons are adept

at manipulating objects. The nails are

clawlike and the fangs, which in other

apes are long in the males and short in

females, are long in both male and female

gibbons. As the males are only slightly

larger than the females, the sexes tend to

look alike except for their colour.

The six species of gibbon live in south-

east Asia from Assam south to fava. The

siamang lives in Malaya and Sumatra

and the dwarf siamang Iwes on some

small islands west of Sumatra.

The species differ in colour. The siamangs

are entirely black. The males of the con-

color, hoolock and black-capped gibbons

are black and the females fawn. Both

sexes of these gibbons are whitish when
born, turning black in their first year.

At maturity the males remain black while

the females turn fawn . The sixth species,

the lar gibbon, the one most often seen in

zoos, has several races. The white-handed

and agile races of Malaya and Sumatra

have light and dark colour phases,

independent of sex. The silvery gibbon of

Java and Borneo is uniformly grey or

brown. The concolor gibbon differs in

that the male has a crest of hair.

Superb acrobats

Gibbons live high in the trees, where they

travel by swinging by their arms. They are

popular in zoos for the way they will swing

from one end of the cage to the other, grab-

bing bars with their hands and throwing

themselves forwards without a check in

their progression. Their agility is quite

incredible, as they make apparently effort-

less leaps of 30 ft or more, and their reflexes

match it. A gibbon was once seen to jump
from a branch just as it broke, and so fail

to get enough momentum to reach the

next branch. Twisting in mid-air, the gibbon
grabbed the stump of the broken branch,

swung right around it and flew off to its

destination. The gibbon's agility is mainly

due to its long arms, which can move
freely in all directions, its light body and
the long fingers that are held in a hooked
position with the thumbs out of the way.

Gibbons are also agile on the ground. Apart

from man, they are the only apes that

<\ The swinging pinnule: the ability to swing

hand over hand is the art of the gibbon. Its

wrist, lo7ig arm and \houldn are adapted for

this movement, known a\ biaihiation.

O Almost human: a silvery gibbon stands erect.
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habitually walk upright on their hindiegs.

When walking on the ground or along a

branch, they hold their arms out to help

in balancing.

Other apes are becoming rare, but the

gibbon is still quite numerous in the wild;

soldiers returning from Vietnam often

bring home pet gibbons. They are not the

best of pets, the females in particular being

liable to fits of bad temper, but the males

usuallv become tame and affectionate.

Gibbons live in small groups, often a pair

with up to tour offspring. Kach group owns

a small territory varying from 40 to 300 acres.

They sleep in the centre of the territory,

huddled together on a branch, squatting

on their ischial callosities, or sitting pads —

hard patches of skin on their rumps. Gib-

bons probablv mate for life and they are

verv aggressive to other gibbons. Kach

morning some, usuallv the females, begin

calling, uttering the 'great-call' which is

used as an advertisement. This attracts the

groups towards each other and they often

meet at the boundaries ot their territories.

The males leap about uttering the 'conflict-

call', a series of hoots, and eventually one

male ma) chase another, forcing him bac k

into his own territory, then rapidl) retreat-

ing. Verv occasional there is a light and

the two males scratch and bite each other.

Alter an hour or so the conflicts die down
and the groups wander back into their

territories to feed.

Ka< h spe< ics dl gibbon has a ver\ e harae -

teristic great-call, bv which it can be recog-

nised even if the gibbons are hidden in the

tiee <anop\. The bl.r, k-< appcd gibbon has

the most musical call consisting of a lismg

crescendo of wistful-sounding whoops
followed b\ a rapidh descending scries.

The hoolock gibbons produce a call thai is

imitated by the name. It is stimulated by

another gibbon calling 01 In a sudden

change in the weather such as a showei of

rain or the appearance ol the sun. I he-

siamang has a special throat pouch. Filling

it produces a deep resonant boom, followed

In a harsh, honking exhalation, which can

be- heard ovei a wide area.

Snatching birds from the air

Gibbons eat mostl) fruit, such as figs,

grapes and mangoes. I he \ also eat leaves,

insects, eggs and occasionally buds, winch

they have been seen catching id-aii

as the) le ap from one branch to another.

In the tropical forests a group ol gibbons

can usuall) find all the- food it requires

within its territor) as the- trees fruit all

the- yeai round. Occasionally, however, the

[neighbours.

Breeding all the year round
Gibbons breed all the yeai round. A single

bab) is born aftei a 7-month gestation. At

the- mother s breast A feu weeks iiilci .1

begins to take an interest in its surroundings
and is (allied clinging around lis mollicTs

waist like a belt. When she- is swinging

through the trees she raises her legs to give-

the baby extra support and protection.

After weaning, the baby joins in the- social

lile- of its family. Mature- at 6 \e-.ns old,

gibbons live to about 25 years.

Not so dim
Gibbons are often said to be- the least in-

telligent of apes, but recent tests have
shown thai the) may be as intelligent as

chimpanzees. I lie reason for the gibbons'

supposed lack of intelligence was that they

were- not so ade pt at problem-solving tests

as ibe othe r ape s I he tests are absurdly

simple- foi a man. food such as a banana
is placed out ol reach beyond the bars of

llic- apes' cage- A piece ol slung is tied to

llic- banana and led to the- bars. The ape
lias no trouble pulling ibe- stung to get its

banana but llic- situation is made more
difficult b\ having two pieces ol string. One,
lor instance, ma\ run straight from banana
to cage, but [Hilling it does not draw the

banana nearer, while- ibe- other runs first

awa) from the- cage- then back, and is rhe

i ighl one- to pull to ge l the banana. The ape

can soke the- problem In trial-and-error,

pulling strings at random until it gets the

right one, or In insight, that is by working

out the problem in Us head

these problems, bul it seems that the)

were unfairly set. The strings ran along the

ground and gibbons had difficulty in grasp-

ing them. II, however , the si rings are raised.

ihc- gibbons, being adapted for hanging on
to In. in. he s or vines, could take hold of

them. This is a point of great importance

in designing tests of an animal's intelli-

gence. It has to be able to carry out the

necessary movements. For example, it would
be no good expecting a dog to pull a sus-

pended string with its paws. Using the

improved tests it was found that gibbons

could solve the problems as well as other

apes. First they would pull the wrong string,

and give up and climb round the cage.

Then, suddenly, they would return and
without hesitation pull the right string.

Apparently they had been thinking about

the problem and worked it out.

class Mammalia

order- Primates

family Pongidae

genet a Hylobates concolor

\ spec ics concolor gibbon

H. hoolock hoolock gibbon

H. lar lar gibbon

H. pileatus black-capped gibbon

Symphalangus syndactylus

Minuting

S. klossii in/ siiniuing
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Giganturid

This name, which looks very queer to the

non-zoologist, is deliberately used to

introduce a very odd deep-sea fish, one

that breaks all the rules. There are several

species in one genus Gigantura, belonging

to one family placed in a suborder on its

own. The several species, which differ

from each other in small details only,

have been brought up from depths between

1 500-6 000 ft in both Atlantic and

Indian Oceans. The name suggests giant

fishes but they are usually between 2—5,
rarely as much as 8, in. long. In fact,

when we break up the name ice find it is

made up of a Latin word giganteus and

a Greek word uros meaning tail. It

refers not to the size of the fish but to

made. The shape, number and disposition

of the fins of a giganturid suggests that (hex

do not su nn rapidly. On the othei hand, ii

is a inxstcrx whx it should be silxerx oi win
it has no scales. And the long lower tail

fin is hardl) mote eas) to explain We are

on firmei ground aboul the way il feeds

because the strong jaws and sharp teeth

mark it as predatory Moreover, because Us

swallows large prex. the teeth bcing'lowcrcd

taken into the mouth. I his line ol argu-

tnent is supported by (he elastic stomach
ol a giganturid and hx those brought to

the surface that have recently swallowed a

fish as large or larger than themselves. One
giganturid, appropriately named Giganlura

x'orax, itself 3 in. long, had swallowed an-

other fish a', in. long. Moreover, this

fish was doubled up, suggesting (hat the

giganturid had seized h by, the middle

the) can. A furthei theor) is thai the exes,

which have an accessor) retina ol short

rods as well as the main retina, are special])

from the light -organs of then prey.

Problems to be settled

Hie eyes oi hshes are essentially like oms
hut there ate diHereix es. one ol them being

dial the lens, instead ol being oval, is

spherical and bulges well through the pupil

Consequently, with the exes sei on the sides

of the head a fish has a wide all-round

vision, necessary be.ause it has no neck

and cannot turn its head n> look foi food

or keep watch for enemies. Il has, so to

speak, the next best thing (o having exes

in the l>.t< k ol its head' \losl hshes. also,

are long-sighted despite a populat belief

that they are short-sighted. In addition,

many fishes can swivel their exes forward

the extraordinarily long lower lobe of the

tail fin. And if the name is misleading

this is appropriate because almost every-

thing else about the fish is misleading.

Catalogue of oddities

Giganturids have slender rounded bodies.

They lack pelvic fins as well as a number of

other anatomical parts, normally considered

essential to the life of a fish, including

several bones of the head. They also lack

light-organs which are such a feature of

deep-sea fishes. They have needle-sharp

teeth that can be raised and lowered. The
pectoral fins are unusually large loi the

size of the body. Their bodies are scaleless

and whereas other fishes living at these

depths are black or dark brown, giganturids

are a bright, metallic silxerx colour, like

fishes that live near the surface. Above all,

these fishes have tubular eves directed for-

wards, as il they were wearing binoculars.

There are a few other fishes with tubulai

eves but usually these are directed upwards.

Huge meals at long intervals

As with all deep-se.i animals virtuall) no-

thing is known ol i lit- wax they live excepl

xvh.it can be deduced from the wax the) are

and had swallowed it bent into a V.

Then comes the question: how does a

giganturid breathe while swallowing such

large prey, which must take an appreciable

time :- One suggestion is that while doing
this, and so prevented from taking in watei

through the mouth to pass across the gills,

the large pec tot al fins are used to fan w ater

into the gill-chamber for breathing.

Why do they wear binoculars?

So far as the food and feeding habits are

concerned, all that has so fa'i been deduced
tits into the general pattern of what is al-

read) known foi the carnivorous deep-sea

hshes. That is. they are living in depths
where tood is not abundant so ibex must

lake whatever food presents itselt even to

swallowing prey larger than themselves.

So they make up lor the infrequency of

their meals b) taking huge meals- when
opportunity offers. What is now needed
is to guess whx the tubulai eves are required.

Oik view is thai dux acl like the telephoto

lens ..I a camera so the giganturid can see

prex a long wax off, even in the murkx
gloon, ,,i great depths. Anothei is that

Ibex are pool swimmeis and, pi csumablx

,

musi si, ,lk piex that cannoi see as fai as

to give better vision torwatds. 1 his can be

seen when we look at a hsh in an aquarium
as it faces us head-on as in the angelfish,

picture on page 51. It can also be seen on

the television screen when underwatei

close-up pictures ol fishes are being shown.

These considerations show how specialised

are the exes ol giganturids, which can onlx

look duectlx forwards. Perhaps one day

we ma) know how the) are compensated
foi this loss ol all-round vision, with exes

in the from of the head onlx. The) max
have othei senses foi detecting the approach

of lood oi enemies from behind Perhaps

the scaleless skin means it is more sensitive

to vibrations in the water. And then, there

is the long lower tail fin-the giant tail-

to be accounted for, giving onlx one of the

man) problems to which answers will be

c lass Pisces

ordei Cetomimiformes

family Giganturidae

genus Gigantura vorax

& species others
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// looks

9N
-headed, belly-dragging, obese and ugly, the Gila monster is among the more repulsive of reptiles and o

'ugly, main people have kept it as a pet; enough, in fact, to make it rare It is now protected In law
of the only two

Gila monster

Only tiro out oj about 3 000 kinds of
lizards ate poisonous: the (iila monster

(pronounced 'heela') and the beaded lizard.

They look alike and live in deserts of

the southwestern United States and
adjacent parts of Mexico respectively. The

Inst is named for the Gila basin in

Arizona where it is plentiful, the second

aftei the beaded nature of its scales.

The Gila monstet is up to 23 in. long

and weighs Up to 3\ lb. It is mainly pink

and \elhae «//// black shading. The

beaded lizard. uf> to 32 in. long, is mainly

black with pink and yellow patches. The

Gila rnonste, has 4-5 dark bands on the

tail. The beaded lizard has 6-7 yellow

bands. Both have a stout body, large blunt

head, powerful lower jaw, small eyes, an
unusually thick tail, slant legs with

5 toes on each and remarkably strong daws.

Alternate gluttony and fasting

I hese lizards move about very slowly, al-

though when captured the) can move swif tly

and struggle actively, hissing ..II the while.

cannoi i in awa) I hese are mainl) eggs ol

birds .Mid other reptiles, baby birds and baby

e and rats. They track them down partly

by smell but more espe< i.ills b\ l, isle, using

I he tongue to piek up scent partic les on

the sand from buds' nests or rodents'

burrows. These are conveyed by the tongue

to |acobson's organ, ,i son oi taste-smell

oigan in the tool ol the mouth. They eat

nisei is and earthworms in captivity and

from the behavioui ol these captive animals

il seems unlikely that venom is used to kill

pre) Eggs are either seized, the head raised

and the shell crushed SO the contents flow

into the mouth, oi bitten in two and the

tongue used to lap up the contents as the

shell lies on the ground. I he Gila monster

dunks li(|iiid lood bv lapping it up and
holding Us head back to lei the licjiiid urn

down its tongue.

Wink active these lizards eat all they can

find and store the surplus as tal in the body

and espei iall) in the tail. When well-fed theii

skeleton represents a small pari ol the total

weight ol the body and the lizards can then

survive long periods oi fasting. The fat tail

will then shrink to ', its former girth and the

rest ol the body will be little more than skin

and bone I he lizard will quickly recover
once it (.in find food. One that had survived

three sc ars drought, dining which it took

no lood, was taken into captivity and in 6

months its tail had doubled in si/.e and the

bod) was as plump as usual.

Inefficient venom apparatus
The venom glands are in the lower jaw al-

though teeth in both jaws are grooved. F.ac h

gland has several ducts that open into a

groove between the lower lip and the gum,
and the poison finds us was from this to the

grooves in the teeth. Neither of the lizards

can strike as a snake does but must hold

with the teeth and hang on wit li a vice-like

grip sometimes chewing to help conduct

the venom. II bitten In a monster, the

mam problem is to free the light-gripping

jaws.

Nests in the sand
Mating takes place in July and eggs are laid

a few weeks later. These are laid in a holt-

dug by the female with her front feet and
covered with sand. There may be 3—15 in

a clutch, each egg about lj by 2 5 in. and
oval, with a tough leathers shell. The)
hatc h in about a month, the voting lizards

being 3j — 4j in. long, and more vivid in

colour than the parents.

Legally protected monster
Tittle is known of the natural enemies of the

two poisonous li/ards bin bs 1952 the t.ila

monstet was becoming so rare it had to be

protected by law to save it from extinction.

It was being caught and sold in large num-
bers as a pet. Those who caught them were
paid 25 — 50 cents an inch, and the lizards

were then sold at 1—2 dollars an inch.
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Lizard with a bad name
In striking contrast with the popularity of
the Gila monster as a pel .ire mam erron-

eous beliefs that have gathered around it in

the past. One is that it cannot eliminate

body wastes, which is win it is so poisonous.

For the same reason its breath is evil-smell-

ing. Another is that it tan spit venom,
whereas at most, when hissing, it may spray

,i little venom. The lizard has been credited

also with leaping on its victims, largely the

result perhaps of the way it will lash out

from side to side when held in the hand. Its

tongue has been said to be poisonous, the

lizard itself impossible to kill and possessed

of magical powers. Lastly, it has been said to

be a cross between a lizard and a crocodile.

More than 400 \e.u s ago, a Spaniard, Fran-

cisco Hernandez, wrote that the bite of the

lizard though harmful was not fatal, that it

threatened no harm except when provoked
and that its appearance was more to be

dreaded than its bite. Although his writings

had been overlooked the first scientists to

studv it seem to have taken much the same
view when they named it Heloderma sus-

pectum, because they were not sure whether
it was poisonous, only suspec ted of being so.

They were more certain about the beaded
lizard which they named H. horridum. Now
we know that the poison is a neurotoxin
which ( a uses swelling, loss of c onsc iousness,

vomiting, palpitations, laboured breathing.

A Lizard connoisseur: using tongue and 'now',

a Gila monster tests its surroundings.

dizziness, a swollen tongue and swollen

glands. Not all these symptoms appear in

one person, however. The swelling and the

initial pain are due to the way the- poison

is injected. The lizard must hold on and
chew with a sideways action of the teeth.

In 1956 Charles M Bogert and Rafael Mar-

tin del Campo published in America the

results of then thoroughgoing investigation

into the injuries suffered In human beings

from the bite of the Gila monster. They
found onlv 34 known cases of which <S were

said to have been fatal. Most of those who
had died were eithei in poor health at the

time or drunk. In several instances there

were signs ol repeated biting, as in the i ,iv

of the man w ho earned the lizard inside his

shirt, next to his skin. This may explain the

drunks who tell victim. They teased the

lizards in zoos and probably did not lealise

they were being repeatedly bitten.

class Reptilia

order Squamata

suborder Sauna

V Set lion through Gila monster's head, showing

Jaiohson's organ in the roo/ of the mouth. This

is speiialised /<>> taste and smell: scents are

i al l ied to it thiough the external nostrils

(visible m both the px tines above), and

particles are taken by flicks of the tongue.

Helodermatidaefamily

genus Heloderma horridum beaded lizaid

& spec ic s H. suspectum Gila monster
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The lofty ones
Dappledfreaks of the African veld: a group

of giraffes rear their extraordinary necks

against the skyline of a pale sunset.



Giraffe

Tallest animal in the world, the giraffe is

remarkable jor its long legs and long neck.

An old bull may be 18 ft to the top of his

head. Females are smaller. The head tapers

to mobile hairy lips, the tongue is extensile

and the eyes are large. There are 2 — 5

horns, bony knobs covered with skin,

including one pair on the forehead, a boss

in front, and, in some races, a small pair

farther back. The shoulders are high and

the back slopes down to a long tufted tail.

The coat is boldly spotted and irregularly

blotched chestnut, dark brown or liver-

coloured on a pale buff ground, giving the

effect of a network of light-coloured lines.

A number of species and races have been

recognized in the past, differing mainly in

details of colour and number of horns, but

the current view is that all belong to one

species. The number of races recognised,

however, varies between 8 and 13 species

depending on the authority.

The present-day range of the giraffe is

the dry savannah and semi-desert of Africa

south of the Sahara although it was

formerly more widespread. Its range today

is from Sudan and Somalia south to

South Africa and westwards to northern

Nigeria. In many parts of its former range

it has been wiped out for its hide.

A leisurely anarchy
Giraffes live in herds with a fairly casual

social structure. It seems that males live in

groups in forested zones, the old males

often solitary, and the females and young
live apart f rom them in more open country.

Males visit these herds mainly for mating.

Giraffes do not move about much, and
tend to walk at a leisurely pace unless dis-

turbed. When walking slowly the legs move
m much the same way as those of a horse,

rhat is, the right hindleg touches the

ground just after the right foreleg leaves it,

and a little later the left legs make the same
movement. The boch is therefore supported

on three legs most of the time while walking.

As the pace quickens to a gallop the giraffe's

leg movements change to the legs on each

side moving forward together, the two right

hoofs hitting the ground together followed

by the two left legs moving together.

The long neck not only allows a giraffe to

browse high foliage, the eyes set on top of

the high head form a sort of watch-tower to

look out for enemies. In addition, the long

neck and heavy head assist movement by

acting as <i counterpoise. When resting

crouched, with legs folded under the body
the neck may be held erect or, if sleeping,

the giraffe lays its neck along its back. To
rise, the forelegs are half-unfolded, the neck

being swung back to take the weight off the

forequarters. Then it is swung forwards to

take the weight off the hindlegs, for them to

be unfolded. By repeated movements of

this kind the animal finally gets to its feet.

Adult giraffes apparently sleep little: not

at all according to some authors, one-half

horn in 2 t a< < online to others.

Necking parties

The habit of 'necking' has been something
of a puzzle. Two giraffes stand side-by-side

and belabour each other with their heads,

swinging their long necks slowly and forcibly.

Only rarely does anv injury result, and the

necking seems to be a ritualized fighting, to

establish dominance, and confined ex-

clusively, or nearly so, to the male herds.

Not so dumb
One long-standing puzzle concerns the

voice, for a long time evei yone ac i epted the

idea that giraffes are mute — yet they have
an unusually large voice-box. During the

last 25 years it has been found that a young
giraffe will bleat like the calf of domestic

cattle, that the adult female makes a sound
like 'wa-ray' and that adult bulls, and some-
times cows, will make a husky grunt or

cough. Nevertheless, there are many zoo-

keepers who have never heard a giraffe

utter a call and there is still the puzzle why
there should be such a large voice-box when
so little use is made of it. Some zoologists

have suggested the giraffe may use ultra-

sonics.

Controlled blood pressure
In feeding, leaves are grasped with the long

tongue and mobile lips. Trees and bushes

tend to become hourglass-shaped from
giraffes browsing all round at a particular

level. Acacia is the main source of food but

many others are browsed, giraffes showing

definite preferences for some species of

trees or bushes over others.

Giraffes drink regularly when water is

available but can go long periods without

drinking. They straddle the front legs

widely to bring the head down to water, or

else straddle them slightly and then bend
them at the knees. Another long-standing

puzzle concerns the blood pressure in the

head, some zoologists maintaining a giraffe

must lower and raise its head slowly to pre-

vent a rush of blood to the head. In fact,

the blood vessels have valves, reservoirs of

blood in the head and alternative routes for

the blood, and so there is no upset from
changes in the level of the head, no matter

how quickly the giraffe moves.

Casual mothers
Mating and calving appear to take place all

the year, with peak periods which may vary

from one region to another. The gestation

period is 420 — 468 days, the single calf being

able to walk within an hour of birth, when it

is 6 ft to the top of the head and weighs

117 lb. Reports vary about the suckling

which is said to continue for 9 months, but

in one study the calves were browsing at

the age of one week and were not seen suck-

ling after that. The bond between mother
and infant is, in any case, a loose one.

Giraffe milk has a high fat content and the

young grow fast. Captive giraffes often live

for over 20 years.

Defensive hoofs
Giraffes have few enemies. A lion may take

a young calf or several lions may combine to

kill an adult. Even these events are rare be-

cause the long legs and heavy hoofs can be

used to deadly effect, striking down at an

attacker.

Symbol of friendliness

Rock engravings of giraffes have been
found over the whole of Af rica and some of

the most imposing are at Fezzan in the

middle of what is now the Sahara desert.

The animal must have lingered on in North
Africa until 500 B.C. Some of the engravings

are life size, or even larger, and many depict

the trap used to capture giraffes, while

others show typical features of its behaviour,

including the necking. T he engravings also

show ostriches, dibatag, and gerenuk.

Giraffes were also figured on the slate

palettes, used for grinding malachite and
haematite for eye-shadows, in Ancient

Egypt, similar to that believed to portray the

dibatag. The last giraffe depicted in Egyp-

tian antiquities is on the tomb of Rameses
the Great, 1225 bc.

There are references to the animal in

Greek and Roman writings and a few pic-

tures survive from the Roman era, but from
then until the 7th or 8th century ad the prin-

cipal records are in Arabic literature. The
description given by Zakariya al-Qaswini in

his 13th-century Marvels of Creation reflects

the accepted view, that 'the giraffe is pro-

duced by the camel mare, the male hyaena
and the wild cow'. The giraffe was taken to

India by the Arabs, and from there to

China, the first arriving in 1414 in the

Imperial Zoological Garden in Peking. To
the Chinese it symbolized gentleness and
peace and the Arabs adopted this symbol-

ism, so a gift of a giraffe became a sign of

peace and friendliness between rulers.

In medieval Europe, and until the end
of the 18th century, knowledge of the giraffe

was based on descriptions in Greek and
Roman writings and on hearsay accounts. It

was at best a legendary beast.

class Mammalia
order Artiodactyla

family Giraffidae

genus

& species Giraffa camelopardalis

Wiped out for its hide in many parts of its

range, the present day distribution of the

giraffe is much reduced. A number of races

are recognised within the single species.

S.V)
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Giraffes at home
Far right: Using long tongue and mobile lips, a

giraffe feeds on ground-growing plants.

Right: Top gear. A herd offemales and young
gallop awayfrom a disturbance.

Below: Feathered grooms. A pair of oxpeckers

feed on the parasites from the neck of a

somewhat disgruntled giraffe.

Below right: The long way down. Giraffe at a

waterhole during a drought in Sairobi Park.

One might expect the blood to run into a

giraffe's head in this awkward position, but a

system of reservoirs and valves, inside the

arteries, prevents this. A giraffe will drink

regularly if there is water nearby, but in

times of drought it can abstain for some time.

Below far right: Tough tongued eater. Ignoring

thorns in its mouth, a giraffe makes the best

of a sharp meal, while avoiding prickly

branches with its flexible neck.
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Glassfish
This is an obvious name for fishes that

transparent, with the skeleton and some

internal organs clearly visible; yet

transparent they do not lack colour. A
number offishes are transparent or

translucent but the name 'glassfish' is

reservedfor certain small fishes that are

favourite aquarium fishes. In the same

family, however, are large game or com-

mercial fishes, including the snooks and the

Nile perch. As we shall see, the glassfish

and the Nile perch , although so different

to look at, have one thing in common;

they have both, at different times, ended

in the gr ound.

The body is deep and strongly compressed

from side-to-side. The dorsal fin is in two

parts, that in front being supported by hard

rays, the rear port/an having one hard ray

and up to 18 soft rays. The tailfin is either

rounded or deeply forked.

The 8 or more species are found from
East Africa through southern Asia to

eastern Australia, the majority being in

southeast Asia.

The 8 species of snooks live in the seas of
tropical west and east Atlantic and the

eastern Pacific. They readily enter rivers

and may be 4\ ft long with a weight of
51 lb. The Nile perch, up to 7 ft long and
more than 250 lb weight, is only one of
several related African game species. It

looks much more substantial than the

glassfish and a special account of it

will be given later.

Living gems for fertilizers

The Indian glassfish looks like a piece of

crystal floating and reflecting colours in

water. It is up to 3 in. long, greenish to

yellowish but shining gold or iridescent

bluish-green in reflected light. The flanks

are marked with bars made up of tiny black

dots, with a delicate violet stripe running
from the gill-cover to the root of the tail.

The fins are yellowish to rusty-red, the

dorsal and anal fins with black rays and
bordered with pale blue. Rays of paired

fins are red or bluish.

It is the best known of the small glass-

fishes, and lives in fresh and brackish waters

of India, Burma and Thailand. Its unevent-

ful life is spent among water plants feeding

on small aquatic animals such as insect

larvae, crustaceans and worms. Its breeding
habits are almost equally uneventful. In

aquaria, according to Giinther Sterba,

spawning is triggered by morning sunshine

raising the temperature, and a brief separa-

tion of the sexes, by putting them in separate

tank.3 for a short time then reuniting them.

The pair take up position side-by-side,

quivering all the time. As the female lays

the pair turn over to an upside-down posi-

tion. The female lays her eggs among water

plants to which they stick. She lays 4 — 6 at a

time, repeating this until 200 or more have

been laid. After this the parents take no
further interest. The eggs hatch in 8 — 24

hours, depending on temperature, the baby

fishes hanging from the water plants for

3 — 4 days after which they swim freely.

Their food is small crustaceans, such as

water fleas. The young glassfishes do not go

in search of food but snap up any that drifts

past them. It can be presumed that if food is

scarce around the area at such times man)

young fishes will die of starvation. Never-

theless, large numbers survive for, as

William T Innes remarks in his Exotic

Aquarium Fishes, this little gem treasured by

aquarists is caught in huge numbers in

India and Burma for use as a fertilizer.

Family likenesses
Two people when related even distantly

often share what we call a family likeness.

In height, girth, colour of hair and in al-

most every way the two may be wholly

unlike yet there is something that marks

them as belonging to a family. It may be

something very small, for example, a pecu-

liarity in the way they walk, the shape of

the lower lip, and so on. It is the same in

classifying animals, and the family we are

considering here is a fine example. In-

cluded in it are glassfishes, small, trans-

parent, delicate; as well as snooks that are

large, sturdy and not transparent and the

7ft robust giant, the Nile perch. From a

casual glance thev look most unlike yet each

has a similar outline, and each has at least

one small feature we call a family likeness.

In each the lateral line, the line of sense-

organs running along the Hanks of fishes,

goes right to the end of the tailfin, which

is most unusual.

famil) CenJv-opomidae

genera Chanda ranga Indian glassfish

& species Centropomus unidecimalis snook
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Glass snake ofiiv fcar* a/fd /"/^/// />////• /fanfe. 4// glas

eath sole oj the body /,om the neck to tlw

Glass 'snakes' are, in fact, legless lizards vent. Their is no hair ,,/ ihr forelimhs

that lank like snakes. The Scheltopusik m and, in the European anil North African
nake oj southeast Europe and species, their is a barely noli, cable slump

lass snake, .Hsu,

han the Europe;

f'alias' das

southwest Asia is nearly I // long and
about 2 in. a, loss the body. 1 1 was first

discovered h\ the naturalist Pallas on

woo led slopes bordering the Volga. Since

then il has been poind as fa) west as

llungaiy and il is widest end thioughoul

the Balkan peninsula Inn/he, living in

and the glass snake of southern China is

Mowedand 3 others in North linen, a,

up to > // long, ranging pom Lake

Michigan south wauls llnough the eastern

and southern slates and into Mexico. One
American species (). ventralis is brown,

and grcemsh-white^underlrath.
^

Two-thirds oj then length is made up oj

tail, whereas in snakes the tail mokes up
only a small paction oj the total length.

Pallas- glass snake is bronze, yellow or

chestnut-brown, open with Inn pale spots,

and very old individuals are coppery-red.

The glass snake of southern China has an

o] a hindlimb at the end of the fu,

Snake-like but not snakes
Class snakes live in fields ... o

dark ve

ad. rhe)

i
and the

Two lines of defence

rlu!

rds « I he

-3 two lines ol defence. Like other lizards they

can shed their tails when attacked, and il

<i held iii the hand the) twine round it in a

ike most unpleasant manner, which would
Tgs probabl) detei all but a large or a persistent

ted predator.

Falling to bits

id ladle out the

(.lass snakes are named for their reputation

ol breaking into pieces when struck with a

sink I he legend continues that the pieces
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later reassemble and that the lizard is none

the worse for its adventure. As in other

lizards the tail is shed in moments of alarm,

but in glass snakes it also breaks into several

pieces. Because the tail is so long, the body

of a glass snake that has just cast its tail

looks very small, little bigger than one of the

portions of the shed tail, so it looks as if the

whole animal is in pieces.

class Reptilia

order Squamata

suborder Sauria

family Anguidae

genus Ophisaurus apodus European

8c species glass snake

0. ventralis

N. American glass snake

others

A Brittle-tailed reptile: the 'glass' half of

this animal's name is perhaps justified by the

way its tail will fall off and break into

several pieces in moments of alarm. 'Snake',

however, does not apply; it is a legless lizard.

> Twisting spnnter-a European glass snake.

Glass snakes do not move with the wriggling

expertise of true snakes, especially when fright-

ened; they use a twisting movement and have

to stop for a rest every 2— 3 yd.



Gliding frog

There are a few species offrogs which are

also referred to as 'the so-called flying

frogs', or else they are called 'flying frogs.

The writer then goes on to say that of

course they do not fly,
they only glide. It is

high time, therefore, that we stopped calling

them flying frogs and followed the lead

given, for example, by Doris B Cochran, of

the United States National Museum, and

called them gliding frogs, -which is what

they are.

The gliding frogs are members of a

family of tree frogs. Rfiacophondae.

which will be dealt with later. The most

common are the Malayan and Wallace's

gliding frogs which arc 4 in. long

in the head and body, shining green aboi<e,

yellow on flanks and white underneath.

They range from Malaya to Borneo. As

with other tree frogs of this family the ends

of the toes on all four feet hare sucker discs

at the lips, for clinging to trees. Gliding

frogs differ in having the toes of all four

feet longer than usual and fully webbed.

Jumping and gliding

Gliding frogs spend the da\ in trees and nil

bushes holding on In the discs on theii toes.

In strong sunlight they are a greenish-blue,

turning i<> green in the evening and finally

to black, the change taking place more
rapidly in the malt s tjian the females. I hey

become active .h night, leaping limn bran< h

1.) bran( h and taking gliding leaps from tree

10 no- 1 he leaps may be up n» (. h but

the glide may covet 10-50 li 10 the base <>l

the next tree. In a glide the toes are fully

stretched and held rigid and the underside

ol the body is drawn up, giving a concave

surface that increases the lift I he direction

and length ol a glide can be controlled to

Foam nests

hut lake otliri mse, is ,,s wcN. .md when
breeding they do not take to watei but

make foam nests among large leaves. While
mating the male clings <>n the female's

back, as ,s usual in frogs. As the eggs are

laid quantities ,.1 albumen are given out

with them and both female ami male beat

action ..I the hmdlcgs I l„- outside . .t the

mass hardens while the inside ol 11 becomes
more and more Mm. I I he eggs floal in ilus

until -am washes eithe. the eggs, o. the

tadpoles, mil ol the nest, to fall into pools

below II no tam falls the outei dust
eventualh liquefies to release eggs 01

tadpoles.

Frogs' flying school

ets m southeast Asia who spoke ol the frogs

flying down from the trees. I he story that

there were frogs thai lieu was accepted .11

lust. I lien <ame disbeliel .md this was ten,

forced l>\ a < urious accident. Ufred Russel

Wallace, the distinguished naturalist, who

worked so much in the southeast Asian

region, calculated that the area of the spread

feet with their webs was sufficient to enable

the frogs to glide. He made an error in his

calculations and when this was detected

the story of flying frogs became further

discredited. Few zoologists had ever seen

the gliding frog alive so it was difficult to

check Wallace's statement or those of the

Chinese in Malaya. In 1926, however, HB
Cott carried out experiments with the

Brazilian tree frog Hyld venulosa which
showed that even tree frogs with less web-
bing than gliding frogs could fall from con-

sidciaMe heights and land safely on their

feet. He dropped the frogs from a tower

I 10 It high and the frogs landed on the

ground 90 ft out from the base of the

tower. They reached the ground at such a

slow speed that they were quite unhurt.

Almost any small tree-living animal will do

the same and the reason is that they spread
their legs and keep their bodv the right

way up, as a cat does when it falls from a

height, and this acts as a brake. By contrast,

the ordinary common frog, although the

webs on its feet are larger than those of a

tree frog, simply tumbles head over heels

when it falls and plummets straight dow n. It

only needs that little extra webbing on the

feet, which gliding frogs have, to keep
them gliding.

class Amphibia

order Salientia

family Rhacophoridae

genus Rhacophorus nigropahnatus

&c species Wallace's gliding frog

R. reinwardtii

Malayan gliding frog










